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EDITORIAL

CHIEF RABBI SACKS:
THE NEED FOR CHANGE

IN THE LAST ISSUE OF Ma##a,
Dow Marmur ended his review of
Rabbi Jonathan  Sacks'  latest book

by   observing,   concerning  the   institu-
tions of Progressive Judaism in Britain,
that `The Office of the Chief Rabbi will
attempt  to  undermine  them  while,  at
the  same  time,  seeking  to  represent
them.  Business  as  usual'.

Could     Marmur,     for    once,     be
proved wrong?  We  hope so.

After  a  period  of  overlap  far  too
long  to  be  helpful  to  anyone,  Rabbi
Dr.  Jonathan  Sacks  has  finally  been
installed as Chief Rabbi of the United
Hebrew  Congregations.  As  the  spirit-
ual   leader   of  the   largest   synagogal
grouping   in    Britain,   he   will   be   a
significant figure in shaping the future
pattern of relationships within  a com-
munity hampered  by painful  divisions.

Sacks  brings to  the job  remarkable
qualities.  His  faith  is  compelling;  his
intellect commands  profound  respect
and his background makes him better
equipped to understand the  rank and
file  of  Anglo-Jewry  than  any  of  his
five predecessors.  In  a Chief Rabbin-
ate  that  could  last  for  twenty-seven
years,   he   has  already  set  himself  a
number of important tasks.  But clear-
ly,   improving   the   relationships   be-
tween   Britain's   various   Jewish   de-
nominations   is   high   on   everyone's
agenda,  his own  included.

As  Sacks  himself  has  pointed  out,
there   are   only   two   religiously   and
intellectually honest positions.  Ortho-
doxy   can   take   the   view   that   non-
Orthodoxy  -whether  it  be  Reform,
Liberal  or  Masorti  -  is  a  heresy  and
one  which  threatens  the  very  life  of
rorczfe-true   Judaism.   In   which   case
one has no truck with the heretics and
makes   no   pretence   of   having   any
truck.  One has no dealings with them
and  writes  them   out  of  the  Jewish
world.    Alternatively,   one   acknow-
ledges a reality,  namely that a signifi-
cant  percentage  of  the  Jewish  world
identifies   with   Progressive  Judaism,
that Progressive Judaism enables such
Jews   to   remain   within   the   Jewish
world,   that   Progressive   Judaism   is
clearly  committed  to  certain  values,
such  as  education,  which  are  vital  to
Judaism as Orthodoxy understands it.
Given    these    undeniable   facts    and

given   an   obligation   to   the   Jewish
world  as  a  whole,  Orthodoxy  has  to
find  a positive way  of relating to  the
non-Orthodox      groupings      without
compromising its  own  beliefs.

Up   to   now,   as   Marmur   hinted,
there has been an  uncomfortable and
unedifying havering between  the  two
positions.

We   sincerely  hope   that  Jonathan
Sacks   will   move   the   United   Syna-
gogue towards the second stance.  We
recognise  the  fact  that  it  will  not  be
easy  for  him  and  it  will  not  happen
overnight.  Rabbi Sacks must be given
time   and   support  but   a  process   of
change   must   soon   become   evident.
Anglo-Jewry  is  too  small  and  poorly
resourced   for   unproductive   infight-
ing,   endless   jockeying   for   position
and  senseless  duplication  of effort.

What   signs   of  change   should   we
look for?

For   many   years   Orthodox-Prog-
ressive relations have been bedevilled
by the issue .of legitimacy.  Orthodoxy
has  feared  that  public  contact  might
be   construed   as   the   conferring   of
legitimacy.   Let   it  be   clear   and   un-
equivocal:   Progressive  Judaism  does
not seek legitimation from Orthodoxy
because  it  does  not  need  it.  If Rabbi
Sacks  speaks  to  a  Reform  colleague,
no  more  is  to  be  inferred  from  that
than  if he  speaks  to  a  leading Jewish
secularist  or  to  the  Dalai   Lama.   If
Progressive   Jews   have   insecurities,
they    must    deal    with    them    in    an
appropriate  manner  and  not  seek  to
make   capital   out   of   contacts   with
Orthodoxy.  The  Orthodox  establish-
ment   for   its   part   has   to   end   the
strange  and  uncomfortable  situation
whereby  there  are  contacts  between
the  leadership  of the  various  group-
ings   within    Anglo-Jewry   but   they
must not be spoken about or exposed
to  public  light.  The  first  sign  that  we
are  moving  in  the  right  direction  will
be   the   sight   (and   not   merely   the
rumour)  of  the  new  Chief  Rabbi  in
dialogue   with   Progressive  Jews  and
an  acceptance  by  the  community  at
large   that   he   can    sit   down    at   a
meeting  or  appear  on  television  with
a   Reform   rabbi  without  being  per-
ceived   as   having   compromised   the
integrity  of Orthodoxy.

The  second sign  of progress will  be
a    growing    public    acceptance    that
there   are   many  areas   in   which   the
various   communities,   from   top   to
bottom,  work  together  for  the  good
of Jewry  and  Britain.

There are already a number of such
fora but  A4cz##a looks to a time when
the  rabbis  will  be  as  comfortable  in
those  fora  as the  lay  leadership.  And
we  look  for  their  expansion.  Despite
differences  of theology  and  ideology,
there  is  no   reason   why  the  various
communities   cannot   work   together.
for   instance,   upon   a   plan   for   the
coherent development of Jewish edu-
cational  services  in  Britain.

Furthermore,     progress     in      this
second  area,   as  in  the  first,  will   be
evidenced by the acceptance of Prog-
ressive  representation  in  the  leader-
ship    of    ¢//    communal    institutions
rather than mos/,  as at present.

Finally,  there are  a  limited number
of  issues  in  the  area  of  status  which
give   rise   to   great   concern   on   both
sides and can lead to individual trage-
dies    and    much    personal    distress.
These  issues  are  particularly  difficult
to deal with  because they touch  upon
fundamental   issues   of   rabbinic   au-
thority  and  power.   They  cannot  be
resolved by the  Progressive  commun-
ity  simply  expecting  everything  that
they  currently  do  to  be  underwritten
or  by  expecting  the  Orthodox  com-
munity   to    `bend    their    rules'.    But
neither    can    they    be    resolved   ,by
Orthodoxy  suggesting  that  the  Prog-
ressives  be  allowed  to  maintain  their
`quaint'  services  and  other  practices

as long as they hand over all matters of
status -marriage, divorce, conversion,
mcrmzcrw/ -to the  London  Beth  Din.

Mcz##a believes  that  Rabbi  Sacks  is
uniquely    qualified    to    lead    Anglo-
Jewry  forward  into  a  more  rational,
sensible  and  mutually  respectful  era.
We  wish  him  well  and  offer both  our
prayers  and  such  practical  support  as
we  can  muster.  We  recognise  that,  if
Rome  was  not  built  in  a  day,  Anglo-
Jewry  cannot   be   rebuilt   in   a  week.
But  we  will  be  looking  anxiously  for
signs  of  movement  in  the  right  direc-
tion.  After all, we cannot countenance
for long the scenario outlined by Dow
Marmur.
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ONE THIR:D OF  SOVIET OLIM NOT JEWISH
RECENTLY   HEARD   OF  A
ci`se  ill  Engldncl  which  brought
home  to  me  just  how  much  we

still  hi`ve  to  £`chieve  in  the  unending
Struggle    for    pluralism    and    foi.    a
solutioii    to    the    .Who    is    zi    Jew?`
issue .

A  young  boy  had  been  adopted
by an  English Reform family, given
a  Reform  conversion  and  brought
up   as   a   committed   and   involved
Jew.   He   decided   to   make   A/I.yczA
(settle in  Israel)  and began to make
the    necessary    arrangements   with
the   assistance   of   an   A/I.yczfo   Sfea/-
I.¢c/7.  At some stage in  the proceed-
ings,  the  S/7c7/!.czc/7   (Israel  emissary)
became  aware  that  the  young  man
had   been   converted   through   the
Reform   Movement.   He   informed
the   man   that   since   he   `was   not
Jewish'  he could  not help  him;  if he
went  to  Israel  he  would  face  prob-
lems  at  the  airport,  with  the  Army
and  in  every  field  of life.

This   true   story   epitomises   the
problems  caused  by  the  `Who  is  a
Jew?' controversy and, in a broader
context,   some   of   the   underlying
tensions   in   the   relations   between
Israel  and  the  Diaspora.  It  should
be  made quite clear that  the A/I.};¢fe
S/i¢/z.czc/7    in    this    case    acted    in    a
scandalous  and  indeed  illegal  way.
He   was   able   to   get   away   with   it
because   of   the   decline   in   public
vigilance  on  this  issue,   due  to  the
false    impression    that   the   battle
about  `Who  is  a Jew?'  is  over.

The  Israel  Religious Action  Cen-
tre is the social justice branch of the
Israel    Movement   for   Progressive
Judaism and is sponsored by Arzenu
(the    Organisation    of   Progressive
Zionists)  and other world Progress-
ive bodies.  Over the past few years,
IRAC  has  been  involved  in  a  slow
and tortuous battle over the `Who is
a   Jew?'   issue,   in   the   face   of  the

Uri Regev

refusal  of  the  ultra-Orthodox  con-
trolled  Ministry  of  the  Interior  to
register  Conservative   and  Reform
converts  from  abroad  as  Jews  and
to give them their due rights as new
immigrants  under  the  Law  of  Re-
turn.    This   struggle   has   involved
launching  repeated  petitions  to  the
Israel   Supreme   Court,   partly   be-
cause,   even   when   we   have   won
particular cases, the  Ministry of the
Interior  has  refused  to  implement
the  Court's  decisions  when  it  came
to other identical cases.  In July 1989,
the  Supreme  Court  ruled  on  thir-
teen petitions and counter-petitions
in  a manner which  left  no  doubt  at
all  that  the  Ministry  of the  Interior
was   to   recognise   and   register   as
Jewish any person who arrived from
a   Jewish    community    (Orthodox,
Conservative  or  Reform),  whether
a Jew by  birth  or by  choice.

This ruling means that the A/I.}jczfr
S/7cz/I.czcfe   should  have   explained  to
the   prospective   o/c/7   (immigrant)
that,   as   a   Reform   convert,   he   is
entitled  to  make  A/I.yczfe,  to  receive
Israeli  citizenship,  to  be  registered
as Jewish  in  the population  register
and  to  enjoy  the  same  rights  and
obligations  as  any  other Jew  in  the
State  of  Israel.  He  would  face  no
problems   at  the   airport,   with  the
Army  or in  any other dealings with
the general civil authorities.  Only ir,
one  specific  area - that  of personal
status  -  would  problems  arise.   In
Israel,  the  answer  to  the  question
`Who   is   a   Jew?'   is   the   question
`What issue  are you talking about?'

One  must  distinguish  between  such
matters  as  population  registration,
the  Law  of Return  and  other func-
tions  of  the  State  on  the  one  hand

and  the  areas  of  divorce  and  mar-
riage,   which   are   under   the   sole
jurisdiction of the Orthodox rabbin-
ate  and  its  Courts.  As  a  result,  the
current   situation   is   that   although
the   State   of  Israel   recognises   an
individual  as  Jewish,  when  that  in-
dividual  wishes  to  marry,  he  or she
is directed to the  Orthodox rabbin-
ate   (in   the   absence   of  civil   mar-
riages and the refusal to grant Con-
servative   and   Reform   rabbis   the
right to perform  marriages).  At the
Orthodox   rabbinate,   the   individ-
ual's Jewish status will not be recog-
nised   and   s/he,  will   therefore   be
unable  to  marry  legally  in  Israel.  It
is interesting to note that the Ortho-
dox  rabbinate  does  not  only  create
problems  for  Conservative  or  Re-
form   converts.   As   British   Jewry
learned in  the  case of Paula  Cohen
and   her   children,    the   Orthodox
rabbinate  can  make  arbitrary  deci-
sions    with    tragic    consequences.
Similarly,  the  Israeli  Chief Rabbin-
ate has on several occasions refused
to  recognise  the  validity  of  Ortho-
dox  conversions,  whether  because
the  rabbi  who  performed  the'  con-
version  was  not  Orthodox  enough
for their taste or because,  after the
conversion,  the  convert  and/or  the
convert's    family    did    not    strictly
observe    the    mz.fzt;of    (command-
ments).

In   this  specific  case,   the  A/dy¢fe
Sfecz/I.crcfo  had  a  responsibility  to  ex-

plain this situation  accurately to the
young    man    concerned.    On    the
broader   level,   Progres`sive   Jewish
organisations        and       movements
throughout   the   world   must   make
sure  that  the  precise  nature  of the
existing   situation    is   made    clear.
Unfortunately,  there seems to be  a
widespread and mistaken belief that
the struggle is over. -Who is a Jew?'
ended  in  complete  `ictor`.  for  the
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liberal perspective. The truth is that
the  victory  was  only  partial.  There
is much work to be done before this
subject  is  finally  and  satisfactorily
resolved;  above  all,  we  must  con-
tinue  the  uphill  struggle  to  change
the  Israeli  laws  granting  monopoly
status   to   the   Orthodox   rabbinate
and enabling it to control the perso-
nal  lives of all  Israeli  Jews,  be they
Orthodox,   Conservative,    Reform
or secular.

The     injustices     and     hardships
caused by this situation have always
created  problems  for  Israelis.  Rec-
ently,  however,  new  immigrants  to
Israel  -  primarily   those   from   the
Soviet  Union  and  Ethiopia  -  have
been  particularly  victimised  by  the
Orthodox establishment.

The  problem  of  Soviet  Jews  in
Israel  is  a  time  bomb  of such  pro-
portions that it is difficult to under-
stand the prevalent apathy and lack
of action in this field.  Out of approxi-
mately   300,000   people   who   have
made  A/I.yczfe  in  the  past  couple  of
years  from  the  Soviet  Union,  it  is
reliably  estimated  that  100,000  are
not     Jewish      according     to     the
Hcz/czkfecz  (Jewish  law).  As the  num-
ber of o/I.in rises, so will the number
of  Israeli  citizens  who  will  not  be
able   to   exercise   the   basic   human
right  to  marry.  The  present  status
quo,  a  key  component  of which  is
the  absence  of  any  legal  possibility
of  performing  civil  or  non-Ortho-
dox   marriages   for  Jews   in   Israel,
cannot possibly meet this new chal-
lenge.   Part   of  the   answer  to   this
problem  lies in  changing the  law so
that civil marriages can be performed
and in  enabling  non-Orthodox  rab-
bis and officials to perform wedding
ceremonies and conversions.  IRAC
is     working     for     the     necessary
changes  to  be  made  but  the  forces
ranged   against   these   changes   are
powerful  and  numerous  and  with-
out  the participation  of world  Jew-
ry,  which  is  rightly  being  asked  to
shoulder    much    of    the    cost    of
absorbing   the   mass   immigration,
the  chances  of success  are  remote.
These    changes    would     also,     of
course,  benefit  many  other  Israeli
Jews  -  Reform  and  Conservative,
those  unable  to  marry  because  of
the  restrictions  of the  f7cz/czkfe¢  (for
example, a Cohen and a divorcee or
those with  Mczmzcr (the child  of an
adulterous or incestuous union)  stat-
us  and,  perhaps  most  importantly,
the growing number of Israelis from
all walks of life who refuse to accept
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Orthodox control of such significant
events  in  their  life.

Another  growing  problem  faced
by   Soviet   o/!.in   is   the   increasingly
stringent  checks  by  Orthodox-con-
trolled   government   agencies   into
their  Jewish   status.   Demands   for
Orthodox  Kcfwbo/ (wedding certifi-
cates)   or   questions   about   know-
ledge  of  Jewish  holidays  or  of  the
Yiddish language are being made of
people,  many  of  whom  have  been
cut  off  from  their  Judaism  for  two
or three generations.

Ethiopian  Jews  have  often  been
at the  eye  of the  storm  of relations
between  Orthodox  and non-Ortho-
dox   Jews   in   Israel.   After   finally
accepting  that  this  community  is  in
fact    Jewish,    the    rabbinate    now
maintains  the  position  that  there  is
some  doubt  as  to  their  individual
Jewish  status  and  that  they  should
therefore undergo a quasi-conversion
ceremony,   `just  to  be  on  the  safe
side',  so  to  speak.  One  rabbi  (the
Sephardi  Orthodox  Chief Rabbi  of
Netanya)  performs  marriage  cere-
monies  for  the  community  without
demanding    this    quasi-conversion
(which  is,  understandably,  bitterly
resented by the Ethiopian o/I.in) but
this is only a partial solution for this
thirty-thousand-strong   community.
IRAC is working to gain full recog-
nition  and  equality  for  these  Jews.
Apart  from   problems  of  personal
status,   many   Ethiopian   o/I.in  face
particular  problems  with  different
arms       of      Israeli       bureaucracy.
IRAC's  Jerusalem-based  Hot  Line
telephone  help  service for consum-
er  and  civil  rights  has  employed  an
Amharic-speaking  worker  to  assist
wherever possible.

The   attempts   by   the   Orthodox
authorities   to   control   the   lives   of
immigrants  are not confined to for-
mal     issues     of    personal     status.
Alarmed    by    the    overwhelmingly
secular  nature  of  the  mass  immig-
ration     from     the    Soviet     Union
(which threatens the political power
enjoyed by the Orthodox and ultra-
Orthodox     parties),     a     full-scale
attempt  has  been  launched  to  pro-
mote    Orthodox    Judaism    among
these  immigrants.  This effort in  the
field  of  `Spiritual  Absorption'  used
tens  of millions of shekels of public
funds  for  propaganda  and  partisan
activities    and    exploits    the    initial
confusion    and    difficulties   of   the
immigrants  in  an  attempt  to  incul-
cate   them   with   an   extremist,   in-
tolerant     and     often     non-Zionist

brand of Orthodoxy.
The   Ministry   of   Absorption   is

controlled     by     Sfe¢s,     the     ultra-
Orthodox     Sephardi     Party.     The
Ministries  of  Education  and  Reli-
gious Affairs are both controlled by
the   Orthodox   National   Religious
Party,  while Agwczczf  yz.srczc/ holds  a
key  position  within  the  Ministry  of
Labour   and   Welfare.   These   four
Ministries,  in  particular  the  Minis-
try of Absorption, have spent enor-
mous sums of money on duplicitous
and secretive programmes, including
summer  camps   for  immigrant  chil-
dren   (parents   were   not   informed
that     activities     would     be     based
around  prayers  and  religious  stud-
ies)    and    Orthodox-run     U/pcz#z.in
(with  separate  classes  for  men  and
women  and  religious  studies  at  the
expense  of  Hebrew  classes).  Even
the   right   of   these   immigrants   to
define  themselves  as  non-religious
has been questioned.  A Ministry of
Religious Affairs advertisement ex-
claimed:    `These   immigrants,   who
have been cut off from Judaism for
many  years,   cannot  be  defined  as
non-religious!'.

No-one,   and   certainly   not   the
Reform Movement, would deny the
need  to   enable  the  Soviet  immig-
rants   to   learn   about   their  Jewish
culture  and heritage.  This  is indeed
essential  if they  are  to  be  absorbed
into Israeli society.  What we cannot
accept,  however, is the exploitation
of this  need  and  of the  position  of
the    immigrants   for   the   sake    of
political and sectarian gains.  Above
all,   we   cannot   accept   that   these
activities   are   being  financed   from
public  funds  while  support  for  im-
migrants  and  other  social  priorities
in    Israel    is   constantly   being.  cut
back.

Over the past three years,  IRAC
has  emerged  as  the  major  body  in
the  struggle  for  religious  pluralism
in Israel.  In  research and documen-
tation,  through  individual  and  class
action    suits    in     the    courts    and
through    sponsoring    Bills    in    the
K#cssc£,   we   are  working  to   bring
about change in t.he areas discussed
in  this  article  and  in  other  fields  of
social   justice.    We    firmly   believe
that  in  so  doing  we  are  acting  not
only  in  the  interests  of  Progressive
Jews   in   Israel,   but   also   to   make
Israel  a  home  for  all  Jews  through-
out  the  world  and  to  make  Israel  a
truer democracyl
R`at.hi  Url  Keg;I :v  i.s  llic'   Dil.c't.[til.  tjf  [ht'   hl.tleJI
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HOW WE StJRVIVE AS JEWS
A  S('me  of  Beloligillg.   Dilemmii.s  of

BI.ill.sh  Je\\'i.sh   I({eli[i[v

h}'  Howard  Cooper  :md  Paul  ivlorrison`
WL`iclcnt`cld  €`ncl  Nicholson

in  i`ssoci€`tion  with
CliaiiiiL`l  LI  TL`levision   Ltd..1991

pp.233.   £16-()()
/A   .`.(';I.`.('  ()./.  B('/()/I.g/./Ig  scrL`enL`cl  in  four

pill.ts  oli  Channel  +`  Jiinc/July   1991)

Euo£:;dtEh¥:,f:#:i£:s,9hFSLTFh:
It was while freelance film maker

Paul  Morrison  was  on  his  journey
back  to Judaism  that  he  realised he
had  never  made  a  film  which  was
explicitly  Jewish  in  theme  or  con-
tent.  So,  the  idea  for  a  film  series
reflecting   the   concerns   of   Anglo-
Jewry  was  born.

While  on  his voyage  of discovery
back   to   his   roots,   Morrison   met
Howard       Cooper,       rabbi       and
psychotherapist,  who  became  con-
sultant   to   the   film   series   and   the
main  writer of the  book.

On  page  184 of the  book  there is
expressed   the   perennial   hope   of
those   who   have   gone   through  an
Exodus  but  have  not  arrived  at  the
Promised  Land:  `You  will  do  what
we  have  not done;  you will  succeed
where  we  failed;  you  will  do  it  for
us'.   A   blessing   and   a   curse,   that
burden  of hope.

The   book   and   the   films   both
revolve   around  the  dilemmas,   the
reactions,    the    blessing    and    the
curses   caused   by   that   `burden   of
hope,.

I   received   the   book   for   review
and then the films,  so  1'11  take  them
in  that order.  I approached the task
of reviewing  with  a  certain  amount
of   trepidation,    for   two    reasons.
First  of all,  Howard Cooper taught
me  for  a  year.  He  is  a  fi.lend.  It  is
never easy to be objective about the
work  of a  friend.

Secondly,    I   am   by   vocation   a
Catholic  priest,  by  birth  a  goy  and
felt   I   must   be   possessed   of  more
than  the  usual  amount  of goy!.scAc
c/7c//apcz/7   to   review   a   book   about
the  dilemmas  of British  Jews!

Well,  c/?L£/zp¢/7  or  not,  let's  look
at  the  book.

It  has  been  given  a  simple,  Bibli-

Roger Clarke

cal   shape   -   the   shape   of  Jewish
history  commemorated  in  the  fest-
ivals.

In  the  beginning  was  the  family.
But  the  group  of families  that  was
and   is   Jewry   find   themselves   in
exile,   facing   pain,   prejudice   and
eventually,  the  Sfeoczfe.

After   exile   comes   Exodus   and
Jews'  contemporary  experience  of
liberation,    attitudes    towards    the
State  of Israel.  All  this  is  explored.
Finally,  the  forty  years  wandering
in   the   wilderness   are   seen   as   a
model  for  the  spiritual  wanderings
of  British  Jews.  The  book  reflects
on   this   experience  while   the  final
film  presents  the  spiritual  quest  of
seven   `ordinary  and   extraordinary
Jews,.

On  the  whole,  the  gentile  world
has  an  idealised  picture  of  Jewish
family  life,  a  picture  reinforced  by
Maureen  Lipman's  BT adverts  and
Lionel  Blue's  weekly  column  in  a
Catholic  newspaper.

Tn   A   Sense   of   Belonging   it   .ls
argued  that  there  is  a  conflict  be-
tween   the   idealised  Jewish   family
and   the   reality.   Jewish   marriages
are as likely as gentile ones to break
down.  There  are  many Jewish  sing-
le  parents.

The  pain  and  loss  of  Jewish  im-
migrants  to  the  UK  denying  them-
selves    to    provide    material    well-
being     for     the     next     generation
caused  a  loss  of  intimacy  between
them  and  their  children.

Their  offspring   lost   out   on   the
normal    experience   of   childhood,
the  relationship  was  often  that  of
adults   rather   than    of   parent   to
child.

The   loss   of   intimacy,   the   high
expectations,   the  sense  of  failure,
the  unwillingness  to  give  offspring
autonomy     have     created     family
pressures which  can  be  destructive.

All this is presented imaginatively,
with   appropriate   personal   experi-
ences.

All   this   could   also   be   true   of
gentiles  and their experience  of the
family, but p.21  highlights the impor-
tant  difference  in  underlying  experi-

ence. The Jews' historical experience
`leads  to  a  particularly  atavistic  im-

pulse  to  keep  the  family  together'.
Central  to  this  `historical  experi-

ence'  is the Sfeoczfe which produces a
feeling that Jewish continuity, total-
ly  unlike  Christian  gentile  continui-
ty,  is  shot  through  with  fragility.

The   means   of   preserving   con-
tinuity   is   marriage   and   the   book
questions  whether  Jewish  marriage
can   now   meet   the   deep   human
needs  of  intimacy  -  and  the  over-
coming  of loneliness.

Some  feel  the  need  to  break  out
of what appears to be an oppressive
and    stifling    set    of    expectations
which   overlook   and   obscure   the
real   needs  of  the   individual:   `The
weight  of  the  myth,  the  traditions,
the  expectations,  the  enclosed  and
often   repressive  insularity  of  Jew-
ishness can hang like a yoke around
our  necks'.  (p.28).

Again this can also be the experi-
ence  of non-Jews  but  there  is  extra
pressure   on   Jews   because   contin-
uity,   survival   as   Jews,   survival   of
Jewry,  is  at  stake.  The  SAoczfe  casts
its   shadow   even   over   seeking   a
marriage  partner.

The    question    must   be    raised;
what   content   will    this   continuity
have? What will the survival be for?
Simply   the   preservation   of   some
relics of Jewish  culture  and  religion
as  trappings  of  an  anaemic  Anglo-
Jewry?    Or   will    it    be   something
more?

The   `Exile'   section   in   the   book
and   the   second   film   raises   these
questions  and  examines  the  dilem-
mas    and    pain     endemic    in    the
attempts   made   to   survive   in   the
gcz/I/f (Diaspora),  in  the  attempts to
bridge  two  worlds.

Prominent here, both in book and
film,  is  Anglo-Jewry's  longstanding
feeling of being on sufferance -the
conflict and the confusion of having
to  express  one's  Jewishness  in  pri-
vate   while   having   to   conform   in
public   to   the   mores   and   expect-
ations   of  the   surrounding   English
Christianised  culture.

Under  a  carapace  of non-assert-
iveness,  Jews  bore  the pain  of cop-
ing with  the  latent English brand of
anti-Semitism .
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What  is  surprising  to  the  gentile
reader,  or  viewer,  is  the  ambiva-
lence in the Anglo-Jewish establish-
ment towards  newly arrived Jewish
immigrants from Central or Eastern
Europe earlier this century.

These   immigrants   had   to   cope
not only with that ambivalence and
the English version  of anti-Semitism
but   also  with   the   loss   of  the   ex-
tended  family,  all  of  which  served
to   increase   the   family   pressures
already referred to.

With   the   end   of   the   Second
World   War,    all   of   Anglo-Jewry
experienced a profound depression.
The  end  of that war brought relief
and joy to  gentiles.  For the Jewish
world  it  brought  the  full  details  of
the Sfeo¢fe. The news had a destruc-
tive,   centrifugal   effect:   `It   was   a
freezing of the  emotions.  That was
the  beginning  of  the  disintegration
of,  if you  like,  the  emotional  com-
munity,  as  opposed  to  the  physical
breaking'  (p.89).

The  foundation  of  the  State  of
Israel  provided  comfort  in  the  face
of  all  this  but  it  also  brought  guilt
and ambivalence too, as on the one
hand people strongly identified with
Israel,  to  the  extent  that  for  some
the State took the place of God but
on the other there was no concerted
rush  to  make  cz/I.y¢fe.

So,    there    has    been    pressure,
pain,  prejudice,  ambivalence, guilt,
devastating loss,  keeping a low pro-
file  and  all  the  resultant  anger.

Rather      than       simply      saying
Get;a//./,  the  book  proclaims  that  a
process    of   renewal    can    be    dis-
cerned.

In  the  third  section  -  Exodus  -
points   of  new  growth   are   consid-
ered.  There  is  pride  in  the  Anglo-
Jewish  community  as  well  as  press-
ure  and  pain.

The   pressure   and   the   pain   are
being faced.  That is growth.  That is
the  old  carapace  of  non-assertive-
ness being cracked so  that new  life,
a  new way  of being can  emerge.

There is pride  that the Sfeocr/1  has
not defeated and broken the Jewish
people.  There  are  new  affirmations
of Jewish  life,  the  growth  of study,
the  return  to  the  sources  of  tradi-
tion,  the  emphasis  again  on  fz.kk£/#
o/¢m,  the  perfection  of the  world.

All   this   can   be   a   challenge   to
Judaism  as  traditionally  perceived.
By  all   the  old  criteria  like   formal
religious  observance,  Jewish  identi-
ty   is   declining.   But   research   con-
ducted   in   the   States   reveals   that
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new   ways   of   maintaining   group
identity  are  emerging.  There  is  the
cohesive  force  of sharing in  similar
professions or charitable causes. All
these  new  ways  assert  that  belong-
ing cannot be  defined from outside
but   has   to   be   self   chosen.   The
question     is     begged     `Are     they
enough?'  `Are they as sustaining as
the Spirit of God?'

This concept  of belonging,  being
self  chosen,   can   give   rise   to   the
criticism   that   some   of  these   new
ways  of maintaining  group  identity
are merely manifestations of liberal
individualism  and  of a  `make  it  up
as  you  go  along,  leave  out  the  bits
that don't suit you' type of religion.

But    this    criticism    is    implicitly
rebutted  in  the  book,  the  growth
points   are   linked,   if   not   exactly
anchored to the tradition: `Self con-
fidence  is  born  of  familarity  with
the  sources  of one's  own  tradition'
(p.148).

The   sense   of  belonging   comes
down  to  a  dialogue  between  these
sources  and  the  sense  one  has  to
make of one's own life -and this is
where the book moves into its final
phase,   which   is   really   the   most
moving part of a moving book.

It  is  here  in  what  one  might  call
the  `wrestling  with  the  angel'  sec-
tion   that   this   book   speaks   most
obviously    and   eloquently   to    the
world at large, to all those, whether
Jews  or  gentiles,  who  are  involved
in   a   creative,   painful,   searching,
encounter     between      their     own
burgeoning   sense   of  self  and   the
tradition    which    has    created    the
ground  on  which  they  stand.

It is clear here that,  despite some
leanings  towards  individualism  and
a   `make   it   up   yourself'   religion,
Cooper and  Morrison  are not seek-
ing  to   attenuate  Judaism.   On   the
contrary,  they  and  the  people  they
interviewed  seem  to  be  seeking  to
relate   honestly   and   freely   to   the
Heart and Sustaining Power of K/a/
yz.s7'crc'/  (the  collectivity  of  the  Jew-
ish people) : `Our sense of belonging
will remain flawed unless we engage
with the central and sustaining enig-
ma  of the  Jewish  myth - our  sense
of God'  (p.2()4).

One  of the  major criticisms to be
made   of   this   otherwise    laudable
project   is   that   it   is,   perhaps   of
necessity,   selective   in    its   presen-
tation  of  Anglo-Jewry.  There  must
be  groups  in  the  Jewish  communi-
ties  of  the  UK  who  face  dilemmas
not   quite   of   the   same   nature   as

those dealt with in the book and the
films.     For     example,     Cfeass!.dz.in
made only a brief appearance when
a   Purim   celebration   was   filmed.
Surely  the  rejection  of  the  secular
and gentile  worlds  must pose  some
dilemmas to that  section  of Anglo-
Jewry?

When,  after  reading  the  book,  I
watched  the  films,  I  must  confess
that I was very disappointed at first.
In  watching the first  film  about the
family,  I  was  glad  that  I  had  read
the   book,   otherwise   I   would   not
have  known  what  was  going  on.  I
pitied  the  average  viewer  who  had
not  read  the  book,   nor  even  the
Channel  Four  Press  Release  which
at  least  gave  one  the  rubric  under
which  the  film  was  made.

The  initial  and  general  impress-
ion  was  of  families  who  are  mat-
erially comfortably off.  It was a pity
that   more   was   not   made   of   the
experiences of the woman from the
Welfare Board who dealt with poor
Jewish     families.     Their    dilemmas
would have gone a long way towards
undermining  stereotypes  about  the
Jewish  family.

The second film,  Exz./c, was much
better because it was  made clear at
the  beginning  what  the  rubric  was.
The  film  put across what  it  felt  like
to  be  `on  sufferance'  in  a  way  that
the  book   cannot.   How  the  Sfooc74
not   only   overturned   the   previous
certainties   about   God   and  justice
but  also  scarred  the  lives  of British
Jews,  was  well  presented.

ExocJws   and   the   final   film    7lfec
Wz./czcr;tess  bring  out   the   sense   of
new   hope   and   growth   to   hon?sty
through  trial  and  pain.  The  search
for  an  engagement  with  and  a  re-
discovery  of  Jewish  roots  is  multi-
faceted -through study, music, art,
the tradition.  All this is bridging the

gap   between   the   private   and   the
public  persona  of the  British  Jew.

The films, despite a disappointing
beginning  and  the  assumption  that
the  average viewer has a moderate-
ly   good    knowledge    about    things
Jewish  -  no  glossary   can   be   pro-
vided   with   a   TV   programme   -
effectively  get  across  the  point  that
within  Anglo-Jewry the  discovery  is
being   made   that,   even   after   the
history  of  this  century,  Judaism  is
`about joy'.
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Fred Morgan

JUST BEFORE  PURIM  THIS
year. `several  of the  rabbis in the
Progressive mo\'ements received

a   srfec'c/c7fr    (questittn)    I.rom    Akiva
School   on   the   thi`me   `tf  fzcczokczfr

(charity).  This was  ntt  Purim sfepz.c/.
The   question   w:\`   important   and
taxing:   `On   what   h:i`is   should   we
allocate   the   moni`\    wc   collect   as
fzccz¢kafr  at  Akiva  Sc`httol?'

The  letter explaini`d  that  the  stu-
dents had  looked at  the  verse,  `You
shall  surely open your  hand  to your
poor   and   needy   brt)ther,   in   your
land'     (Deuteronom}J      15:11)     and
were          particulal.]}.          wondering
`whether   the   poor   £\nd   needy   in

Finchley,  home  of thL`  School,  or  in
Israel, should be considered nearest
to  us?,

The  question  of  piiorities  in  fzc-
dczkczfr  is  often  raisi`cl,  for  example,
within  synagogue  councils  but  rare-
ly    researched.    So    I    decided    to
accept    the    Akiva    c`ha]lenge    and
examine    the    key   /7(I/ftk/7f.c    (legal)
sources,   in   order   to   provide   the
beginnings   of   a   repl}'   to   the   stu-
dents.   I   also   shared   mv   research
with   congregants   at   ii   local   SAJ.wr

(study  session).  My  i`L`sponse  is rep-
roduced here,  with  s(imi`  zilterations,
as   a   spur   to   furthi`i.   t.c-search   and
reflection   on   this   ditt.icult   topic.   I
realise  that  there  i`  i`n  innate  con-
servatism in  basing decision-making

;:il:iys,?nTt:ixsts,:ronT,,ei:,rli::ffnei:ievr:
statement  but  I  hope  it  hfis  at  least
the  value  of  being  a  dispassionate
and       deliberately       non-polemical
account  of  the  sources.   Perhaps  it
can  be  seen  as  a  rough  guide  to  the
way that Progressive Jews might use
the   texts  of  our   tradition   to   shed
light    on    a    practical    problem    of
halakhah.

The  verse  studied  bv  the  Akiva
students,    Deuteronomy     15:11,    is

quoted  by  Maimonides  and  others
:`s  the  basis  for  fe#/c!k/7j.c  discussion
tif /zcc/#kc7/72.  Before  tzickling  other
sources,  it  is  helpful  to  look  at  this
verse  in   its  context   in   7o;.¢/I.   The
topic  of  the  Deuteronomy  pzissage
is   .``/7c/7?/./fa/I,   the   .seventh   year   of
relezise.   when   economic:illy   genei--
iited  imbalances  of  wezilth  iire  con-
stitutionally  evened  out  in  order  to
mz`intain    a    harmonious    iLnd    just
society.  The  I.abbinic  z`pplic`ation  of
this   passage    to    cliscussions    about
/:t't/f7A'¢/7    is   certainly   appropriate.
Verse   3   in   the   passz`ge   suggests   z`
distinction    between    the   foreigner
i\Iid      the      kinsman     -     trzinslz\tecl
•brother`  -in  the  hfmdling  ()f loiins`

which m€iy be  relevant f()r oui. sense
of   /z(JCJflk(//7    as    well.    Verses    4-5`
which  suggest  that  poverty  will  dis~
appear   in   the   land   if   only   lsrz`el
responds to  God`s  commands`  raise
many   problems   of   interpretation.
especizilly   if   they   ill.e   I.efid   in   con-

junction  with  vei-se  11,  which  opens
by   saying   .For   the   poor   sh€`ll   not
cci`se   out   of  the   land`.   It   may   be
th€`t    rt7;.fl/7    is    here    desci.ibing    an
idezil   situation,   which   is   not   to   be
acliieved   in   rez`1ity   before   the   ad-
vent  of  the   Messifinic  Age.i.   Or  it
iii£`y mean that  G()d.s blessing, which
is  dependent  on  our  observance  ol`
His  commands,  will  never  be  `com-

pleted`.   Or,   most   interestingly   t`or
our  purposes,   it   may   be   taken   to
imply  that   needs  are   rek`tive,   thzit
there    are    degrees   of   deprivation
which  can  only  be  determined  find

judged  within  the  context  of actufil
societies,    not   in   accordance   with
some  abstract  criteria  alone.

A   final   observz`tion:   £1   compari-
son   of  verse  8  -  God  commdnds,
•You shall surely open  your hand to

him` -with  its  quotation  in  verse  11
shows   two    important    changes   in
wording.    First,   Verse    11    replaces

the  Hebrew word  meaning  `to  him'
with    a   three-fold    expression:    `to
your   kinsman   (brother),   to   your
poor  and  to  your  needy'.  This  ap-
parent  repetition  of phrases  can  be
taken    to    suggest    that   there    are
determinative  priorities  among  the
nzecedd„yk'„;E. relation   to   the  giver  of

The  second  change  in  the  word-
ing of verse  11  is the  addition  of the

qualification,   `in   your   land'.   `The
land`  may  refer  to  Israel,  since  the
context of the passage is the land of
Israel.    Or   it   may   refer   to   one's
home  country  in  the  Diaspora,  as
Nachmanides  suggests  in   his  com-
ment on this verse. This uncertainty
of  interpretation  is  the  basis  or the
Akiva  School's  question.

There  are,  then,  three  issues  at
stake  in  this  passage  from  Deuter-
onomy,  in  relation  to  the  giving  of
[zedakah..
1.  Should    we    draw    a    distinction

between  Jews  and  non-Jews,  as
recipients  of  /zccJcrkcz/7?5

2.  Can the recipients of /zccJ¢kcz4 be

priol.itised.    in    relation    to,    the
meaning   of   `your   land'   in   the
Deuteronomy  verse?  Who  takes
precedence,  the  people  who  live`next  door',  or  the  people  who

live  in  the  land  of Israel?
3.  Are    there    some    needs    which

overt.ide other needs? Can  needs
be  prioritised?
1.  The   source   for   the   giving   of

/zccJcrkc7A   to  non-Jews  is  the  Baby-
lonian  T¢/mL!cZ,   G!.f/!./7  61a,  where  it
is   made   clear   that   one   can   give
/zccJ¢kczfo  to  a  non-Jew,  an  idolater,
or pagan -a `non-believer' -`in  the

.1,.7,toe,:e:t,s,,.off::cer'a(:ipa|:yfd.arrc?f:
ti.eatment of non-Jewish poor in the
sources  is  thus  different  from  that
concerning   Jewish    poor.    As   the
Raimbam     stays     (Mishneh     T()rah
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`Gifts   to   the   Poor'   7:1),   `It   is   a

postitive mitzvah to g:rye tzedakah to
the    (Jewish)    poor,    according   to
their  need'  -  no  further  reason  is
required.

The  reason  given  to  support  the
giving   of   alms   to   the   non-Jewish
poor,  `in  the  interests  of peace',  is
motivated  by  a  concern  to  prevent
ill-will    or    malicious   gossip    being
spread   against   the  Jewish   people,
because  of its failure to support the
welfare  of  society  at  large.  In  our
day,  it  remains  incumbent  on  us  to
promote  good  relations with  all,  by
responding to the needs of the non-
Jewish   poor  in   our  land.   But   the
reason given in the sources suggests
that there is not the same degree of

rhr,:seng:Yj::7:e[igf?su,S;nytecn:Lttyraasbt?u:
mztzt;¢A  to  respond  to  the  needs  of
fellow-Jews, who after all may have
no-one apart from the Jewish people
to call  upon for aid8.  Assuming that
monies  raised   can   always  be   allo-
cated    proportionately    to    various
charitable    organisations    or    indi-
viduals,  we  might  therefore  be  inc-
lined  to  give  a  larger percentage of
our  fzedczkczA  to  Jewish  causes  than
to  causes which  are  based  on  gene-
ral  humanitarian  impulses.

2.  The  recipients  of /zccJczkczfe  are

prioritised by both Maimonides and
R.  Joseph  Karo  in  a  manner which
is   virtually    geographical,    moving
outwards  in  concentric  circles  from
the    donor.    So    Maimonides   says
(`Gifts  to  the  Poor'  7:13),`A  poor  man  who  is  one's  rela-

live  has  priority  over  all  others,
the   poor   of  one's   own  house~
hold  ha`s  priority  over  the  other
poor of hi`s  city  and the  poor  of
his   city   has   priority   over   the
poor of an()ther city, as it is said,`Unto     thy     poor    and    needy

brother,  in thy  land'
(Deut.15:11)'.

There   are,   then,   ever-widening
circles of responsibility.  Karo (Stew/-
chan Arukh,  Yore  Deah 2,51..3) sets
priorities   even   amongst   relations.
One's paternal uncle precedes one's
maternal  uncle  in  fzcd¢kczfe.   More
to  our concern,  he  also  adds  at  the
end   of  the   list,   `And   those   who
dwell   in   the   Land  of  Israel   have
priority over those who live outside
the  Land'.

Two  points  are  clear  from  these
discussions.  First,  `your  land'  is,  be-
fore all else, the area where you live.
And   so   the   needs   your   fzedczk¢A
addresses  are,   first  and  foremost,
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the  needs  which  you  encounter  in
your     everyday     experience,     the
needs   of   relations,   acquaintances
and  neighbours.  In  this  way,  fzcc!a-
k¢/7 serves a didactic role, educating
the  donor  in  generosity,  as  well  as

;aot;SriyfngthePracticalneedsofthe
The second point is that, in a case

where the recipients of the fzcczczkczfr,
though   Jewish,   are   geographically
distant   from    the   donor's   experi-
ence, it is preferable to give to Jews
in   Israel   than   to   Jews   elsewhere.
This is presumably because the con-
nection    between    the    donor   and
Jewish  causes  in  other  lands  of the
diaspora may be quite tenuous.  But
Israel   has   a   powerful   significance
for all Jews.  A]so, the needs of Jews
who   have   given   up   security   and
prosperity in other lands to fulfil the
mitzvah   of  \iv.ing  in   Eretz   Yisrael
would  override  the  needs  of Jews,
distant  from  oneself ,  who  have  not
followed   this   religious   impulse   to
dwell   in   the   Land.   Though   this
argument  is  confused  nowadays  by
possible  distinctions  between   `reli-
gious'   and   `Zionist'   impulses,   the
special  place  of Israel  in  the  life  of
the Jewish people remains a unique
motivating   factor   in   the   area   of
tzedakah.

3.  Walter Jacob,  in  his  collection
Contemporary    American    Reform
RcspoHscz,  has  an  article  on  `Priori-
ties in  Charitable Distribution'  (no.
24)   but   it   doesn't   offer   us   much
guidance.  Its  main  thrust  is  to  out-
line  the  uses  to  which  fzcdczkczfe  has
been put in the past and to describe
the   communal   institutions  for  the
distribution  of gifts  which  have  ex-
isted      in      Jewish      communities,
according to the traditional sources.

Following    the    passage    in    the
Sfezt/cfecz#  ArwkA  quoted  just  above
(yc)re     Deafr     251:3),     R.     Moses
Isserles offers a similar list of priori-
ties regarding the recipients of fzccz-
czkczfe,   exlcuding   the   reference   to
Israel.  But he then notes:  `The legal
decision   (cZz.H)   is   that   if   they   (the
needy who  live  in  another city)  are
captives (sfe!.vnyz.in),  one is required
to redeem them'. Both Maimonides
(`Gifts'   8:10-11)   and   Karo   (yore
De¢fe 252:1) state that `Redemption
of    Captives`     leidyon    shivuyim)
overrides all other forms of /zedak¢fe.
KaTo   saLys   tha.t   pidyon    shivuyim
precedes  feeding  and  clothing  the
poor.  There  is  no  greater  mz.fzvaA
than  this  and  monies  collected  for
some  other  purposes,  or  form   of

Jzcdczkczfe.  may  be  diverted  to  this -
even    funds   collected    to    build    a
synagogue.  The  Rambam  suggests
that this  is  because  the captive  risks
not  only  hunger  and  thirst  but  his
very  life  is  in  danger.

These  dj``cussions  of pz.d);oH  srfef.v-
L/};!.in  do  give  us  an  insight  into  one
form of fz€(/c7k¢A which takes prece-
dence  over  all  others,  according  to
our traditi()n't'.  The difficulty in our
time   is   to   determine   whether  the
term  sfez.v!i};r.in  applies  to  Jews  cur-
rently living anywhere in the world,
say,  in  the  Soviet  Union or in  Arab
lands.  Certainly. many Jewish relief
organisations  would  argue  that  the
situation  of Jews  in  the  Soviet  Un-
ion  does  come  under  this  heading
and  their  mass  (//z.}Jo4  to  Israel  over
the   past   year   is   an   example   of
pz.dyoH    sfrj.vif)Jin.    The    judgment
must   be   based   on   a   study  of  the
social  and  political  facts concerning
Jewish  life  in  the  Soviet  Union.   If
the  students  of  Akiva  School  were
to  decide  that  the  situation  of these
Jews  is  `life  threatening'  -  perhaps
`religious-life  threatening'  would be

more appropriate -then it would be
in  order  for  a  large  proportion  of
their funds  to  go  to  this cause.

An  historical  note  and  summing-
up: it is clear that many of the needs
which  \vere  catered  for  within  the
Jewish  community  a  hundred  years
ago,  as  described  by  Walter  Jacob
in the responsum mentioned above,
are    catered    for    in    the    modern
period  by  the  statutory  and  volun-
tary    welfare    services    which    are
sponsored   or   encouraged   by   the
State.   But  there   are  needs  within
the   Jewish   community   which   are
not  seen  to  by  any  secular  welfare
agencies.   Applying  the   traditional
sources  to  the  current  situation,  we
can  conclude  that  Jews  should  be
encouraged to support local welfare
schemes and projects, insofar as the
Jews in  a given  community are part
of that community and are expected
within the fecz/flk/7crA  to contribute to
its  well-being.  In  other  words,  it  is
an    fe¢/¢kAz.c    principle    that    Jews
should act righteously -humanely -
in  all  situations.  But the specifically
Jewish application of the mj.fzv¢fe of
fzcczakafe  has its strongest and  most
distinctive  impulse  in,  for example,
redeeming    Jewish     `Prisoners    of
Zion'  from  a  religious  wilderness.
Both    sorts    of   /zcc7flkafe    commit-
ments are necessary but they reflect
the differing situation of the Jew. as

Con[iniied  on  next page



NEW LIFE FOR
OLD IDEALS

IN   THE   DIM   OLD   DAYS
when   there   wits   €m   ASGB,   a
YASGB  £`nd  i`  FLPJYG`  I  re-

member   e€`rnest   meetings   on   the
Jewish     Universzilist    Mission.    We
\vere  exhorted  to  be  `z`  light  to  the

gelitiles..   .to  beai-aloft   the   banner
of frecdom`  iind to hold on high .the
lioly  heresy  of  truth..  Such  aspirat-
ions  were  wildly  out  of  propoi.tion
to our pri`cticz`lities and  possibilities
but   they   were   still   noble   stiiff.   A
whiff  of  genuine  revolutiondry  fer-
voul.  t)lew  to  us  from  the  previous
century`   reminding  iis  of  the   truly

progressive   origins   ot.   the   Liberal

iind  Reform  Movement`s.  God  was
i`thical  not  national  and  the  sooner
we brought the messianic zige -with
His     encouragement     of     course.
though  without  His  intervention  -
the    sooner   all    the    world   would
qualify    for    membership    of    the
ASGB,    YASGB    and    FLPJYG.
History would  have  reached  its  res-
t)lution,   the   lion   would   lie   down
with the lamb and Reform Berkeley
Street  would  unite  with  Liberiil  St.
John`s Wood, an even greater mir:i-
cle.   No   one   dared   speculate   who
would be the big boss of this United
Ethical     Monotheistic    show,     Mr.
Reinhardt  or  Dr.  Mattuck.

Coming   from   a   background   of
Habonim,      Hashomer     fmd      the
Bund,  `the holy heresy of truth. was
not gutsy enough for me and as the
Reform  Movement  expanded.  few
new  members  read  Abraham  Gei-
ger   or    Leopold    Zunz.    the    l9th
century prophets of Reform.

Israel   had  just   been   born.   The
Book of Judges and biblical prophe-
cies   had   come   to   life   in   stz`rtling
l`i`shion      and      no-one      could      be
bothered  with  biblical  criticism  and
theology.   Ignaz  Maybaum,  the  re-
(.ugee  rabbi  in  Edgware,  was  hon-

oured   but   not   read   much`   £is   wz`s
Leo  Baeck.  Liberalism  with  a  small
•1.  wz`s  out  of  fashion  zmd  the  bind-

tioiii`l    st£Lte.    beloved    of   left-wing
idezilists   and    Reform    rabbis,    like
the    Americzin   Stephen   Wise   wfis

pfirt  of the  debris  of  history.
It  is  easy  to  see  the  flaws  of  this

idealism,   its   naivete,   its   too   easy
idclitificiition  of goodness with  mid-
dle    class   cultui.e.    its    self-satisfac-
tion`  its  disinterest  in  the  .inner  ]ife`
ol`   meditation   and   contemplation,
its    c:`viilier    attitude    to    tradition.
And  yet  I  think  there  is going  to  be
{`  return  of  Zunz,  Geiger  and  Co..
ii()t   ()ut   of   sentimentality   but   be-
ciiuse  they  are  needed.  It  is danger-
()us   to   plunder   scl-ipture   for   texts
unc.ritically.   Whether  wc   like   it  or
not.   we   z`re   all   part   of   the   same
worlcl  €ind   no  group  or  niltion  czln

go   it   £`lone.    Fundamentalism    has
h:`cl  d  resurgence  but  the  results zire
more  like  hell  than  heaven.  As  gut
feelings  increzise.  the  virtues  of  the
•Enlightenment.       seem       precious

once  zig€iin.  Which  is what  the  dusty
old  Reform  worthies  z`Iw€iys  sz`idl

Rat)I)i   Li()ni.I   Blue,   /7)w/7t';.   t.t;i7i'(';7t;;.   tj/`  //7t'

Rc'f()I.Ill    13t'Ih    Dill`    i.s    Aliglt)-Jti\`.I-!`s    lc>i|tli|ig

h ,.,, lt,I(.,,`,c,,.,,,, 11   ,(lc,\.i+i ,,,,   I)t,,.-s ,,,,,, li,r.

a  member of the  wider  community
'zmd a,s one of  the Jewish  peoplel

NOTES
I.  For this I.eason,  among o[hel.s,  Prof.

Joel   Ro[h   argues   in  his   book  The
Halakhic  Process  (New  York  1986;
[h(i[  the  halakhah  has  always  incor-
pora{ed    .extra-legal    sources'    in    it`s
process of decision-making.

2.  See    Maimoni(les,   Mishneh   Torah,
Book  of  Seeds  (Agr.icllltLlre),  `Gif[s
to   the    Poor'    7:1.   This   section   of
Maimonides' gi.eat code is devoted to
the  topic  of tz;edahah.

3.  See NachmalIides'  comment on verse
I I.  as  reported  in  [lie  Soncino  Press
a(li[ion of the Chumash,  edited by A.
Cohen.

4.  See  Rashi.s conimen[ on  verse 7  and
Abi.aham   lbn   Ezra's   comment   on
vel.se  11.  both  I.eported  in  the  Soncino
Press  edition of the Chumash.

S.  A  `similar question,  beyond our con-
cern    here    but    dealt    with    in    the
soul-ces,    is    whethel.    Jews    should
accept    charitilble    gifts    from    non-
Jews.  DLiring  a  Soviet  Jewry  Aliyah
Appeal   held   recently   (it   my   syna-
gogLie,    we    received    (I    cheqLle    of
se\ieral  hLindred  poiiiids from a local
Christian   fellowship.    Similar   gifts
h{ive   been   I.ecoi.ded  in   the   London
Jewish Chronicle.  Slich gifts [hrea[en
the    LI.ssLimp[ions    soine   Je`\is    make

fl.om  time  [o  [`ime  aboL{[  lhe  a[[i{Lide`s

of non-Jews;  see footnote 8  below.
6.  This   decision   and   rea`son   are   re-

peated  in  Maimonides'  `Gifts  to  the
Poor'  7:7  and  in  R.  Joseph  Karo's
Shulchan  Arukh,  Yore  Deah  254:2.
R.    Moses   lsserles,   the   Ashkenazi
commentator     on     the     Shulchan
Arukh,   also   mentions  them  in  his
gloss  on Yore Deah 251 :I.

7.  The  sources  here  suggest  a  dis[inc-
lion   between   what   we   might   call
`weak  rnorality'   and  `strong  moral-

ity'.   Weak   morality   describes   oi,ir
ethical relationship to society at large:
responses     to     par[icLilar     situations
which  touch  our  sense  of  compas-
sion.   Strong  morality  describes  oLir
ethical   relationship    lo    the   Jewish
people.-    intervention    based   on   an
absolute   sense   of   obligation.   The
difference  is  qualitative,  not  merely
quantitative.

8.  See  the  blunt  and  unambigLious  re-
marks  of  Maimonides,  `Gifts  to  the
Poor'   10:2:  `And  to  whom  can  the
poor  of  Israel  look   for  help  -  to
those   other   nations   who   hate   and
persecute  them?  They  can  look  for
help only to their brethren' .  During a
debate over possible recipients of my
synagogue's Yom  Kippur  Appeal,  in
which  we  traditionally  inclLide  both
Jewish  and non-Jewish  charities,  the
view  was  expressed  that  we  shoiild
give the money only [o Jewish causes
and more specifically  lsi.ael, becaiise
Israel can rely  on `slipport only from

Jewish  I)Col)le>.
C).  Thi.s   ediic(ilion(Il   flinc[ion   of  tz!eda-

kah.   [o   `gllide   the  faculties   Of  the
soill'   ii.s   Maimoniiles   I)ilt.s   it   in   his
eJ[hi((il  \\Iol.k The Ethical Chapters`  i`s
bc>ilig  I.ecogni.sell  in  in(my  soiil-ces.   1[
a.x|)liiil.s  lhe  rea:sonilig  behili(I  conr
lne'Iils   like   ih{l{  foltnil   in   the   B[iby-
lolii{i;I Talmiid  Shabbat  151 b:  Tz.eda-
kah   \`Ii[l   be   oblig{i{oi.y   e\Jen   in   lhe
Mc's.sitiliic  Age.

I().  A   movilig  dei)ic[ion   oj`  pidyon  shiv-
•iyim  in  |u-e>-mo(len  Eii.slei.n  Eiiro|)e
is  I.oiind  in   I.8.   Singe'I..s  lio\'el,  The
Slave .
The'  ct)Iice|){  is  ii  Je\.I.ish  olie  bii[  ciin
i{   be   iipi}lie(I   {o   noli-Je\`Is   iis   \+iell?

The    [hre(il   [o    the    si{r\'iv(ll    of   the
Kiil.{lish   peoi)le'   oJ.   lrili|   ciilne'   {lfler
this   tesl.I,Lvah   wl{is   ]`il.st   (1r{lf(e'(I.   Wc'
iiiii.st  flow  (isk`  {loe's  pidyot.  shiviLyim
illso   defilie'   olu.   obligiiliolis   lo   the
Kiiril.s?  Or  is  oiir  I-elii[ionship  to  lhe
Kiii.{ls  (I  maller  of `we(Ik  morali[y`  -
ii     com|}iissiona{e     I-e'.sponse    `in     lhe>

in(t'I.a.s[`s   of   I)a(I(e'.,    riither   [h(in   an
iiilei.venlion   iil.i.sing   fl.om   [he'   llbso-
lll[e  dem(lnd.s of mitz.vah..)  The l+!i(lely
\.(ii.yil.g    colnnieli[.s     in     lhe    Jewi`sh

I)res.s     seem     lo     siigge.s[      [h(il     the
{Ins\\iers  lo  the.se  (|iieslions  lil.e>  by  no
lne'iilis  self -e\'i(lenl.

Rat)I)i  Fred  Morgan   }t't/.`'  /)t);.;i  /.;7   //7t'   U/z/./t'(/

I((I(('.s`    ((111g11(    (1[    BI.i.St()I     Ulli\`(I..Sil!    (tll(I    [llc'll

`llI(Iic'{I     ft)I.     lht'     I.{ibhiliiile      til      I.tlt>      Biit>t.k

(`tillcgcl.   Hcl  is  I-iilihi  tif  lhci  Nt>I.lil  Wcls[  Siil.I.cy

S+,,,,g,,g,,c'.
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THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF A
ROW ABotJT GOD`W

10

HY   CAN'T   A   WOMAN
be   more   like   a   man.   was
one of the more inane com-

ments  of Henry  Higgins  in  A4.y  F¢/./.
Lc7c/}t.     It     nevertheless     expressed
what  I  have  always  believed  to  be  a

gre£`t   truism,   that   English   men   do
not   like   \vomen   and  rarely  under-
stand them.  English  men  prefer the
company  of  their  own  sex,  as  wit-
ness    the    recent    refusal    to    allow
women  to  become  members  of  the
MCC.  While  accepting  that  women
are  different  from  them  for  certiiin
biological  reasons.   they  regret  this
fact  very  much.

It   is   hardly   surprising  then   that
many  Englishmen  fire   appalled  by
feminism    and    by    the    refusal    of
women   to   allow  themselves   to  be
demoted  in  the  workplace  or gene-
r£`lly       discriminated       against       by
I-eason  of their sex.  The  poor things

just    don`t     know    how    to    cope:
women     as    women     are     difficult
enough      but      feminist      women?
Geval[!

Jewish Englishmen have a double
hang-up   about   women.   They   are
religious  inheritors  of  a  patriarchal
system       that,       while       ostensibly
appearing      to      respect      women,
actually  circumscribed   their  activi-
ties  severely.  And  they  assimilated
into  £`  culture  where  women  are,  at
best,   i`   necessary  evil!   No  wonder
there    are    so    many   Jewish    male
chauvinists    .    .    .    putting    women
down   is   the   last   refuge   for   their
insecurity  and  inadequacy.

Much  of  this  prejudice  has  been
evident in the early responses to the
work    that    is    currently    going    on
within   the   Union   of   Liberal   and

Charles Middleburgh

Pr()gressive  Synagogues  to  produce
a   new   prayerbook   zis   successor  to
Sel.\'ice'  ()f the  Heal.I . `Nhy.?  Bec'ciuse
the     editorial    committee     decided
thfit  it  would  do  new  tran`slations  of
all  the  prayers  ancl  that  they  would
be   couched   in   inclusive   kingufige.
So out would go  Lorcl.  F£`thcr`  King
and    Master    ancl    in    woulcl    come
eloquent    dlternativcs    thiit    would
iiot  exclude  half ot` the  worshipping

public.
From  the  response  of certain  indi-

viduals  you  would  hi`vc  thought  we
were  trying  to  invent  a  new  religion!
How   can    you    do    this?    We    like
ci`lling  God  Lord  iincl  F€ither!  Whfit
is   going   to   happen   to   AtJ/./7H   MfI/-
/`'(7/./i{(  -.Our  F£`ther,  our  King ....

the  High  Holyday  Pr£`yer'?  As  if the
whole   structure   of  Judiiism   rested
on  thflt  one  phr£`se.

From  some  quzirters the  response
to   the   idea.   let   aloiie   the   details.
was   neai.1y   hysterical;   fear.   anger.
disinformation  and  £`  single-minded

(bloody-minded     might     be     more
accurate)    refusal    to    accept    that
these  terms  might  be  a  bz`rrier  for
women    who    want    to    particip£`te
fully   in    worship.    Who   are    these
women  anyway?   A  buiich  ol`  ram-
pzmt   feminists    (tliat    woi.d    usufilly
spilt   out)!    Our   wives   cloii't   think
thz`t   way.   they   zire   quite   comfort-
able with  Lordt  King` etc.  and if our
wives are  happy  (surprise.  surprise)
so  should  the  rest  of them  be.

As  can   be   appi.eciated`   it   is   liot

easy to have a serious debate on this
level and although the general prin-
ciple seems to be gaining ever-wider
acceptance    with    the    passage    of
tiine,   there   are  going  to  be  some
very unhappy people when  the  new
.``/.c/c/!„ finally appears.  Especially as
their    only    refuge    from    liturgical

pi.ogress  is  going  to  be  the  United
Synagogue  and  after  the  new  Sing-
er.s edition  in  `modern'  English  was

published  recently,  who  knows what
their  next  step  forward  might  be?

My   close   involvement   with   the
issue   has  encouraged  me  to  think
about  it  in  the widest possible  sense
i`nd  from  having been  initially scep-
tical,    I    now    find    myself    in    the

position   where   exclusive   language
grfites    with    me    so    much    that    I
sometimes  h£`ve  difficulty  enunciat-
ing  the  wol.ds  that  I  fim  called  upon
to  say.   In  flddition,  the  matter  has
broadened  for  me   from  the  ques-
tion  of  inclusive/exclusive  language
in prayer to the key issue of how we
communicate  with  God.

One   of  the   blessings   of  Jewish
feminism  is  that  it  has  opened  the
eyes   of   many   to   reconsider   and
reevaluate   how   they   talk   to   God
and how they relate to the  language
by which God has traditionally been
addressed.  In  other words,  to ques-
tion much of the divine terminology
in  our  liturgy,  not  just  becfiuse  it  is
couched  in  masculine  exclusive  lan-

guage but because it expres`ses ideas
that  no  longer have  any  meaning  in
this  post-modern  age.

It is simple to understand why the
terms   King   and   Lord   and   many
others  came  to   be   applied   to   the
Deity    in    ancient    times   but    they
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connote images which are meaning-
less today.  One does not have to be
a   rabid   republican   to   dismiss   the
authority  of  the  Royal  Family  and
the  ruling monarch -God  bless her
-in  our society.  And invoking God
as King only reinforces an  image of
a  Being  removed  from  and  out  of
touch   with   the   everyday   lives   of
ordinary people.  As for Lord, I find
it   hard   to   resist   the   image   of  an
ermine-clad   cz/fc   nodding   off   in   a
comfortable  leather  chair  and  it  is
hardly    an    image    with    which     I
empathise  when  I  try  to  draw  close
to  my God.

And    even    if   we    accept    these
terms   at   their   face   value,   surely
there  are  few of us  today who  truly
believe   in   the   power,   dominance
and fear-laden authority which they
imply? And if we are truly progress-
ive Jews should we  not  be  trying to
find  and  utilise  terms  in  our  com-
munion  with  God  that  we  can  say
with  sincerity  and  that  can  draw  us
ever  closer  to  the   mystery  of  the
divine?

Another  aspect  of this  issue  that
we  have  yet  to  tackle  but  which  is
described  in   detail   in  Judith   Plas-
kow's  excellent  and  thought-prov-
ok.ing bock Standing Again at  Sinai
-  JerLl`salem  from  a  Feminist   Per.s-

pccff.vc,  is  the  issue  of the  aspect  of
femininity   that   is   inherent   in   the
Deity   and   is   most   fulsomely   ex-
pressed  in  Kczbbcz/c7/7  rather  than  in
mainstream Judaism.  In her chapter
God:  Reimaging the  Unimaginable,
Professor    Plaskow    explains    how
Jewish    feminists    have    sought    to
respond  to  the  exclusive   maleness
of  the  God  of  Israel  and  how  they
have   reformulated   their   liturgies:
either  by  adopting  terms  that  ex-
pressed the feminine aspects of God
that may be perceived in  traditional
literature but which have, for various
reasons,  not  been  made  more  of in
our  liturgy,  or by  rewriting the  litur-
gy,   substituting   feminine-exclusive
language    for    all    the    masculine-
exclusive   language,   or   by   writing
innovative,    experimental    liturgies
of their own.

It   is   a   challenging   section   of   a
challenging   book   and   deserves   a
great  deal  of thought.

I  sometimes  regret  the  fact  that
we   make  so   little  of  the  feminine
aspects  of our  God  when  we  pray.
After  all,   in   my  experience,   most
Jews who turn to God today do not
seek  the  stern,  powerful,  dominant
father-figure,   the   God   who   chas-
tises  and  punishes.   They  have   re-
jected this vision of God completely
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and  only pay  lip-service  to  it  in  rote
recitation    of    traditional    prayers.
Most Jews who seek God now do so
in  times  of  distress  and  it  is  to  the
image of maternal love expressed in
;.¢c/7a;777.77?  and  the  idea  of sympathy
and  shared  suffering  embodied  by
S/?ckA/.;?¢/7    (divine    presence)    that
they turn. This is a fact which would
be  foolish  to  deny.

Describing    God    in    all    gender
terms    is    at    bottom    absurd    but
perhaps  it  is  a  necessary  absurdity
which   the   poverty   of   human   lan-
guage  will  never  allow  us  to  escape
completely.  We  should  go  as  far as
we can to make the liturgy we use as
inclusive  as  possible  to  the  sati`sfac-
tion of all our congregants but let us
do  so  with  a  willingness  to  make  it,
above  all  else,  as  meaningful  as  we
can,  drawing  on  the  wealth  of  im-
ages  with   which   our  tradition   has

provided  us  and  using  them  all,  no
matter  how  revolutionary  or icono-
clastic such a  move might appear to
be.  Surely,  that  is  what  real  prog-
ressive   Judaism   is   all   about,   isn't
it?.

Rabl)i  Dr.  Charles  Middleburgh  /cc/!/res  /.H
AI-(imaic  a[  Leo  Baeck  College  an(I  sei.ves  the
Hal.I.ow  cin(I Weml)Icy  PI.ogressive  Synagogiie.
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IMPOSING

EAIR PLAIT
Aubrey Rose

1948  A  MAN  BOOKED  A

+E::::  :::fTrm]:d I::d3:;kTnhg:
The  man  arrived  to  spend   a  few
nights there.  He went  to the recep-
tion desk.  He was tired and anxious
to  go  to  his  room.  `Sorry,  sir',  said
the   clerk,   `there   must   have   been
some   mistake.   There   is   no   room
booked  for you'.

`But   here   is   your   own   written

confirmation', protested the visitor,
producing the  hotel's own  letter.

The    manager    was    called.    He
looked  at  the  documents  and  hotel
records.

`The clerk  is right.  I'm very sorry

but there has been a mistake. There
is  no  room  available  for you'.

The   man   was   angry.   He   slept
elsewhere  that  night.  The  manager
and the  clerk went back  to running
the Imperial Hotel, Russell Square.
They thought that was the last they
had heard of the matter. They could
not  have  been  more wrong.

The   court   case   that   followed   is
now   famous.   The  hotel   lost.   They
had broken their contract.  They had
to pay damages. They had underesti-
mated  the  quality  of  the  man  they
had  been  dealing  with.  In  his  career
he   had   been   a   welfare   officer,   a
barrister,  a High  Commissioner,  the
Commonwealth    equivalent    of   an
Ambassador for  his  country  of ori-
gin,  subsequently  knighted  and  lat-
er became  a  member of the  House
of   Lords.   He   is   probably   better
known  to  those  interested  in  sport
as one of the greatest cricketers the
world  has ever seen.  His  name  was
Learie  Constantine.  He  was  black.

In those days there were no Race
Relations  laws,  no  Commission  for
Racial  Equality.  He had to fight his

I own   battle,   at   his   own   cost,   to
uphold    his    dignity    as    a    human
being.

At  about  the  same  time,  a  film
appeared   from   Hollywood   called
Gentleman's  Agreement.  Tt  sta.TTed
Gregory Peck, playing the role of a
non-Jew   who   pretended   to   be   a
Jew.  In  that way he experienced all
the    daily   shafts   and   daggers   of
sustained   anti-Semitism   in   Amer-
ican  society.  In  the film  he suffered
exactly  the  same  humiliation,  in  a
hotel lobby, of racist rejection,  that
Learie     Constantine    had    experi-
enced  in  reality  in  London.

Earlier  this   century   many  Jews
had  fled  from  East  Europe  to  the
west.   Apart   from   leaving   behind
poverty,  they  left  behind  the  accu-
mulated racism of Poland and Rus-
sia, physical persecution, open lawful
anti-Semitism,   whose  violence   and
pervasiveness   remain   to   this   very
day.    Most    Jews    went    to    North
America.  Many  came  to  England.
In  1880 Jews  in  England  numbered
about    70,000.    By    1914    we    had
grown  to  a  quarter  of a  million.  In
1906  our  parents  and  grandparents
were   publicly   described   as   `dirty,
unkempt, full of disease, the dregs of
humanity'.  We  likewise  faced  racial
discrimination   and   physical   attacks
that found expression in the  1930s in
the  British  Union  of  Fascists,  with
their  leader  Oswald  Mosley  strut-.
ting  about  like  some  imitation  Hit-
ler.

We   had   to   organise   our   own
defence  then,   mainly  through  the
newly-formed  Defence  Committee
of the Board of Deputies.  The only
law   we   had   to   help   us   was   an
ineffectual   Public  Order  Act.   We
had   no   Race   Relations   Law,   no

Commisson    for    Racial    Equality.
We had to fight our own battles. On
the   Continent,   as   the   war-clouds
gathered,   millions   of   our   Jewish
brothers and sisters were trapped in
a  prison  erected  by  megalomaniac
racists,     sophisticated     barbarians,
who   destroyed   them,   took   away
their  dignity  as  human  beings  and
eventually their lives. A particularly
horrible   form   of  racism   had   des-
troyed  one-third  of  our  people.  It
had  begun  in  exactly  the  same  way
as  Learie  Constantine  had  experi-
enced  racism  in  that  London  hotel.
Because  no  one  had  the  power  to
call  a  halt,  it  spread  from  discrimi-
nation  in  a  hotel,  to  the  school  you
could    attend,    the    business    you
could run, words you could write or
express, the places you could live in
or  travel  to,  on  inexorably  to  the
Nuremberg  Laws  and  the  concen-
tration  camps.

In    Britain   this   madness   never
took   root,   thank   God,   but   there
were     other     problems.     As     the
Empire  came to  an  end,  thousands
began to  arrive here from the West
Indies   and   from   Asia,   black   and
brown   faces,  with   different  habits
and  foods  and  religions,  in  greater
numbers   than   the   Jews   who   had
come    from    East    Europe.    They
faced   the   same   hostility,   perhaps
even  greater,  as  they  were  such  a
visible  minority.  They  experienced
the  same  humiliation.  They  sought
accommodation   and   found   signs,
`No   blacks,   no   coloureds'.   They

wanted  work  and  they  found  it,  in
the   most   menial   and   physical   of
tasks.  Many  came  to  Britain  under
schemes to do the work in hospitals
and public transport that the British
themselves    refused    to   do.    They
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suffered  the  same small  indignities.
People  would  not  sit  next  to  them
on  buses,  typecast their children  as
educationally   deficient  in   schools,
wondered if they washed.

Often   authority,   especially   the
police,   picked  on  them,  to  which
they  reacted  with  violent  outbursts
in  Notting  Hill,  Nottingham,  Tox-
teth   and   Brixton.   In   the   earlier
years  there  were  no  laws  to  help
them.  The  laws  all  seemed  to  con-
demn  them.  But  the  conscience  of
this  remarkable  nation  stirred  and
in  the  1960s  it  began  to  pass  Race
Relations  Laws   and  set  up   Race
Relations Boards and Commissions
to  try  and  inject  some  code  of fair
play  and  equality  into  the  relation-
ship   between   people   and   institu-
tions.

Eventually  in  1976  a  Race  Rela-
tions  Act  was  passed  that  set  up  a
body   called   the   Commission   for
Racial    Equality.    It   was   charged
with  three  duties:
1.  To work towards the elimination

of discrimination.
2.  To  promote  equality  of  oppor-

tunity and good relations between
persons      of      different      racial
groups.

3.  To  keep  under review the  Race
Relations  Act  and  to  draw  up
and  submit  to  the  Secretary  of
State  proposals  for  amending it.
It   became    illegal   to   treat   one

person less favourably than another
because    of   that   person's   colour,
racial or ethnic origin.  Racial discri-
mination   has   been   attacked   since
1976  by  the  C.R.E.  in  many  fields.
Its spotlight  has  rested  on  racism  in
institutions.  ranging  from  local  au-
thorities   to   the  police,   the   Army,
the  teaching  hospitals to  the  realms
of   business,   banks,   estate   agents
and   the   professions.    It   has   legal
powers  of  investigation.  of  serving
non-discrimination  Notices,  of  tak-
ing   organisations,    businesses   and
individuals   to   Court.    And   it   has
done    so.     Its    Reports    are    well
kllown.

But,   you   may  argue,   what   is  a
rzice,  what  is  an  ethnic  group?  Are
we   Jews   part   of   a   racial,   ethnic
group?  There  are  some  Jews  who
say  that  all  we  have  in  common  is
our religious faith.  There  is a  lovely
story  in   Chaim   Weizmann's  auto-
biography.  Tr/.cr/ c7HcZ Error in  which
he is told that Jews and Arabs were
very   similar,   that   the   only   differ-
ence   was   their   religion   and   that
Jews    living    in    an    Arzib    country
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should  be  regarded as Arabs of the
Jewish    faith.    This   nonsense   was
soon   disposed   of   by   Weizmann.
One  very  often  knows,  feels,  that
one   is   part   of   a   specific   group
without giving expression as to why
one  has  this  feeling.

The  question  arose  in  the  mid-
1960s as far as interpreting the 1964
Race Relations Act was concerned.
The  Attorney  General  of  the  day
wrote to the Board of Deputies, our
representative     body,     confirming
that in his view, for the purposes of
the  Act,  Jews were  regarded  as an
ethnic group. This was important as
it meant that for the first time, we,
as  Jews,  could  seek  the  protection
and   help   of   the   Race   Relations
Laws  against  discrimination.

In  the  early   1980s  the  question
arose again in New Zealand, where
the  Court  of  Appeal,  for  its  own
purposes,  described  the  features  of
an  ethnic group  and held that Jews
were such  a group.  But the matter
was  finally  resolved  by  a  House  of
Lords'  decision  in  a  famous  case,
that  of  Dowell,  involving  the  Sikh
community  in  Britain.   The  courts
described     characteristics     of     an
ethnic  group,   a   common   history,
common  languages,  a  specific  reli-
gion, a distinctive literary and cultu-
ral    tradition,    a   shared   historical
experience,  colour,  dress,  all  those
things  that  give  any  group  its  dis-
tinctive  quality.   By  all  these  stan-
dards,  the  Sikhs  were  seen  to  be  a
distinctive ethnic group and the Jews
were also, in  that case,  described as
possessing  all  the  characteristics  of
an     ethnic     group,     a     definition
accepted   by   the   Commission   for
Racial   Equality   in   its   assault   on
racist behaviour.

After  all,   Weizmann  was  not  a
particularly  religious  Jew.  Nor  was
Herzl  or  Sokolov,  or  Ben-Gurion
but  they were all without a shadow
of a  doubt Jews and nothing else.

In  the  late  1980s,  a  Nottingham
police officer kept trying to join the
detective branch. He was constantly
refused,   despite   excellent   qualifi-
cations.   He  believed  his  rejection
was  due  to  a  kind  of white  `closed-
shop' mentality that kept him out of
a  particular job  on  racial  or ethnic
grounds.  He turned to the Commis-
sion for help. He received that help.
The case turned out to be one of the
largest  and  lengthiest  held  before
any  Industrial  Tribunal.  It  went  on
for  months.  There  were  scores  of
witnesses.   The  police  officer,   Mr.

Singh,    won   the   day.    What   was
exposed   was   a   culture   of   racism
within  the  police  force.  Mr.  Singh
has   now   been   accepted   into   the
detective     branch.     Without     the
courageous backing of the Commis-
sion and his own determination and
courage,        racial        discrimination
would   have   become   even    more
embedded in  that police force.

A   similar   case   is   now   pending
involving   a   Jewish   police   officer,
backed by the Commission.

One could enumerate many simi-
lar cases where the Commission has
backed   those   who   have   suffered
from racial discrimination. They are
well-documented. But the Commis-
sion  also  does much positive work,
organising training seminars,  moni-
toring    legislation    and    proposing
changes, issuing Codes of Conduct,
advocacy  of  the  Census  and  some
form  of racial  monitoring,  keeping
an eye, through its special divisions,
on  the  whole  of employment  prac-
tice   and   social   policy   in   housing,
education, social services, the admi-
nistration  of justice  and  the  prison
and   probation    services.    It    helps
suitable groups with grants, it works
in    close   partnership   with    Racial
Equality   Councils   throughout   the
country.  Its 200 employees work  in
its  London  Head  Office  and  bran-
ches  in  Leeds,  Manchester,   Birm-
ingham,   Edinburgh,   all   ultimately
answerable to the Home Secretary,
from whose  Department it  receives
its funding. Its affairs are controlled
by a Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
12  Commissioners.

Its   literature   is   extensive.   The
day-to-day   work    is   considerable.
The   need  for  it   remains  and   will
grow,   as   the   barriers   of  Western
Europe   come   down   in    1992.   Its
successes  have  been   significant.   It
steers  a  difficult  role  between  en-
couraging and sometimes seeking to
enforce,  fair  play  and  equality  be-
tween  the  races,  on  the  one  hand
and the traditional patterns of liber-
ty  and  freedom  of  expression  and
action  that  are  so  cherished  in  this
country.  We, as Jews,  have a parti-
cular    reason    to    oppose    racism,
hence  we  should  continue  to  give
our backing to a body that is doing
its best to squeeze racism out of the
national  agenda  and  national  con-
sciousnessl

ALHbrey Rose was recently elected Senior Vice-
President of the  Board of Depllties.  A  solici-
toi.,  he  received  an  OBE  for  services  to  the
Caribbean  commllni[y.
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faot"¢
WAS WHERE THE HATRED FLARED

A`I:He' _Riumirs.inghe  i`s  il  pg€[_ w!iose  iin[hology  Agrainst EteTnrty  `and D`ciTkness  wiis  published  in  1985  ulul
No: E!c.n.Sh.edow~:  in   1991.  .Bt)in  in_  Germany,  educcitecl  in  Bri[iiin`  she  hiis  lived-fol.  neiirly  forty  yeiu..s

in  SI.i   Li.u}.k.(I.  Shc'  is  !i  s[ahyal.I  of  Amnesty  International,  ii  mti.se  by  {riiining,  [;  joiu.mili;s[:  m6tl;er
()f  .se\'en  child.1.en  (.ultl  the  wido!v  of  (I  Sinhalese  Professor  of  Medicin-e.   Hei.  s{-ol.y  ;s  so  rein(irktible  iind

in()villg  [htu   \\`e'  lire  {iiking  the  unusu(il  step  of  piiblishing  i{  in  foiu.  conseciitive  issues.

THE  SHOCK   \\l]EN   I   re-
timli`il    al`tel-    iJ    years    ancl
wzilked     down     th£`     familiz`r

street   towards   the   s}'ii``gogue   was
iiot  at  wliat  hacl  disappr"-ed  duriiig
the  clecacles  of my  ab`i`iti`c`  but  what
`till    stoodr    lt    coukl    .,liiiost    have
beeli   a   Saturday   nioliiHig   in    1938.
before   the   so-callecl   \i.tht   ot`   the
Brokeii  Glass  .   .   .

But  it  was  not.   It  \\il`  Novembei-
1983  z`ncl  I  was  coliiin`L!   h:`ck   I`or  the

l`ii-st   time   lo   the   to\uLi   `)I    mv   birth

iincl   c`hilclhoocl   -   "t'/.;,it     //".;7i"/   as
one  si`vs  so  `sentimeiit:i!!\.  aiicl  total-

1}'  iiiappropriatcly  in  Gi`i.-mall.  I  was
reluc`tant`  I`ull  or  resen{iiieiit`  rather
aiigry.     I    kiiew    no    onl`    ancl    w:`s
unable     to    speak     Gel.man     £`t    i`11
fluently.   Not   havilig   ii`ecl   the   lan-

giiage   since   I   emigrati`il   in    19.39   I
u'as   left   with   an   inf€iiitile   ancl   out-

datecl    vocz`bulary.    L`oiilcl    iiot    con-
sti.lie    gI.ammatic`zilly    aiiil    it    is    still

oiitside  my  competeni`i`  to  compose
c\`cli    a    letter    in    Gi`Hiiaii.    Bciiig
interested   in   writing`   this   was   and
is.  a  special  hardship.   I  added  it  to
tlie  list  ol`  i`rimes  coiiimittecl  agailist
me  by  the  Nazis.  Not  oiil}t  had  they
killecl   all   my   famil}'.   ili``troyed   my
cliilclhood.  depri\Ji`il  iiii`  o1`  couiitry`
1ioiiie   ancl   possessioii`   alicl  severed
my  roots -but  the.v  liiicl  also  robbed
me   ol`  my   language.   The  Towii  of
EssL`ii   hacl   invitL`d   mi`   both   in   1981
aml   in    1982   to   visit   bill   I   hi`d   not
beeli   willing   to   l`aci`   this   traumz`tic
i`,\peiieiice.   Now.   ill    lt)83`   a   small
book of m}J Holocau`t  poems was to
be   publishecl   by   thi`   ,.I//t'   LS`.\';j«gt;g(9

14

Anne Rannasinghe

(Old Synagogue) and I had come to
finalize   the   project  -  to   take   this
enormous  step   back   into  the  past
and   all   the   tragic   memories   that
wei.e  entwined  with  it.

There  are  a  number  of questions
I  have  been  asked  after  I  returned
to  Germany,  by  Germans  in  Ger-
many and by my Jewish friends who
are   scattered   all   over   the   world.
The  Germans  wonder  why  it  took
me  nearly  fifty  years  to  return  and
whether  I  find  the  country  greatly
changed.  My Jewish  friends ask  me
why  I  went  back  to  a  land  that  had
been  the  scene  of such  unmitigated
horror,  to  a town that  had  ill-treated
my  parents,  to  a  people  who  had
murdered  my  whole  family  and  six
million  co-rehgionists.  They wanted
to   know   why,   in   participating   in
various  projects,  I  collaborate  with
Germans and help them to come to
terms with  their past.  And  whether
I  find  the  people  themselves  have
changed - whether they accept  and
acknowledge  that  the  Hitler  period
was of an  unmeasurable  criminality
which   still   baffles   the   rest   of  the
world by its calculated and scientific
evil  and whether they  have  reached
a    point    where    there    is    genuine
regretting,    a    desire    to    atone   by
remembering,     by    acknowledging
the   part   they   all   played,   both   as
individuals  and  collectively.

In  order to  answer some  of these

questions    I    have    to    recapitulate
briefly  the  various  wayside  stations
that  finally  led  to  my  return,  to  the
publication  of the  Holocaust poems
which  in  turn  cau`sed  the  Spz.c/LTc/7#;.

(Drama   Group)  of  the  Helmholtz
Gymnasium  under  the  guidance  of
Frank  Herdemerten  to  create  their
Scenic     Collage,     the     subsequent
fJ(i;.sp;.c/  (Radio   Play  with   Music)
by   Juan    Allende-Blin   and   finally
Michael  Lentz's  Film  f7cr./72`?wc/?£H7g

(Visitation).
There   i`rc  some   momL`iits   ill   my

life.    espec`ially    now`    whell    I    look
bi`ck  oil   the  somewhat   improbable
i`z`nvas`    thiit    it    seems    to    me    the

pri`seiit  is  not  the  ri`ality:   thz`t   I  aiii
`till  quiti`  youlig  alicl  drcaniing  for-
wards.  That  I  will  wake  up  ancl  l`incl
lii}'sell.   bac`k   at    the   beginnilig   ancl
\\'ill    live   the    kincl   ol.   life   that   oile

i`xpi`c`ts  to  li\'e  if  one  is  born  iiito  a
`ane`   stable   soc`icty   -   with   minor
\'i`iiations      ol.      course:       shelterecl
i`hilcllioocl  leacling  impL`i-ceptibly  iii-

to      i`dolesccnce      with      its     caree`r
choici`s   but   still   guidecl   by   loviiig
l`amily.   the   painless   tl.allsitioii   into

iidulthoocl   ancl   a   suitable   marriage
whic`Ii     woulcl     promise     a     l`amiliz`r

patti`i-n   of`   religious   ziilcl   geograph-
ii`al      eliviroiiment.      c`hildi-en      who
\\.ould  ei`ho  the  iclyll  ol` my owii  past
-i`iicl   sot   gri`cel`ully   aml   securL`1y.

iiit()   ()Ill   z`ge   i\(1ci   t`ini\ll,v   i\   griive   ill

known  ti`ri.itorv  .   .
Iiistez`d   I   am`   wi.iting   tllis   ill   Col-

oiiibo.  capiti`1  of  Sri   Li`Ilka.  a  tr()p-
ii`al     islz`ncl     without     seasons     that
lii`iigs     like     ii     teardi-op     l`i.om     the
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Indian  subcontinent.  The  marriage
that  brought  me  here  was  neither
considered  suitable  nor  did  it  offer
me   any  familiar  pattern:   my  chil-
dren    find   the   story   of   my   past
incomprehensible,     long-ago     and
boring and are in any case scattered
over   four   continents.   This   could
surely   not   have   been   anticipated
when  I  crossed  the  border  of  Hit-
Ier's   Germany   in   1939,   a   border
which  in  later  years  not  only  sym-
bolized  the  transition  from  mortal
danger to relative safety but sharply
divided  for  me  the  image  and  real-
ity,   childhood   and   all   that   it   had
meant  and  the  loss  of  it  -  a  clear
dividing-line.   After  a  stormy  jour-
ney  across  the  January  Channel,  I
arrived in England and nine months
later the  Second  World  War broke
out.   By   that   time   I   had   entirely
ceased  to  speak  German  and  had
almost stopped thinking and dream-
ing  in  German  too.  But  neverthe-
less,  I was now  an  enemy alien  in  a
beleaguered  country - again  a  per-
son  who  was  stigmatized -  but  this
time  I  was  also  alone.  With  Hitler's
invasion  of Holland  all  correspond-
ence   with   parents,   relations   and
friends in Germany ceased. The last
tenuous  links were  severed.

So  there  I  was,   aged   13,   a  tall,
rather   ungainly   girl,   trying   to   fit
into   this   new   society   with   values
that  were  quite  different  from  the
ones  that  my  parents  had  tried  to
instil.  In  traditional Jewish  style  my
father   set    the    greatest   store   by
knowledge   and   study   -   it   always
seemed  to  me  that  material  wealth
meant   nothing   to   him:    only   the
wealth   that   one   carried   in   one's
head.  And  that,  he  thought,  could
not  be  taken  away  .  .  .

He, as well as his forebears, were
born  in  Ztlschen,  a beautiful village
in   Hessen.   They   were   Orthodox
Jews  as  well  as  solid  German  citi-
zens.  So  that  when  the  First  World
War   broke   out,   all   the   brothers
were    mobilized    to   fight   for   the
Fatherland.    It   was   only   when   I
returned to  Zuschen for the filming
of   f7cj.m"tcfe4i#g   that    I   saw   the
evidence   of   their   patriotism:   one
brother,  Moritz,  died  dc;7  f7e/c!c#-
/tjc/ -the death of a hero, the words
engraved   on   the   base   of   a   war
monument, a tall cross etched in the
Christian  cemetery.  The other,  Her-
mann,   remained   `missing'.   When   I
asked  the  official  who  showed  me
the  inscription  how  it  was  that  two
Jews were remembered on a Christ-
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ii`ii    cross`    he   s£`id:    .At    f/7¢f   time.

cverybocly    wzis    still    equal    .....
Being    borii    long    after    the    First
Woi-1c]  War.  I  knew  neither  Moritz
lit)r    Herm£`nn.    But    I    did    know
Julius who  hfid  only  one  arm.  I  wfis
tt)Icl  thi`t  he  had  sacrificed  the  other
also  for  the  Fatherland.

Zt.ischen   was   the   haven   of   my
i`hildhood.  We  travelled  down  once
a  yciir  during  the  summer  holidays`
a  ritual  that  began  with  the  long  (in
those    d£`ys)   journey,    the    sudden
£`ppez`rance  of the village  nestling in
tlie  gentle  green  fields  and  hillocks
imcl the joyous arrival  amidst aunts,
uncles`     neighbours,     friends     £`nd

pkiy"`tes.  I  met one of those pk`y-
mates   during   the   filming.   She   re-
memberecl  me,  a small girl with two
I()ng  bk`ck   plaits   and   that   we   hfid

plz`yecl  together in  the garden  of the
castle.  The  castle still  dominates the
vilkige  with  its  thick  stone  walls  and
meclieval   turrets.   The   same   castle
h£`cl  str2iddled  those  sunny  days  for
met  dreamlike  in  memory,  a  Ger-
m£`nic  legend.  till  I  no  longer  knew
whether it ever really existed or was
ii   figment   of  my   imagination.   Yet
thei.e  it  stood.  quite  as I  remember-
ecl  it`  with  its  beautiful  garden  and
magiiificent  old  trees:

Or  take  the  castle set  astride  the
hill

ln  its  teutonic grandeur,  built  to
last for ever.

We cross the formal  park;  the
laurel  hedges

Are cut in  precise geometric
patterns.

Straight  runs  the path  between
the  terraced meadows

Towards the door of dark,
brass-studded  oak.

We pass through  halls of
medieval  splendour

Viewing the  weird  magnificence
apologetically -

The  sculpted  ceiling  arched  and
painted  blue

With golden stars above the Hall
of Judgement -

But  empty are the seats tiered
below.

From  /;77czges -Germany  1933-39
(Against  Eternity  and  Darkness)

The  last  time  my  father,  mother
and   I  visited   Ztischen   together  in
1936,     Hitler's     National     Socialist

government  had  already  been  well
established   and   many  of  the   pro-
hibitions against Jews were in force.
For me  this  last  visit  was  an  impor-
tant landmark. None of the children

who had played with  me previously
made  an  appearance  and  I  was  no
longer   welcome   in   the   houses   of
their  parents.   Instead   I   spent   my
time    accompanying   my   aunts   to
harvest    potatoes    in    the    autumn
fields,  or playing in the long garden
behind   my   grandmother's   house.
The  dominant  memory of this  holi-
day is a first feeling of real fear.  My
father     and     his     two     remaining
brothers  had  endless  Jewish   argu-
ments  about  what  they could  do  to
protect  their  family  -  by  this  time
the only Jewish family in  the village
-  from   their  long-time  fellow  citi-
zens,  neighbours,  erstwhile  friends
-   but   now   enemies.   Finally   they
decided    to    make    thick    wooden
boards  to  fix  in  front  of  the  glass
windows   each   night.   I   remember
sleeping    in    a    room    with    these
oppressive   boards   and   the   claus-
trophobic  feeling  of insecurity  they
engendered.

My    grandmother's    house    still
stands,   the   room   in  which   I   slept
exists, squeezed between what used
to  be  my  grandmother's  large  airy
bedroom,    its   windows   festooned
with     white,     flower-embroidered,
frilled curtains and, suspended from
the    rafters,    bunches    of   fragrant
herbs  which  she  collected  from  the
fields  and  woods  to  make  concoc-
tions   for  simple   illnesses;   and   the
room   in   which   my   parents   slept,
with   its   heavy   porcelain   jug   and
basin   in  which  one  washed  in   the
morning.   Although  the  house  had
been   modernized,    I   could   easily
recognize   the   old   landmarks,   the
entrance   to   the   shop   where   my
grandmother  sold  everything  from
long-haired  dolls  and  grain  to  gar-
den tools and chocolate, the slightly
elevated  platform   on   which   stood
the  special   table  where  my  uncles
used to read the daily portion of the
Bible   and   the   long,   stone-flagged
passage,   exactly   as   it   had   been,
which  leads  t)lit  of the  back  door to
the  garden  iind  fields.  It  was  along
this   passage   that   my   uncles   must
have  fled  the  night  of 9  November
1938,  when  the  house  was  attacked
by   the   villagers,   its   contents   des-
troyed.   And   the   window   halfway
between  the  ground  and  first  floor,
overlooking the yard, from which my
two aunts jumped in terror that same
night,  one  breaking  her  leg  .  .  .

I   knew   only   vaguely   whiit   hiid
happenL`cl  in  Zi.ischeli  before  I  \vas
selit  off to Eiigland.  My mother and

Con[iniied on  page  18
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GOD AND HOPE IN HEALTH AND SICKNESS

Jonathan Wittenberg

THE COMMANDMENT TO
visit  the  sick  has  no  limit',
teaches  the  Mj.sfe#¢fe  at  the

beginning of tractate Pcczfe.  There is
some    debate    among    the    later
teachers  as  to  precisely  what  this
means.  Rav  Yosef  suggests  that  it
refers  to  the  reward  to  be  derived
from  the  n4z.fzvafe.  Abbaye  consid-
ers it to mean that social status must
be set aside so that even important
people   visit   their   inferiors.   Rava
interprets  it  as  carfc  b/cr#cfee  to  go
and see the same patient as many as
a hundred times a day - a situation
which  the  latter  may  be  unable  to
prevent but which he would hardly
be nkely to welcome. Differ though
they may in its exact interpretation,
all these three great teachers of the
third    and    fourth    generations   in
Babylon  clearly  agree  that  visiting
the sick  is indeed a great Mz.fzvczfe.

Nowhere  is  this  good  deed  ex-
pressly  commanded  in  the   rorczfe.
Rather, it is to be inferred from the
highest  source  of all.  If God  Him-
self  could   visit   Abraham   on   the
third   day   after   his   circumcision,
how much more so should we see to
the   welfare   of  our  fellow  beings
who are sick.  It is thus one of those
fundamental principles of humanity
which the Rabbis derived from the
actions of the Creator Himself and
understood to be part of the general
teaching:   Just   as   I   am   holy,   so
should  you  be  holy,  for  I  am  the
Lord your God.

As for what one is supposed to do
when one visits the sick, this would
seem to have three divisions: we are
there  to  give  practical  help - even
Rabbi Akiva was not shy of making

one  of his  students  comfortable  in
his illness -to offer companionship,
and above all,  to pray for the well-
being  and  restoration  to  health  of
the  patient.  The  r¢/wHd is  full  of
medical  material.  The  tradition  of
the scholar/doctor clearly antedates
the   middle   ages.   The  material   is
both anecdotal  and prophylactic.  It
contains  accounts  of  visits  to  sick
colleagues    as    well    as    numerous
charms,   cures   and  courses  of  re-
commended  practice.  With  regard
to  the  latter,  it  has  long  ago  been
said that whoever follows the advice
of the  rcz/mzfd  does  so  at  his  own
peril - even the rabbis were limited
by  the  scientific  horizons  of  their
time.  It  is  therefore  to  the  former
that I turn.  I shall structure what I
have to  say  around four  anecdotes
which,   admittedly,  were  probably
not recorded to provide some of the
lessons I hope to derive.  I shall use
them    to    consider   the    following
questions:   what   do   they   tell   us
about our attitude to the sick, about
being  ill  and  more  by  implication
than  directly,  about  the  nature  of
illness  itself?

The  first  passage  is  less  a  story
than  a ruling.  It is briefly recorded
in  tractate  Sfecrbbczf  12b.  `One  who
enters  to  visit  the  sick  should  sit
neither on  the  bed nor on  a chair.
Rather,  he  should cover himself in
his rcr//z.f and sit before the patient -
i.e.   on  the  ground  -  because  the
Sfeck4z.73¢fe   (divine   presence)   rests
upon  the pillow of the sick,  as  it is
written:  `the  Lord will support him
on   the   couch   of  his   sickness'.   I
should   immediately   say   that   the
ruling has  no practical relevance in

a   modern   hospital   todiiy.   This   is
i`lrezicly  pointecl  out  by  the  Ttj.`.f{f(jf:::,
who comment that it i`pplied ()nly in
those   times   when   the   pi`tient   k`y
directly  on  the  floor.  But  what  the
rtj/;ji[tt/r.t' .stz`tement  does offer is an
importiint  insight  into  the  question
()f  the  .bedsidc`  manner``   ii  perc`L`p-
tion   bz`sed   on   a   spiritui`1   point   of
view.   So   often   it   is   said   thi`t   the
\Jertici`l    vi`sitor   -    through    no    ill
intention  but  mei.ely  through  a  fail-
ui-e  to  think  i`bout  it -lords  it  ovei.
the  hoi.izontz`1  p£`tient.  He.  after i`11.
cim  wz`1k  i`wfiy  from  the  scene.  The
illness   is`   th€ink  goodness`   not   his.
So   he   implicitly   c]istances   him`self
froni  it  by  pk`c`ing  himself z`bove  it.
This  i`ttitude  is  captured  well   in   i`

p()em  by  Jonathan   Magonet  entit-
1ecl  `In  order to  drive  him  m£`d'.

`Discuss him  £`t the foot of the bed

in  whispers
in  loud  ei.udition
with  wol.ried  frown
with  iinecdotes
with  kiughtei.
that  he  cannot  `sh€ire  .  .   .

(Thc>   BIiie   GIli(!e   T()   lhe>   IIei.c>   i{ni{
The'  Here{lf te'I. p.145)

Not  s£`ys  the  rtr/;7if/f/.  remember
thzit  the  divine  pre`sence  rest.i  upon
the pillow of the sick.  The  one who
is ill and the one who is healthy iire`
both  o+` them`  created  in  His  image
i`nd He cheri`shes all  lit`e thi`t He has
mi\de.

There   is   z`   f`urther  in`sight   to   be
derived fi.om this observiition.  I \\.'as
.shfu-ply   remincled   of  it   in   fi   I-ei`ent
conversation   with   i`n   elderlv   niim
who  h:`cl  .spent  long  spells  in-hospi-
tfil  iincl  who.sc  mobility.  but  not  his
mincl` wzis ii()w seriousl,v impiiired.  I



asked   him   what   he   thought   the
Jewish  attitude  to  sickness  to  be.
`It's  a very unhelpful  one',  he said,
`Judalsm  sees  God  as  sending  the

illness in the first place as a punish-
ment for our sins'.

This  is  a  view  for which there  is
no   difficulty   in   finding   support,
both in the Bible and in the rabbinic
writings.   However,   the   argument
that it is God who brings us suffer-
ing as a chastisement for our wrong-
doings  has  to  be  considered  in  its
context.  Its  main  purpose  is  not to
spread    salt    on    already    painful
wounds by telling us that they are a
form  of divine retribution.  Rather,
we  are  to  understand  that  God  is
present even when bad things hap-
pen. Jeremiah saw around him how
all other nations considered the fall
of their city to mean the death of its
god. When Jerusalem was taken, he
proclaimed  that  it  was  not  God's
fault but the people's. Your actions
brought  this  upon  you,   he  proc-
laimed, God survived. God was the
same  as  ever.  But  He  was  a  God
who   responded  to  the   quality  of
behaviour  of His  people.  The  rab-
bis, many of whom lived and taught
in  close  proximity  to  the  Zoroast-
rian  religion,  saw  their  neighbours
divide   life  into   the   realm   of  the
good and the bad, each with its oiin
god.  This  they  would  not  tolerate.
Our God, they held,  is  God of the
whole of life, of its pain as well as of
its blessing. They wished to help us
understand our affliction within the
context of faith in the one true God
of  all  phenomena.  Their  aim  was
not to burden us with guilt as well as
sorrow,  except  insofar  as  to  make
clear to us those matters for which
we  were  indeed  responsible.  God,
therefore,   should   not   be   under-
stood  primarily   as  the  cause   and
giver of our pain, but as the source
of the  strength  and  comfort  which
help us to cope with and hopefully,
to  overcome  it.   This  position  has
been   movingly   argued   by   Harold
Kushner   in   his   book   Wfee#   BczcZ
Things  Happen  To  Good  People.
God does not wield suffering like a
threat -rather, the Divine Presence
rests  upon  the  pillow  of  the  sick.
From  there,   God  may  indeed  be
asking of us how best we can under-
stand our pain.  But that is a differ-
ent   question  -  one   addressed   in
privacy to the individual heart.

The second story is a rather longer
account  found  in  tractate  B'rczchof
5b  where  it  forms  part  of  a  wide-

ranging  discussion  of the  nature  of
suffering.   In  it,   three  similar  but
significantly  different  incidents  are
described.   In   the   first   of   them,
Rabbi Hiyya bar Abba becomes ill
and  Rabbi  Yochanan  goes  to  visit
him.   He  says  to   him:   `Are  your
sufferings precious to you?'  `Neith-
er  they  nor  their  reward',  replies
Rabbi  Hiyya.  `Then  give  me  your
hand', says Rabbi Yochanan. Rabbi
Hiyya  gives   Rabbi   Yochanan   his
hand and he raises him up.

Rabbi Yochanan's initial  question
requires  clarification.   The   rcz/773c{d
has just been considering the prob-
lem   of  why   good   people   should
have to  suffer.  It puts  forward  the
concept of `sufferings of love' - that
is,  tribulations  through  which  God
tests and afflicts the righteous so as
to  refine their souls.  We  may wish
to   reject   this   idea   for   the   same
reason that it is hard to  accept the
view that sickness itself is a form of
purificatory    punishment   for   our
sins. How dare we make use of God
to justify the pain of others? But the
formulation here is more subtle and
more profound. In the first place it
doesn't  depend on  the ideas  of sin
and  blame.   Secondly,   it  is   not   a
judgement imposed on the sufferer
by   a   moral   observer  who   stands
outside  his  pain   and  passes   com-
ment.   Rather  it  is   a  feeling  that
stems from within, an answer to the
need   of   the   patient   himself   to
understand  what  is  happening  to
him in the context of his faith.  For
the question  `why is God doing this
to me?' may not so much constitute
the   demand   for   an   unattalnable
explanation  as  the  beginning  of  a
chain of reflections on the theme of
`how   can   I   think   about   what   is

happening to me? How can I try to
make the best of it in the light of my
overall understanding of my experi-
ence, which includes faith in  God?'
After   all,   the   one   real   demand
made on us by all that happens to us
and by everything we ever do is that
we  allow  it  to  be  our  teacher  and
attempt  to   gain  wisdom   from   it.
Hence, the doctrine of `purification
through  suffering'  alluded  to  here
should really be called `the struggle
towards   purification   through   the
effort  to  gain  understanding,  even
in  suffering'.

But  to  return  to  the  story,  the
protagonists,   in  fact,   adopt  a  far
more  pragmatic  view  of  things.   `1
don't  need this  illness',  says  Rabbi
Hiyya  in  effect  and  Rabbi  Yocha-
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nan gladly offers hiin his hahd. This
seems typical of the Jewish attitude
that  whenever possible  one  should
turn back to life and get on with it.
Who  needs  philosophy  with  illness
if  you   can   have   philosophy   with
health? Who needs the first opinion
if   a   second   one   will   make   you
better?

The    story    continues    with    an
almost identical incident which is in
fact a mirror-image of the first. This
time   it   is   Rabbi   Yochanan,   that
greatest  of  Palestinian  sages,  who
falls ill himself.  Rabbi Hanina goes
to  visit him  and  the  same  dialogue
ensues:  `Are  your  sufferings  prec-
ious to you?' `Neither they nor their
reward'.  `Then give me your hand'.
Rabbi Yochanan gives Rabbi Hani-
na his hand and the latter raises him
uP.

While  we   are  busy  considering
what might be the point of saying all
those things again, the Tcz/77?#d puts
the   critical   question:   `Let   Rabbi
Yochanan get himself up' . After all,
he was so good at doing it to others.
`No' , the  Tcz/mz/cZ replies,  `prisoners

cannot free themselves from prison'.
The idea here is clear. Nobody is

immune to becoming ill. There is no
such  person  as. the  ever  beneficent
visitor,  susceptible to  no  ill-fortune
himself.    All   of   us   may   all   too
readily  change  places  and  what  of
our wisdom then?

This shouldn't be put too cynical-
ly,   however.   The  purpose  of  the
second  incident  is  probably  not  to
put  anybody  down.  It  is  rather  to
tell   us   that   there   is   no-one   who
doesn't  need  help.   The  one  who
offers the hand is  also the one who
needs the hand. The carer must also
be  cared  for.  Indeed,  to  tak,e  the
thought   further,   unless   one   can
allow  oneself  to  be  cared  for  and
understand that one is  also vulner-
able, then there will be situations in
which  one  is  unable  to  offer  care.
Hence the third part of the story.

Here   it   is   once   again   Rabbi
Yochanan  who  is  the  visitor.  This
time  he  goes  to  see  Rabbi  Elazar
who   has   fallen   ill.   He   finds   him
lying   in   a   dark   room.   Being   of
extraordinary, even luminous beau-
ty, Rabbi Yochanan bares his fore-
arm  and  the  room  fills  with  light.
This may be less of a fanciful tribute
to   the   sage's   good   looks   than   a
symbolic  expression  of the thought
that a visitor literally  `lights up'  the
day  for  a  person  lying  ill  all  alone.
In  any  event,  Rabbi  Yochanan  is



now able to see that Rabbi Elazar is

::%£s:g`.|f`¥':yb:::u¥:uofc:#£eng£;r2;
you   haven't   been   able   to   learn,
have  we  not  said  that  it  is  all  one
whether  a  person  learns  much  or
little, so long as the heart is directed
towards heaven?' Evidently,  Rabbi
Yochanan  gets  no  answer.   So  he
continues:   `If  it's   because   you're
poor,    not    everybody    merits    a
change   of  tableware.   And  if  it's
because   of  children   (i.e.   children
you've not got,  or have lost),  then
this  is  the  bone  of my  tenth  son'.
Rabbi  Yochanan  used  to  carry  it
around  with  him  as  a token  of his
own misfortunes.

It transpires, however, that none
of these  constitutes  the  reason  for
Rabbi Elazar's weeping. He himself
therefore  explains:  `It's  for  beauty
like  yours  that  must  wither  in  the
dust that I weep'. `That', says Rabbi
Yochanan,  `is  indeed  worth  crying
over', and they weep together.

The  story  reminds  me  of a  con-
versation I had some years ago with
Dr.   Lawrence   Goldie,   a   psycho-
therapist  to  the  very ill  and  dying.
`Most  people  don't  die  of the  dis-

ease',   he   told   me,   `they   die   of
loneliness  and  a  broken  heart.  At
some   point   they   give   up'.   The
reason,    he    suggested,    was   that
many  people  just   didn't   want  to
know  of  them  and  so  abandoned
the dying to their fate. The precept
came   into   my   mind   that   one   is
supposed   never  to   leave   a  dying
person   on   his   own.   But,   as   Dr.
Goldie  explained,  it  isn't  as  simple
as  that,  because  one  can't truly be
with a person unless one is prepared
to be open to his or her pain. To do
that one must be ready to face the
sadness of loss and dying in oneself.
Hence,    so   many   people   choose
avoidance and the suffering are left
to their fate.

The  episode  with  Rabbi  Yocha-
nan   and   Rabbi   Elazar   ends   like
both  the  others.  `Are  your  suffer-
ings   precious   to   you?'   asks   the
visitor.  `Neither  they  nor  their  re-
ward',   replies   the   patient.   `Then
give  me  your  hand'.  Rabbi  Elazar
gives   him   his    hand    and   Rabbi
Yochanan  gets him  up.  The  differ-
ence    is,     however,    that    Rabbi
Yochanan is unable to help until he
too  has  wept.   Only  after  he   has
shed  tears  for  his  own  mortality  -
and the ritual  of showing the bone
isn't enough; it has become, perhaps,
too practised  an  act - can he be of

any help.
The  third   and  fourth  incidents

from  the  Tcz//7?I/d  which  I  want  to
discuss take us beyond the realm of
curable  illness   and  into  the  com-
pany of the mortally sick. The first
story is to be found in tractate Rosfe
H¢s%o#afe  17a:   `Rav  Huna  son  of
Rabbi  Yehoshua  became  ill.   Rav
Pappa went to inquire after his well-
being.  He  saw  that  the  world  was
fading around him and told those in
attendance to prepare the necessar-
ies for his journey,  i.e.  shrouds.  In
the end, however, Rav Huna recov-
ered  and  Rav Pappa was  ashamed
to be seen by him'.

The  first  principle  which  Jewish
law   derives   from   this   case   and
others  like  it  is  that  one  doesn't
treat .a sick, or even a dying person
as if he were already dead. Indeed,
the  Sfe#/chcz7t  Arz4kfe  opens  its  dis-
cussion  of the  laws  concerning  the
dying   with   the   statement:   `he   is
equal  to  a  living  person  in  every
respect'   (yorefo  Deofe  339:1).   The
law goes on to itemise those actions
one may not perform because they
pertain   only  to  the   dead   and  to
make it clear that the hastening of
death   in   any   way   is   forbidden.
Thus,  however  `hopeless'  the  case
may  be,   we  may  not  take   away
hope.

This  priority - not to  take  away
hope  -  is   central   to   the   Jewish
attitude  to  serious  illness.   On  the
one hand its validity has been born
out by the broad experience that it
is  the will  to  live  and high morale,
both in himself and in those around
him,   that   carry   many   a   patient
through  where   others   have   been
unable to pass.  On the other hand,
as   it   becomes   increasingly   clear
from  the  professional  literature  on
the subject how isolating the lack of
recognition  from  all  around  them
can be when people know that their
death  is   approaching,  the  border
between  the  maintenance  of hope
and the acknowledgement of reality
may   be   made   all   the   harder   to
discern by a religious precept misin-
terpreted   as   the   authorisation   of
denial.

This  paradox  is  already  present,
though for sliglitly different reasons,
in the Sfez!/cfecr# 4r#kfe itself. There,
in counterbalance to the paramount
.principle   of  preserving  hope,   the
importance  is  recognised  of  man's
need to prepare himself, before God
and man, for death. This preparation
takes the form of a confession. This

is  how  the  code  balances  the  two
priorities:  `When  a person  declines
towards   death   they   say   to   him:
confess.   They   say   to   him:   many
have confessed and not died. Many
who have not confessed have died
.  .  . One doesn't say these things in
the presence of thoughtless people
.  .  .  lest  they  weep  and  break  his
heart'.  (yorcd Deczfe 338:1).

It was the practice of the Cfeevr¢fe
K¢dz.s`fecz  (burial  society)  in  Berlin,
who were entrusted with delivering
this message, to visit all patients on
their  third   day  in   bed,   the  time
considered    most    appropriate  .in
Jewish tradition for a first visit from
non-relatives,   notwithstanding  the
seriousness  or  otherwise  of the  ill-
ness.   In   that   way   nobody   could
possibly  misinterpret  their  appear-
ance  to  mean  `if the Rabbi's  here,
things  must  be  really  bad'.  In  the
story, then, Rav Pappa does wrong
because he treats his colleague as if
it were already too late. No wonder
he  didn't  want  to  be  seen  by  him
thereafter.  In  the  light  of  this  ex-
perience   and  similar  instances   or
possiblities,    the    Sfe#/chcz7i   Arz4kfe
proceeds  to  enumerate  key  exam-
ples of what may not be done to the
dying:   `one  may  not  tie  his  jaws,
anoint him or wash him -that is, as
one   anoints   and   washes   a   dead
body.   One   may   not  stop   up   his
orifices,   remove   the   pillow   from
under   him,   or   lay   him   on   the
.ground  .  .  .'  (yorefr Deafe 339:1).

Death is in the hands of God, not
man,  and it is up to Him to decide
when   the   right   moment   for   the
departure   of  the   soul   has   come.
Thus  the  sick  person's  confession
opens  with  the  words   `1  acknow-
ledge before You, 0 Lord my God
and God of my fathers, that my life
and  my  death  are  in  Your  hands.
May it be Your will to heal me with
a perfect healing, but if it be deter-
mined  that   I   am   to   die,   then  I
accept it from Your hands with love
.  .  .'  (Sz.dczL#)  Rabbi Hananyah ben  .
Teradyon, who was buint to  death
by  the  Romans,  refused  to  accept..
his  pupils'  advice  that  he  open  his
mouth  and  let  the  fire  in,  saying,
`Better He who  gave it take it,  i.e.

the  soul,  than  that  a man  perform
harm upon himself'.  The ending of
life, as its beginning, is a matter for
God    to    decide.    (Avod¢fe    Zczrc7fe
18a).

This  condemnation  of the  short-
ening  of  life  by  human  hand  has
implications concerning the prolong-



ation  of  lit.e  by  human  hand;  these
may  at  first  sight  appear  paradox-
ical.  For  Judaism  does  not,  I  be-
lieve,  value  life  at  any  cost.  The
reason why we may not remove the
pillow  from  under  the  head  of  a
dying  man,   although   there  could
well   be   situatio`ns   in   which   one
might very much want to, to end his
suffering,  etc.,  isn't  because  life  is
invariably a g6od thing, but because
this is a matter which must be left in
the hands of God. It follows, there-
fore,  that  there  may  be  occasions
when a person should be allowed to
die,  because  that,  too,  should  be
left in the hands of God. Though we
tend   to   think   of   such   instances
mainly in terms of `switching off the
machine'     or     `sparing    him    the
umpteenth  operation',  there  is,  in-
terestingly  enough,  a relevant case
in  the   Tcz/m#d.   It  is  a  very  well-
known story and concerns the death
of no  less  a person  than Judah the
Prince,  `Rabbi' par excellence..

`On  the  day  when  Rabbi  died,
our teachers proclaimed a fast and
prayed,  saying `whoever says `Rab-
bi has died' is to be pierced through
with the sword'. Rabbi's maidservant
went up to the roof and said: `Those
above want Rabbi and those below
want Rabbi: may it be His will that
those  below  prove   stronger  than
those .above'.  When  she  saw  how
often  h.e  had  to  go  to  the  toilet,
taking  off his  Tcfi.JJz.7!,  then  putting
them b.ack on again and how much
pain it gave him, she said: `may it be
His  will  that  those  on  high  prove
stronger than those below'. But the
Rabbis did not cease from praying.
She  took  a jug  and  threw  it  down
from    the    roof.     They    stopped
praying  and  Rabbi  died'.  (Kcfr!bof
104a). The account contains no hint
of   criticism   of   the   maidservant's
behaviour.  If anything,  considering
how  we  are  led  to  view  the  scene
through her eyes, the opposite must
be true.

It is perhaps as a consequence of
this  episode  that  Jewish  law  con-
tains an  interesting qualification to
its  ruling  against  the  hastening  of
death. This is most readily found in
Moses   Isserles'   notations   to   the
pa;ssa.ge  from  the  Shulchan  Arukh
cited above.  `But if there should be
something  causing  the  prevention
of  the  departure  of  the  soul,  for
example  a hammering noise  in  the
vicinity of the house, such as comes
from  the  chopping  of wood,  or  if
there  is  salt  on  the  sick  person's

tongue and these prevent the depar-
ture  of the  soul,  it is  permitted  to
remove them, because this does not
constitute  an  act  -  it  is  only  the
removal  of an impediment.  (yore7z
Deczfe  339:1).

This,  of  course,  leaves  the  posi-
tion  in  Jewish  Law  wide  open.  Is
the   life-support  machine   like   the
pillow  that  may   not  be   removed
from under the head, or is it like the
woodcutter in the nearby grove?  It
would be a fool who promulgated a
dogmatic   position.   Every   case   is
different and one cannot hold doc-
tors, or families, to a universal rule.
We   know   from   experience   how
hard it is to guess what the outcome
of certain conditions may be. There
is the famous case of the family who
brought the household dog into the
- more than usually tolerant - hos-

pital  to  bark  its  farewell.  It  did  so
and the comatose patient, stirred by
nothing    else    before,    promptly
awoke.

But  to  return  to  Rabbi  and  his
maidservant,  the  story  criticises,  if
only by implication, the well-intent-
toned  prayers  of  all  around  him.
Perhaps they should not have been
praying   for   his   welfare.   Perhaps
they should have .been saying some-
thing else.  As a rabbi, I don't have
to rely on my imagination to picture
such  a  situation.   I  know  it  from
experience.

In fact there is sanction in Jewish
tradition  for praying  that someone
be  allowed  to  die.  Honi  the  Circle
Drawer,   sage  and  wonderworker,
slept  for  seventy  years.   When  he

3:I:ekveehj:f;:snqft£:t#£±€yf¥:nua:
were  long  since  dead.  He  said  to
himself   `either   companionship   or
death', besought mercy and died. If
that story is considered too fanciful,
there is more sober support for the
idea in the gloss by Rabbenu Nissim
to  the  seemingly obscure  rcz/"wcZz.c
statement  that  whoever  does  not
visit the sick fails to seek mercy on
their behalf, either that they live or
that  they  die  (IVcdarz.in  40a).  Rab-
benu Nissim makes it clear that, for
all one might think to the contrary,
the meaning must be that `there are
times  one   has  to   seek  mercy  on
behalf  of  the  sick  that  they  may
die'.  Needless to say,  not everyone
today agrees that this is a legitimate
Jewish view.

However,  it is one  thing to  read
such a passage in a book and quite
another  to  be  faced  with  the  situ-

ation in  real life.  An elderly lady,  a
long-standing  friend  of  the  family
whom  I  had  known  since  I  was  a
child, just recently asked me during
the course of a visit I paid her in the
home  in  which  she  now  lived,  to
pray for her to die. I wouldn't do it.
But  why  .not?  After  all,   she  had
outlived  her  pleasure  in  life.   Her
husband   was   long   dead.   She   lay
there  day  jn,   day  out,  lonely  and
miserable.      She      wanted,      even
looked forward, to be at rest.  But I
found    it   impossible   to    say   the
words, although reminded to do so.
I   was   glad   to   have   learned   the
expression  `God speed you on your
journey'.   Let  the   rest  be   in   the
hands of heaven.

Reflection on my difficulty at that
moment   brings   me   back   to   the
theme which recurs again and again
in  my  consideration  of this  subject
and which, perhaps, unites the stor-
ies  I  have  recounted.  I  began  by
noting   that   Judaism   understands
care  for  the  sick  to  be  a  form  of
J777c.fczfz.o Dez.: just as He is there with
those  who  suffer  so  should  we  be.
The   Torczfe  uses   a  short  but  pro-
found expression to  describe God's
knowledge     of     human      misery:
VaryecJa  E/okz.J7t -`God knew'  (Ex.
2:25)   This   word  }jcJdcz,   as   can   be
observed from its usage throughout
the Bible,  clearly means more than
just  intellectual   cognition.   It  sug-
gest  being  with,  or  even  being  at
one with,  its object.

Rabbi   Yochanan   had   to   weep
together with  Rabbi  Elazar before
he was  able to stretch out his hand
to him.  We too have to be open to
the  pain  of those  who  suffer if we
wish to be not just next to them but
truly with them. It is the inability to
bear  watching  that  might  spur  the
bystander  to  pull  away  the  pillow
and  it  was  my  lack  of readiness  to
acknowledge  that  the  lady  I  knew
could  really  wish  for  death  which
prevented me from saying an  expli-
cit prayer. Thus,  it is the sensitivity
to where the other person is and the
readiness  to  be  there  with  him  or
her in companionship, that lie at the
heart of the commandment of visit-
ing the sick.
:::  ro.``fi/a/  -  a  mcdicval   French  school

whose    commentary    most    frcquontly
illuminates  Rashi`s  commentary.

Rabbi  Jonathan  Wittenberg,   //  .4J/.(/(/I////('  ()/
I.c'o  Bile'ck  C()IIe'ge'`  i.s  I.ilblli  ()f {he'  Nc'\\!  N()I.[ll

I.(>n{[t)Ii    (M(I.I()I.[i)    `Syn(Igt)`giic>    ii{    thcl    S[eil.Il-

l)c'I.g  Ccm{I.c'.   Hc.  Iul.s  ill.st  c()m|ile{e'{l  ii  li()()kle.i
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I had our own experiences of perse-
cution by then and my father was in
Dachau concentration  camp.  Never-
theless,  my parents did their utmost
to  shield  me  from  the  ever  more
threatening horror.  And so, when I
left  Germany  on.that  frosty  morn-
ing  with  my  one  suitcase  and  ten
marks in  my purse,  I  had  really  no
inkling  how  far-reaching,  how  des-
perate  the  situation  was.   My  par-
ents and I parted, confident that we
would   soon   meet   again   either   in
England or America.  They sent me
ahead   because   they   sensed   that
what was going on in Germany was
beginning to be irreversible.  Earlier
my father had felt very strongly that
because   he   was   an   upright,   law-
abiding    citizen     nothing     adverse
could happen to him or his family in
a   civilized,   nay,   cultured   country
such as Germany.  But his brief stay
in  Dachau  from  which  he  was  res-
cued   by  my   mother's   determined
efforts  and  which  broke  his  health,
taught  him  differently.

Until    Hitler    invaded    Holland
there   was   a   regular   exchange   of
letters   between   us.   Although   no-
thing was  said  explicitly - we  knew
there  was  severe  censorship  -  the
increasing   tension   can   be   clearly
ascertained through the banal every-
day   chatter.   My   father   could   no
longer  pursue  his  work,   his  small
factory  had  been  closed  down,  so
my mother went out to earn money.
They   made   a   joke   of   this   role
reversal,  where  my father learnt  to
cook  and  clean  -  to  the  total  dis-
approval  of  my  grandmother.  The
various    prohibitions    became    in-
creasingly   obtrusive   and   ominous
and my parents, now fully aware of
their  plight,  attempted  to  emigrate
with  ever growing desperation.

Meanwhile  I  was  trying  to  settle
down   in   my   new   environment,   a
thirteen  year-old  girl  who  was  very
lonely  and  homesick.   Attempts  to
help  my  parents  to  emigrate  were
naive   and   unsuccessful.   Then   all
communication  between  us  ceased.
I  was  not  to  hear  from  them  again
direct.  Only  after the  war was  over
five postcards came into my hands -
five postcards which my parents had
sent  from  the  Lodz  ghetto  over  a
period of three years: the first three
soon  after their  arrival  in  1941,  the
last two in June 1944 just a few days
before their final "Resettlement for
Labour outside the Ghetto" -which
meant destruction.

Ronnie S.  Landau

Atlas  oj`  Mo(tern  Jeitlish  Hi.s[oI.y by
Evyi`tar     Fricscl`     Oxford     Univcl.sity

Prcss`  Oxford  and  New  York.199().

pp.159.   £25.()()

JEWISH HISTORY HAS THE
irritating     habit     of     crossing
geographical,  cultural  and  ling-

uistic boundaries.  It does so with an
apparently wanton disregard for the
needs   of   those   later   generations
who  may  be  struggling  to  come  to
terms with its complexity and diver-
sity.  The  geographical  dimension  is
especially crucial. I remember years
ago teaching modern Jewish history
to an inter-faith sixth-form group in
one of London's top public shcools.
There  I  met  astonishing  ignorance
of   the   whereabouts   of   different
parts  of  Europe,   Asia  and  North
Africa.  Most  of  the  students  knew
that     Corfu     was     two-and-a-half
hours   from   Gatwick   Airport   but
weren't   quite   sure   in   what   direc-
tion.  Oh,  the  bliss  of being middle-
class.  History  teachers  may  lament
the   passing   of  `history',   as   it   be-
comes     steadily     and     irreversibly
adulterated  with  `civics',  `social  stu-
dies',  general  `humanities'  or  some
cross-disciplinary  abomination   like
`world   studies',   but   just   pity   the

poor geography teacher.
Over  the  past  decade  or  so,  stu-

dents  and  teachers  of modern  Jew-
ish   history  have  been   enormously
grateful  to  Martin  Gilbert,  the  pro-
lific    and    seemingly    indefatigable
biographer   of   Winston   Churchill,
for the production of several atlases,
particularly those dealing with Jewish
history,   biblical,   classical,   medieval
and  modem  and  the  history  of the
Arab-Israeli   conflict.   In   my   own

tcacliing  I   have   found   them   indis-

pensable.  Visuz`lly  cle£`r and  verbal-
Iy succinct`  they hi`ve  rendered e2`ch
historici`l   theme,  period  dnd  geog-
raphic`al  region  instantly  accessible.
Although   the   format   and   am`lytic
brevity    of   these    mzips    inevitzibly
mfike  for  some  degree  of  generfil-
i7.ation`   his   maps   zire   the   masterly

product  of  :`  synthesizing  £`ppro€ich
which   is   entii.ely   necessary   I`or  the

generalist   and   dilettante   -   z`   not
uncommon  crefiture  in  the  worlcl  o+`
Jewish   €idult   educz`tion.   They   zire
i`Iso  extremely  helpful  for  the  spec-
iillist.

And  now.  at  last.  we  hzive  before
us  a  cartographical  work  suited  to
the   needs   of   those   who   wish   to
operz`te  on  a  more  elaborz`te  plane
and  who  are  willing  to  delve  much
deeper  into  the  diverse  themes  thz`t
comprise tlie modern Jewish expel.i-
eiice.   Evyatar  Friesel.  Professor  of
Modern  Jewish  History  z`t  the  Heb-
rew   University   of   Jerusalem`   has
held  up  to  nefir-microscopic  exzlm-
imition    the    key    areas    of    crisis.
chimge   and  import€ince  within   the
re£`lms   of   Jewish    socizil,    politicfil.
intellectual.  economic.  demographic.
1-eligious  and  cultural  history  during
the  past  three  ceiiturics.  His  text  is
iiiost      penetrziting`      if     somewhat
Ziolio-centric   -   when    are    Tsracli
historizins  going  to  tone  down  their
idcologiczilly  loadecl  view  of Jewish
history?     With     it    are    over    five-
huiiclred     maps.     illustrations     ancl

graphs  c`Iiarting  the  birth.  develop-
ment   zind`   where   appropiii`te.   de-
i`line    of   i`    bewildering   v€iriety   of
ideas   ancl   movements   thi`t   sprang
up   within   the   Jewish   communities
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of Europe, North and South Amer-
ica   and   the   Islamic   world.   They
embrace   the   growth   of   new   reli-
gious   denominations   and   mystical
sects  within  the  Jewish  world,  the
languages   spoken   and   written   by
Jewish  groups  in  different  parts  of
the  world  and  the  kaleidoscope  of
Jewish  political,  intellectual  and  cul-
tural responses to the unprecedented
challenges   posed   by   modernity   -
particularly  in  western  and  central
Europe    and    the    United    States.
There Jews were being progressive-
ly  and  often  ambivalently  integrat-
ed    into    societies     which     whole-
heartedly  welcomed  -  or  appcczrecJ
to welcome -the ideas of economic
and   social   modernization.    Where
the  issues  are  too  abstract  to  lend
themselves     to     visual     depiction,
Friesel's     text,     giving     a     highly
absorbing and instructive overview,
fills  the  gap.

The giant themes of anti-Semitism
and   the  Holocaust  receive   surpris-
ingly -and some will feel mercifully
-little space.  And here,  as so often
in   works  on   Jewish   history,   there
seems  a  methodological  incapacity
or  unwillingness  to  locate  the  Jew-
ish    experience    inside    the    wider
story of human prejudice and bigot-
ry.   In   fairness,   Friesel's   canvas  is
already so vast that such a reproof is
probably churlish.  But one is never-
theless  left  with  the  impression  that
anti-Jewish    behaviour,    like    other
components   of   our   `unique'   past
and  present,  occurs  in  a  psycholog-
ical   and   historical   vacuum,   quite
unconnected       with       motivational
forces which are everywhere clearly
intrinsic  to  the  human  psyche  and
are    apparently    ineradicable.    The
answer  may  be  that  Jewish  histor-
ians    invariably    have    to    function
within  the  highly  charged  world  of
Jewish    politics    and   the    `funding'
criteria    thus    spawned    -    a    self-
preoccupied   climate,   especially   in
Israel,    not    exactly    conducive    to
making   connections   with   the   ex-
periences  of  other  minority  groups
and  other  `victims'  of  xenophobia,
hatred  a.nd  even  `genocide'.

Notwithstanding       this       niggle,
more with the parochial perspective
of Jewish  historians in  general  than
with this particular author, I strong-
ly  recommend  this  lnost  ambitious
and  painstaking  work.  It  should  be
rapturously  received  by  Jewish  his-
tory  buffs  and  serious  students,  by
all    who    delight    in    the    interplay
between   printed   word   and   visual
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representation    and    by    all    Jew-
watchers,   especially   those   fixated
on   statistics   of   the   contemporary
Jewish   world.   Did   you  know,   for
instance,  that  in  1980 46.9°/o  of the
Jews  of  Chicago   belonged  to   the
American       Reform      Movement,
39.5%  to  the  Conservatives,  while
only  8.90/o  were  Orthodox?

Two cautionary notes on which to
end.  In  the  final  third  of the  book,
the  maps  and  charts  are  weighted
heavily  in  favour  of  the  history  of
United   States'   Jewry   and   of   the
Jewish     community    in     Palestine/
Israel. There is precious little on the
Jews  of  our  own  wondrous  isle  -
only   marginally   more   than   is   de-
voted to the Jews of Afghanistan, in
fact.  This might well  raise the hack-
les of some  British  Jews,  as  did  the
similar   neglect   of   British   themes
and personalities in the Israel-based
Museum of the Diaspora.  Pe,rsonal-
ly,  I  believe  this  latter  slight  to  be
entirely  justified,  since  the  history
of    Anglo-Jewry,    compared    with
that  of virtually  every  other Jewry,
is - to  me  at  least - a  monumental
yawn.   I   am   aware,   though,   that
there  are  fiery,  young(ish)  Anglo-
Jewish    historians   out    there   who
would    accord    equal    stature    and
vigour to the themes they are scruti-
nizing.

The   second   cczveczJ  concerns   the
visual  effectiveness  of  the  illustrat-
ions     themselves.     The     detail     of
some,  though  not  most,  is  so  pro-
nounced  that  it  might  detract  from
the  reader's  understanding  and  his/
her    readiness    to    read    on.    One
thinks  of the  rcz/mL/cZz.c saying,  once

quoted  at  me  by  an  adult  student
who    had    tired    of   my   verbosity:
Tophasta meruba, lo tophasta (The
more  you  add,  the  more  you  take
away!')

Yet,   given   the   author's   almost
obsessive   attention   to   detail,   such
problems  of clarity  and  intelligibili-
ty  are  pretty  well  inescapable.   My
overall    verdict    is    that    this    is    a
refreshing, enjoyable, badly needed
and  on  the  whole,  successful  refer-
ence  work  -powerful  evidence,  in
fact,  that  the  worlds  of scholarship
and   recreation   are   by   no   means
mutually  exclusivel

Ronnie   S.   Laindau   teaches   modern   Jewish
his[ory.   He   is   the   author   of  a   forthcoming
book on the  moi-a[,  historical ancl ediicational
significance     of    the     Holocaust.     Formel.ly
Dil.eclor of the  BI.irish  Holocaiis{  E(liica{ional
Pi.ojecl,  he  is  now   Head  of  the   Hiimanities
Dep(1I-[men[    of   the    City    I.i[el.ary    lns[i[ii[e,
Holbol.n.   I_.on(Ion.
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4   Rf/bb/.'.`.  B/.b/(J  by  Jonathan  Mzigonc`t.
SCM  Press.  London.   ItJ9I`

pp.179.   £1,.5()

IT IS RARE FOR ONE PERSON
to  be  an  outstanding  teacher,  a
brilliant   scholar   and   critic   and

an     excellent     administrator     but
Jonathan   Magonet   is   all   three.   I
myself have learned more about the
Bible  from  him   than  from   almost
anyone   else   and   I   have   long,ad-
mired  his  ability,  in  a  lecture  to  a
general  audience,  to  start  from  the
most     elementary    principles     and
move  quickly to the  most profound
aspects  of his  subject.  His  book  on
Jonah was a brilliant demonstration
of  the  interconnection  of  the  liter-
ary and theological  meaning of that
work,    long   before   `literary'   app-
roaches   to   the   Bible   had   become
popular.

He   has  for  a   long  time   been   a
tireless  advocate  of and  participant
in  dialogue  between  Jews,   Christ-
ians  and  Muslims -and  also,  impli-
citly, between those who work with-
in  an  established  structure  of  faith
and those  who  are  interested in  the
things of the spirit but cannot feel at
ease  within  any  religious  commun-
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ity.   Add  to  that  his  work  on  the
liturgy and his administrative duties
at  Leo  Baeck  College  and  it  is  a
wonder  that  one  person  can  do  so
much and do it with such grace and
modesty.

In this book he has set himself the
most  difficult  of tasks - to  write  a
general work on  the Bible that will
appeal  to  a  wide  audience  and  yet
will   not   reinain   at   the   level   of
banality    which    always    threatens
such  enterprises.  How  well  has  he
succeeded?

The book itself often hints at the
problems   such   an   enterprise   in-
volves.    Early   on   he   quotes   the
Dominican,  Father  Gordian  Mar-
shall,   who,   in   a   taped   interview,
recounts   how,   in   his   traditional
Scottish Catholic family,  `1 grew up
with   the  idea  that  the  Bible  was
something  important  in  life  and  in
religion but it was something which
was   pretty   inaccessible.    Because
although  there  was  always  a  Bible
in  the  house,  all  we  got  in  school
and in religious instruction was Bible
stories  rather  than  the  Bible  text'.
However,    when    he    joined    the
Dominicans     he     was     fortunate
enough to have a teacher who had a
tremendous love for the Bible and a
tremendous  aenthusiasm,   acquired
at the Ecole Biblique in Jerusalem.
`1  can  remember  listening  to  some

of his classes', Father Marshall goes
on   `and  then  rushing  back  to  my
room,   picking   up   my   Bible   and
trying  to  do  the  same  sort  of thing
and  I  just  couldn't  begin.   And  it
took  me  quite  a  long  time  to  get
past   that    first   stage   of   actually
knowing  how  to  get  into  this  con-
versation  with  the  text  so  that  the
text was saying interesting things or
challenging  things  to  me.  And  that
was  a  fairly  dry  time  which,  with  a
bit  of perseverance,  I  began  to  get
somewhere with'.

I have quoted this at some length
because  it  describes  a  fairly  typical

.experience  which  is  too  easily  for-
gotten.  Nearly  everything  in  which
we  take  real  pleasure  in  later  life
has  entailed  some  hard  and  often
seemingly   fruitless   work   -   days
spent mastering scales or practising
services  on   the  tennis  court.   Too
much   in   contemporary   education
forgets  that  human  beings  actually
take   more  pleasure  in   what  they
have  mastered  with  effort  than  in
what has come naturally and effort-
lessly.   A   good   teacher   will   help
students through the dry periods by

the  force  of  his  or  her  personality
and   by   conveying   the   sense   that
since it worked in  his or her case it
can  also work in  theirs.

But the writer of a popular book
has  not  got  that  advantage.  He  is
not  present  to  his  readers  in  the
flesh and so must somehow convey
through the printed word alone that
though  the  way will  often  be  hard,
the    rewards    are    great.    Popular
works on  the  Bible - and  on  other
subjects -too often seem to consist
of   pap,   baby   food   fed   in   small
portions   so   as   not   to   upset   the
stomach or exhaust the patience of
the reader.  In my experience this is
a mistake, for it tends to turn off the
more curious and intelligent and to
give  to  others  the  impression  that
this is  all  the  subject consists  of.

There  is  a  further  problem  with
the  Bible  and  that  is  deciding  just
for  what  kind  of  a  reader  one  is
writing.   For  the  Bible  is  the  one
book   everyone   thinks   they   know
something  about,  even  those  who
know  they  are  not  interested  in  it.
In a chapter on the Hebrew Bible's
concept of salvation, Magonet quotes
from  a  Christian  compilation,   the
lnterpreter's Dictionary of the Bible ,
first published  in  1952 and reissued
in  1976:

Salvation  history  is  the  story  of
the  divine  action  for  our  salv-
ation  in  and  through  the  lives
and  persons  of  real  flesh-and-
blood  historical  characters,   as
sensual    and   fallible    as    men
usually  are  and  yet  who  were,
through no  virtue  of their own,
made the instruments of the div-
i.r.e plan for the salvation of the
world.
As  Magonet  points  out,  this  no-

tion of men as the blind instruments
of salvation is so much  at odds with
Hebrew  teaching  that  it  is  difficult
to  know  where  to  start  in  trying  to
refute  it.  But worse  is  to  come:

After  the  profound  theological
insights   of  the   lsaianic  school
had  been  achieved,  the  proph-
etic  vision  faded  and  the  great
concept of salvation by  the  div-
lne    righteousness    alone    was
obscured in the doctrines of later
Judaism  .   .   .  According  to  the
teaching  of the  Rabbis,  the  sal-
vation  of  the  individual  was  to
be  achieved  by  the  meticulous
observance   of  the  Torah,   the
law  of Moses,  and it was  possi-
ble  by  a straightforward  system
of  bookkeeping  to  ascertain  a
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man's  prospects  of salvation by
noting  whether   his   merits   ex-
ceeded his transgressions.
That such travesties - the applic-

ation,   I   suspect,   of   anti-Catholic
polemics to Judaism - are still being
trotted  out  in  reputable  Christian
encyclopaedias on the Bible, shows
the  enormity  of the  task  facing  the
Jewish teacher.

Magonet  chooses  to  tackle  this
task   by   including   in   his   book   a
liberal  sprinkling  of personal  anec-
dotes,  jokes  and  stories.  The  book
consists  of short  chapters,  many of
them  recycled  from  earlier  articles
and sermons.  A  first reading failed
to  disclose  any  clear pattern  to  the
book  or to  the  argument.  Magonet
is  at  his  best  when  he  illuminates
passages   in   the   Bible   by   relating
them   to   other,   comparable   pass-
ages.  Thus  he  points  out  that  the
grammatical     form     cdyefo     czsfecr
cfeyefe by which  God  names himself
to  Moses  is  similar  to  other  con-
structions  where  the  evasiveness  is
obvious:  `So  that  when  we  are  not
to  know  where  David's  men  spent
some time, we are told:  "they went
where  they  went"   (I  Sam.   23:13)'
and   later   in   Exodus   itself,   God
imperiously  says  to  Moses:   `But  I
will  be  gracious  to  whom  I  will  be
gracious and show mercy to whom I
show  mercy'  (Ex.  33:19).

The   drawing   of  such   parallels,
which teaches the reader to listen to
this book and trust it, demonstrates
what   I   have   always   found   most
illuminating    in    the    teaching    of
Jonathan Magonet and most typical
of  his   many   brilliant   friends   and
pupils   at   Leo   Baeck   College:   an
unwillingness   to   be   dogmatic,   to
feel  they  have  an  answer  to  ,every
question   and   an   openness   to   the
text  in  all  its  aspects.  They  know
that  there  is  no  spirit  without  the
letter and that if we are prepared to
read  and   re-read   and   to  listen   to
what the  text is saying,  the  rewards
will  come.  I  hope  that  in  a  future
book   Jonathan   Magonet   will   feel
that,  this  first  step  in  dialogue  hav-
ing been accomplished, he can con-
centrate wholly on the text and give
us not `a rabbi's Bible' but the Bible
of   a   deeply   religious   and   deeply
intelligent human  beingl

Gahoriel ]ostpovlct is a novelist and  Professor
of  English  at  the  University  of  Sussex.   His
The  Book  of God:  A  Response  to the  Bible
was  published  by  Yale  and  has  recently  been
reissiied  in  paperback.
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fJcrz/ by Steven  Beller,
Jewish Thinkers series - General Editor:
Arthur   Hcrzberg,   Peter   Halban   Ltd.
(Weidenfeld & Nicholson) London,1991

pp.161,  £6.95

ZZ:
RZL by STEVEN BELLER
a  fine  summary  of  much

:cent  scholarly  work  on  the
development of Herzl as the found-
er   of   political   Zionism   and   as   a
Jewish  political  leader.   Written  as
part  of a series on Jewish  thinkers,
the  book's  emphasis  is  on  Herzl's
•Jewish  thinking'.   It  offers  a  clear

summary and a sensitive analysis of
the  development  of  Herzl's  views
on     Jewish     problems,     especially
what  Herzl  defines  as  `The  Jewish
Problem'   a.nd   on   Zionism   as   its
solution.    Beller's    main    claim    to
innovation      lies     in      emphasising
Herzl's    thinking   rather   than    his
politics.

Contrary to  the  views of most of
Herzl's    biographers,     Beller    has
taken    upon    himself   the   task   of
demonstrating    Herzl's    important
contribution   not   only   to   modern
Jewish  politics  but  also  to  modern
Jewish thought.  In the book's intro-
duction   he   says:    `It   will   be   the
contention  of this  book  that  Herz-
lian    Zionism    is   not   so    much    a
realisation   of  Austrian   liberalism,
or  German  nationalism,  or  a  Hun-
garian  Utopia:  it  is  the  attempt  to
fulfil the promise of Jewish  emanci-
pation,  if not  in  Europe,  then  in  a
state of Jews on their own'. He then
goes on to add:  `As a super-emanci-
pationist, Herzl shows himself to be
firmly in a major current of modern
Jewish   thought'.    And,   far   more
than  that,  Beller  claims  for  Herzl
the high status of a `thinker who still
has  much  to  say  to  our  world  and
especially  to  the  movement  which
he led and the state which he did so
much     to     help     make     possible'.
Prophetically,  Beller  sums  up  this
claim:    `It   is   time   to    take   Herzl
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seriously   again   as   a   thinker   and
moreover  as  a  Jewish  thinker.   In
these   days   when   so   much   soul-
searching  is  taking  place  about  the
character of Israel,  he offers,  as we
shall see, a liberal version of Jewish
identity  and  the Jewish  state  which
is  perhaps  more  relevant  now  than
ever before'.

Informed   by   such   impassioned
protestations  in  the  introduction,  a
diligent    reader   of   Beller's    book
should ask himself at the end: Have
I  really  seen  what  Beller  promised
to show me,  contrary to my former
prejudice?   This   reader,   at   least,
must   answer   quite   disappointedly
`No'.  As  I  said  before,  Beller's  is  a

clear, precise, faithful, sensitive and
sympathetic     analysis     of    Herzl's
`Jewish  thinking'.   But,  in  spite  of,

or   rather   because   of   it,   nothing
previously   unknown    or   unrecog-
nised    emerges.    This    means    that
Beller's    faithful    description    and
analysis  turn  out  in  practice  to  be
yet    another    affirmation    of    the
accepted view.  Generally speaking,
Herzl  was  not  an  original  or  deep
thinker, not least because his know-
ledge  of  Jewish  sources,  of Jewish
history and even  of the  situation  of
the  Jewish  people  in  his  own  time
and place,  was  dull  and  superficial.
So  much  so  that  he  barely  under-
stood the full background and signi-
ficance  of  his  own   relationship  to
the   Jewish   people.   As   a   further
compliment to Beller's fine scholar-
ship,  one  should  add  that  he  does
not  try  to  hide  these  facts  from  his
readers.   On  the  contrary,  he  fully
exposes  them.   He  shows  convinc-
ingly how these facts motivated and
shaped   Herzl's   decisive   contribu-
tion  to Jewish  political  leadership.

Alas,   all   this   cannot   transform

Herzl  into an  original Jewish  think-
er. Beller's factual analysis confirms
that   Herzl   made   only  a   marginal
impact  on   Jewish-Zionist  thinking
in  his  own  time  -  even  among  his
followers  -  and  that,  for  a  better
understanding   of  Zionist   thinking
one  must  consult  others  who  more
justifiably  deserve  the  title  `Jewish
thinker'.  I  have in  mind Birnbaum,
Nordau,       Klatzkin,       Kaufmann,
Jabotinsky.   Herzl's   own   thinking
had no  impact at all  on  the  shaping
of the  image  of a Jewish  state.

This  is  true  not  only  in  consider-
ing  the  thinking  which  led  to  the
establishment  of the  State  of Israel
but also in  respect of the enormous
amount   of  thought   which   shaped
the preparations in Palestine during
the  yz.sfeL{v  period.

Of course,  this does not diminish
the   historical   -   and   maybe   even
contemporary    -    interest    Jewish
thinkers should take in Herzl's Jew-
ish    thought.    We   gain    a   greater
understanding   of  the   Jewish   situ-
ation  in  the  modern  era  when  we
recognise   that   Herzl's   superficial,
largely  ungrounded  views  of Juda-
ism   and   Jewish   history   not   only
motivated  but  also  guided  a  inajor
contribution to Jewish history.  Jew-
ish thinkers must therefore critically
study   Herzl's   thinking   and   try   to
unravel  its  background  and  its  hid-
den  implications.  It  might  then  be
possible to uncover what Herzl him-
self  may  really  have  felt  and  may
even     have     divined     emotionally
without  having  been  able  to  define
and   analyse   intellectually  -  some-
thing  a  /fez.#kcr must  do.

It  would  be  impossible  and  un-
necessary for our purpose,  to  sum-
marise  in  this  review the content  of
Herzl's   thinking   as   portrayed    in
Beller's  work.  Since  nothing  really
new  in  the  realm  of  ideas  emerges
in  this  portrayal  of Herzl's  route  to
The Jewish State and to A[tneuland.
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the  reader's  attention  must  shift  to
the   implications   for   the   present,
which Beller argued so passionately
in  his  introduction.  The question  is:
how    are    we    to    explain    Beller's
insistence on Herzl as a thinker who
still has much to say to our generat-
ion,  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  Beller
also   recognises    Herzl's   profound
shortcomings   as   a   thinker?   Para-
doxically,  it  is precisely these short-
comings   which,    in    Beller's    eyes,
make   Herzl's   views   so   significant
and  relevant.

Herzl's  shortcomings  are  evident
in   a   number   of   areas.    First,   he
failed to  analyse  correctly the pros-
pects  for  full  Jewish  emancipation
in    western    democratic   countries.
Second,  he  failed  to  grasp  the  full
significance of the Palestinian-Arab
problem.   Third,   he  overestimated
the   capacity   of   a   Jewish   national
state   to   put   an   end  to   anti-Semi-
tism.   Finally,   he   completely   mis-
judged the applicability of the classic
liberal   conception   of  the   relation-
ship  between  religion  and  state  to
the  specific  Jewish  reality.  To  sum
up,   Beller  demonstrates  the  com-
plete  irrelevance  of  Herzl's  Jewish
thinking   to   Jewish   reality   and   his
utter  lack  of impact  on  the  Zionist
thinking      which      informed      and
guided the development of Israel as
a  Jewish  state.

Herzl's    thought    becomes,    for
Beller,  most  significant  as  the  basis
for    zi    critique    of    Israeli    Zionist
thinking,  insofar as it  deviates  from
Herzl's  liberal,  utopian  vision.  This
explains  Beller's  claim  that  Herzl's
thinking   is   still   important   and   re-
levant  today.

()r`  perhzips  we  should  read  Bel-
ler`s  c`ritiL`al  notes  on  Israel  £`s  a  call

to  ailapt  Herzl.s  liberzil  .solution.  to
the  Palestini£`n  problem.  or  his  uto-

pi€`n  idezi ()f the  rekitiomhip between
i-eligion   and   stz`te   to   the   Israel   of
today`  despite  their  obvious  inade-

quzicy  yesterdziy.
()ne  must  aclmit  that  this  strange

manipulation     of     Herzl.s     Jewish
thinking   -  trz`n.sforming   his   short-
i`omings  into a  criticism  of the  State
of   Israel   -   is   bewildering.   Such   zi
critique   might   be   fz`irer  and   more
L`t`fective  if  it  was  a  direct  response
to  current  Israeli  thinkers.   Since  it
is  iiot`  we  must  responcl  to  Beller.s
c`h:`11enge.

It  is evident  thfit  the  reality  of the
State  of  Israel   has  not  and  cannot
liavc  zmy simik`rity  to  Herzl.s  liber€`1
Utopia.      Israel's     t.()unders     never.
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claimed    Herzlian    utopian    ideals.
Israel     was     established,     organis-
ationally  and  politically,   as  a  con-
tinuation  of the  Zionist  organisation
founded  by  Herzl.  It  is  this  organ-
is`at:ior\,    in     its     historical    reality,
which    should    be    considered    as
Herzl's  decisive  contribution  to  the
establishment   of  Israel.   But   right
from the beginning there was a wide
gap between Herzl's ideal program-
me     and     the     reality     which     he
achieved.

Herzl  believed  that  the  founding
of  a   national   state   would   remove
the  `justification'  for anti-Semitism.
His   followers   believed   it   too   and
this   provided   a   strong   motivation
for  their  difficult  task.  Alas,  it  also
proved  to  be  a  typical  example  of
humanistic wishful thinking, at least
until  Israel  succeeds  in  normalising
its  existence.  And,  even  then,  one
might  expect  anti-Semitism  to  con-
tinue.  All  this  means  that  we  have
to  accept  the fact  that  there  are  no
definitive  solutions  which  will  com-
pletely     remove    basic    problems.
Whatever Israel has achieved -and,
in   this   writer's   view,   it   is   a   very

great  deal  - the  maximum  which  a
realist  may  hope  for  is  the  creation
of the  necessary  political  framework
which  enables  the  Jewish  people  to
survive,  even  flourish,  although  its
problems  will  continue  to  exist.

In  order to  gauge  the  magnitude
of   the   Zionist   achievement,   one
need  only  imagine  the  implication
of  World  War  Two  and  the  Holo-
caust  on  the  destiny  of  the  Jewish
people  if Israel  had  not been estab-
lished immediately  in  its  aftermath.
Or  the  situation  of the  Jewish  peo-
ple    today    without    Israel    as    the
centre of its national  life.  Could the
Jewish   people   compete   with   the
challenge of assimilation  in  the free
world,    or   with    the   challenge   of
complete   alienation   and   rejection
of  Judaism   in   the   Soviet   Union?
Would  the  Jewish  people  have  any
chance  of saving  its  identity  and  its
cultural      creativity      without      the
creativity  of  Israel?  The  real  ques-
tion    is    not    whether    Israel    has
`solved'    the    Jewish    question,    or

even whether it has  `solved'  its own
huge    problems    of   identity   as    a
Jewish    state    but    whether    there
could  have  been  any  other  way  for
the   Jewish   people   to   survive   and
meet  the  challenges  of  the  modern
and post-modem era with any degree
of success. Does the rich Diaspora of
the free world offer such an option?

The  State  of  Israel  is  not,  thank
God,   an   `ideal'   state,   nor   is   it   a
`light   unto   the   nations'.   It  cannot

be, nor can any other state, unless it
is  either  `messianic',  namely,  com-

pletely  superfluous,  or  totalitarian,
namely,  imposing  its  `idealism'  up-
on   its  citizens   as  well   as   upon   its
neighbours.  A  state,  as  such,  can-
not   be   ideal.   It   has   to  cope   with
difficult   realities,   dealing   with   its
own  non-ideal  people  and  with  its
very non-ideal  neighbours who are,
at  best,  competitive  and,  at  worst,
bitter enemies.

There are, of course, moral stan-
dards   by   which   states   should   be
judged.     Admittedly    such    moral
judgments  should  not  be  made  in
sweeping    generalisations.    In    this
context,   however,    my   views   are
diametrically   opposed   to   Beller's.
In   comparison   with   other   demo-
cratic  countries  -  and   taking  into
account  the  fact  that  Israel   is  the
only democratic country in the Mid-
dle  East  and  that  it  must  contend
with   bitter   animosity   and   difficult
material and cultural  conditions -it
maintains  the  moral  standards  ap-
plicable  to  other  states  pretty  well.
It is immoral  to  demand  that  Israel
be more moral  because it is Jewish.
We can, however, claim that, if it is
not   a   light   to   the   nations,   Israel
does at least serve as a glowing light
to  the  Jewish  people.  It  is  a  salva-
tion  for  many  Jews  through  cz/z.)/czfe
and   it   offers   many   Jews   a   full,
creative,  personal  and  national  life.
These,  indeed,  are its main  tasks as
a Jewish  state.

As to the Jewish ideal of spiritual
singularity     and     mission:     it     had
meaning  in  the  past  and  can  have
meaning  in  the  future  only  on. the
theological   level,   namely,   on   the
level   of   spiritual    creativity.    Such
ideals  can  be  applied  educationally
to the behaviour of man to man and
of  man  to  God  -  but  not  to  the
behaviour of a  state  among  states.

These  are  my  responses  to  Bel-
ler's thesis. However, the main con-
clusion   from   my  critique  must   be
that we need a completely different
philosophical   context   for  a   profit-
able   discussion   of   such   problems
between  Israeli  and  Diaspora  Jew-
ish  intellectuals.   Let  us  hope   that
the    `Jewish    Thinkers'    series    will
offer  us  a  better  opportunity  in  the
futurel

Eliezer Schweid is Professor of Jewish Philoso-
phy  at  the  Hebrew  University  in  Jerusi`Iem.
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THREE MEN
THE STINGER

THE   CHURCHYARDS   OF
England, those around serene
old  country  churches,  really

demonstrate the talent for matching
form  and  feeling that permeates  so
much  of  the  nation`s  architecture.
As I walk between the tombstones,
so many with touching epitaphs of a
personal   or   humorous   nature,   I
sense that the individuals are not so
much  buried  as  resting  after  life's
labours,     in     a     familiar     garden
amongst friends. Urban cemeteries,
Highgate comes to mind, are true to
the   grandiose,   gothic   tradition   of
the Victorian era out of which they
grew.  Lesser  and  newer  suburban
burial    places,    too,    reflect    those
same proper bourgeois values, with
surprisingly  little  modification  con-
ceded to the passage  of time.

Not  so  with  the  Jews.  However
new and sanitised, there persists the
hunger  and  the  pain  of  the  medi-
aeval world, with  its direct message
that  all  men  are  mortal.

My   mother,   who   was   in   other
respects   a   practical    and   realistic
woman,  liked  to  visit  her  mother's
grave  in  a  north  London  cemetery.
She went, not only at those custom-
ary  times  in  the  Hebrew  calendar
but   on   occasions   of  personal   im-
portance,   like   engagements,   mar-
riages,  births  and  deaths.  She  said
she   knew  it  was  silly  but  she  felt
better if she shared these events and
the feelings they aroused in her with
her   mother.   I   would   look   at   my
grandmother's   memorial   stone   (I
was  named  after  her;  she  had  died
when my mother was a young girl),
with its carving of a Jewish woman's
hands  blessing  the  sabbath  candles
and at the huddled,  hungry-looking
stones  crowded  around,  very  close
to   each   other.   I   saw  those   same
stones,  recognised  where  they  had
their beginnings and what they were
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trying to say to me, when I came to
the  ancient  Jewish  burial  places;  in
Prague,   where   lies   Rabbi   Loew,
who   created   the   first   robot,   the
Golem,  the  man  of  lime;  on  blue
windswept   Greek    islands,   where
Jewish     communities     would     be
celebrating  their  millennia  had  any
survived Auschwitz.  Rabbi  Loew is
squeezed  into  his  last  bed  with  the
same respect accorded to his humb-
ler  congregants.  He  was  the  same
transient  flower  of the  field  as  the
rest of us and would make the same
dust.

When my mother died, my father
did  not  wish  to  visit  her  grave.  He
would say that there was no rational
reason  to  pay  respects  to  the  dead
who could not appreciate such con-
tact any more.  If one  needed  to go
for  one's   own   sake,   well,   people
could make up their own minds but
for   him   dead   was   dead   and   his
duties   lay  with   the   living.   I  think
that  this  was   a  partial   truth.   The
pain would  have been  too great for
him   to  bear  had   he  stood  at   the
outward   material   evidence   of   his
irreparable  loss.  So,  when  I  knew I
would  be  in  the  neighbourhood  of
the cemetery where my mother was
buried,  I  decided  to  go  there  with-
out  saying  anything  to  my  father.
The  place  was  relatively  new  and  I
entered  through  a  gate  in  a  thick
white wall.  Inside were the innovat-
ions of lawns and discreetly flower-
ing  shrubs.   The  tall   trees  planted
round  the  periphery  mercifully  re-
duced  the  sounds  from  the  nearby
motorway  to  the  background  hum
that   accompanies   mankind,   even
when   nobody   is   speaking.    As   I
found   my   way   between   the   lost
grandparents,    their   children    and
their   children's    children,    a    man

came  up  to  me.   I  knew  from   his
dusty  black  caftan-type  gown  and
mudcaked   overshoes   that   he   was
employed   in   the   business   of   the
dead.  He asked if he could help me
find  the  place  I  was  looking  for.  I
did  not  actually  need  him  to  show
me  the  way  but  it  was  clear  that  I
had  turned  up  at  a  time  when  he
badly  needed  to  get  something  off
his  mind.  He  walked  along  beside
me  and  began  to  speak.   `Do  you
know', he said, `1 have worked here
for thirteen years and I have buried
more people than  I  could  count.  A
month ago I buried my mother and
I  just  can't  take  it.  I  think  of it  all
the   time.   Tell   me,   what's   it   all
about?  What's  it  in  aid  of?'  I  stop-
ped  by  a  recently  excavated  grave
that    was    awaiting    an    occupant,
perhaps   the    task   for   which    my
companion  should  have  been  pre-
paring   himself.   I   said,   `You   have
barely   had   time   to   recover   from
your  mother's  death  -  it's  too  re-
cent.  It doesn't matter how old one
is,  with  the passing of a parent  one
is  a  lost  child  again.  You  may  not
think so now but you will find a new
way   of  living,   not   the   old   way  -
that's   gone.   A   different   one   that
will  open  up  the  things  the  world
still  has  for  you,  even  though  your
mother's no longer here to comfort
you'.  He  looked  at  me  and  shook
his   head.   `No,   no',   he   muttered,
`what does it mean? It's got to mean

something'.   I   tried   again.   `1   don.t
think  there  is  a  meaning.  It just  is.
That's  the  shape  of  the  world'.  At
this   he    became   very   angry   and
began  to shout,  `That won't do,  do
you hear? It's not good enough and
I don't, I can't accept it -there's got
to be more to it'. I broke away from
him.   `I'm   sorry',   I   said,   `I'm   very
sorry but I can't help you'. I left him
by  the  open  grave  but  I  took  his
fury  and  his  raging  impotence  with
me. I stood at my mother's plot and
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I  knew  it  was  what  he  had  uncov-
ered     that     was     constricting     my
throatl

THE PATIENT

Spda:¥%?trh¥::¥shE:;;:e:v:;|s;;{ta:
take offence if I  recount them now.
I  still  remember  them  with  a  smile
and   feel   warm   inside.    It   was   a
stifling   summer   and   the   surgery
window  was  open,   in  the  unlikely
event of a breath of cool  air,  when,
with no knock or other warning, the
door  opened   and   a   shortish   man
with   a   nervous  expression  walked
in.   He   shut   the   door  very   firmly
behind  him,  looked  out  of the  win-
dow and zmnounced with  relief that
there   was   no   one   in   the  garden,
adding that  he trusted we could  not
be    overheard.    He    examined    the
room and me somewhat furtively and
after   some   minutes   was   obviously
satisfied    with    the    unthreatening
ambience   of   a   suburban   general
practice  and  began  to speak.

His  name  was  Patrick  O'Connor
and    he    was    a    political    refugee.
Before  I  had  a  chance  to  enquire
from  whom  he  was  fleeing,  he  said
it was all very well to say Ulster was
a province  of the  United  Kingdom.
It was more likely a province of the
Gestapo  and  it  was  more  than  his
life  was worth  if they traced  him  to
his safe  house - here  he mentioned
an  address  just  around  the  corner.
While I inwardly debated a possible
association     with     Sin     Fein,     Mr.
O'Connor  became   a   shade   paler,
drew   close   to   me   and   whispered
that  it  was  those  buggers  in  Dublin
he feared most.  Garotting was their
favoured means of execution and he
knew  for  certain  that  his  name  was
on  their list.  At  this point  I  realised
his   problem   was   not   political   but
paranoic  and  steered  the  conversa-
tion     round     to     the     subject     of
`nerves'.   He  said,   yes,   he   had  in-

deed   consulted   his   effing   G.P.   in
Belfast,  who  had  prescribed  these
little  blue  tablets.  God  knows  what
was  in  them  -  the  pharmaceutical
industry was a government agency -
but   he   showed   them   to   me   and
€igreed  to give  them  a  try.  I got  him
to   come   back   in   a   few   days,   by
which    time    he    was    considerably
more rational and able to discuss his
cyclicdl   schizophrenic-type   illness.
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His  wife  came  with  him  to  explain
that   Mr.   O'C.   had   simply   taken
himself  off,   that   first   visit   to   me,
without   telling   her   and   she   had
worried   until   he   got   home.   They
had truly just moved into the neigh-
bourhood   and   could   they   please
register  with  us?  She  was  a  plump,
intelligent  lady  and  she  knew  how
to  look  after  her husband.

We  came  to  trust  and  like  each
other.   Quite   soon,   Mr.   O'C.   de-
veloped    another,    organic    illness
which    required    close    monitoring
and    I    did    frequent    home   visits.
They lived in a semi-detached house
which was called  `Machoolah'.  For a
long   time   I   thought   this   was   the
name  of  a  place  in  Ireland  -  there
is,  after  all,  an  Irish  ballad  about  a
lady   whose   sad   voice   was   calling
and  her  name  was  something  like
that.  When  this came up  in  conver-
sation,  Mr.  O'C.  laughed  and  said,
didn't I know it was a Yiddish word
-  the  `ch'  was  pronounced  as  the
last two letters in the word `loch', as
in   Loch   Lomond   and   the   word
meant  bankruptcy.  He'd  called  the
house  by  that  name  because  they
had  been  there  so  often!  His wife's
first marriage had been to a Jew and
Mrs.  O'Connor had passed on a lot
of  what  she  had  learned  from  her
first  husband  to  her second.

About    eighteen    months    later,
near   midnight,   there   was   a   loud
knocking  at  our  front  door.  Some-
one  shouted  through  the  letter box
that   it   was   the   police.   They   had
come  to  ask  me to go with  them  to
the O'Connors.  Unbeknown  to me,
Mr.  O'C.  had been  brewing one  of
his  relapses.   That  evening  he   had
turned  on  his  wife  and  threatened
her with the bread knife.  Mrs.  O'C.
had  already  been  introduced  by  us
to  the  Social  Services  and  she  had
called     them     on     one     of     their
emergency telephone numbers.  Un-
fortunately,  the  social  worker  who
was  sent  was  recognised,  from  his
accent,  to  hail  from  the  particular
part  of  Ireland  that  was  currently
the focus of Mr.  O'C.'s persecutory
delusions.    The   situation   had   de-
teriorated   rapidly   and   Mrs.   O'C.
had  sent  for  a  999  ambulance.  The
appearance of the uniformed ambu-
lance  driver  added  fuel  to  the  fire
and  the  whole  thing  exploded  with
the arrival  of the  police,  brought to
the   scene   by   the   terrified   neigh-
bours.   Mr.   O'C.   put   himself  in   a
fortified  position  in  the  kitchen  and
in  such  emergencies  they  send  for

the   G.P.   My   husband   wanted   to
know  why  I  should  go  where  the
police  feared  to  enter,   Mr.   O.'C.
having   threatened    he    would    kill
them  on  sight;  I should think of the
children  and  he  was jolly well  com-
ing   with    me    to    stop    me    doing
anything      stupid.      We      got      to
`Machoolah'.   I  could  see,  through

the  open   kitchen   door,   Mr.   O'C.
brandishing    the     bread    knife.     I
seemed  to  sense  a  strong  whiff  of
High  Noon  and,  like  Gary  Cooper
but with my husband clinging to my
anorak,   strode   resolutely  into   the
kitchen  and  said,   `Mr.   O'Connor,
give  me  that  knife  please'.  He  did.
In rushed the police, the ambulance
driver and the sweating social work-
er.  `You  do  agree  to  go  into  hospi-
tal,   don't  you',   I  said,   `there's  an
ambulance  outside,  waiting  to  take
you.1'11  come with'.  Mr.  O'C.  alas,
kicked   out   at   the   policeman   and
screamed, `What, with those bloody
Nazis?'   I   had   no   altemative.   He
fulfilled  all  the  criteria  required  to
justify  what  I  was  about  to  do.   I
took  out  a  syringe  and  drew  up  a
stiff dose  of Largactil  - that's  what
we  used  then.  Mr.  O'C.  was  being
restrained   with   some   difficulty.   I
said  to  him,  `I'm  sorry  about  this'.
He looked up and, with an express-
ion  combining  reproach  and  resig-
nation, said, `How could you do this
to   me,   in   front   of   the   Go}JJ.in?'
While  Mr.  O'C.,  by  now wearing  a
benign   smirk,   was   being   trundled
out of the room,  I heard the ambu-
lance driver mutter,  `Mr.  O'Connor,
my foot, more likely Mr.  O'Cohen'.

He  was  not  kept  in  long.  After a
few  weeks   Mr.   O'C.   appeared   at
the surgery.  He had been under the
care    of   a    consultant    psychiatrist
who was very wise, very large, very
benevolent  and very Jewish.  `1 real-
ly am a lad,  aren't 1',  he said,  `when
I get one of my turns. But I've got it
worked out now, with that psychiat-
rist, he's the go#ser "ac/ier (the big
boss)  in  that  place,  you  know.  I've
also   come   to   say   good-bye.    I'm
going  to  miss  you'.   Then   he  grin-
ned.    `We're    opening    an    antique
shop in  King's Lynn.. The grin got a
bit  bigger.  `I'm  quite  a  dab  at  get-
ting the  old  oak  to  look  a  bit  older
and  my  restored  Spode  china's  an
improvement  on  the  real  thing'.

We   sent   each   other   Christmas
cards and  he  visited  me  twice  when
he came to  London to deal with the
boys  in  the  trade.  After  five  or  six

Con[iniied  on  next  page
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years  the  cards  stopped.  Last  sum-
mer,  we  drove  around Nor folk  and
went to have a look at King's Lynn.
I  knew  I'd  not  find  anything  but  I
could  not  resist  looking  in  the  local
telephone  directory.  No,  there  was
no    O'Connor   who   was   also   an
antique dealer and no, not even one
O'Cohen  was  there  to  be  found  in
King's Lynnl

THE BEGGAR

W;tatsTfsr;rg::,;::cd:h:eeTr;a:mat
nothing  and  nobody  she  approved
of.    She   was   anti-central   heating,
anti-all   newspapers  save  the   Dczz./y
rc/cgrcrpfe,  anti-the  whole  male  sex
and       undoubtedly       anti-Semitic,
although  she  had  more  sense  than
to  invoke  my  wrath  and  probable
dismissal  by  an  open  declaration  of
her   views   on   the   descendants   of
Shem.

One  evening  she  knocked  at  my
door  and  with  some  hesitation  -  it
was  after  all,  a  delicate  matter  for
her   to    broach    -   said,    `Doctor,
there's a man outside and he's got a
book  with  that  writing'.  I  stood  up
and went to the hall, where stood  a
handsome giant -well over six foot,
on  his  head  a  black,  wide  brimmed
hat,  a  forked  beard  and  the  most
luxuriant  peyo/   (side-curls)   I   had
seen   in   my   life.   From   under   his
loose         over-jacket         protruded
spaghetti-thick   fringes   and   in   his
hand   there   was   indeed   a   pocket
book,  on  which  were  printed  Heb-
rew  characters.   He  spoke.   `A'cZo#
czy'sfecz#',  I  heard.  At first  I  thought
it was Hebrew but as he continued,
•for  the  Ba.t  Y`am  Talmud  Torah`

and    unfolded    one    of    his    large
palms,  I  understood.  He  wanted  a
donation.  `Tell  me',  I  said,  `what's
it like, do they have to pay anything
to  go  there,   do  they  take  girls  as
well  as boys?' He held up a hand to
stop me enquiring any further.  `Lis-
ten',  he  said,  in  a  voice  that  indi-
cated  the  futility  of  continuing  the
conversation  with  so  uninformed  a
person,  `it.s  a,  Talmud  Torah  and
it's  in  Bat  Yam.  Your  don  ay'shan
please'.   I  clearly  did  not  conform
with what he would regard as prop-
er for a respectable Jewess.  I found
my purse and gave him two pounds.
•Thank  you',  he  beamed,  `we  are

oontlicher   menschen`.   By   now  he

had    abandoned    any    attempt    to
speak  in  English -this was  Yiddish
for  `honest  folk'.  `And  here  is  your
/.``c///c (receipt)'.  He  tore  a  page  out
of  the  pocket  book  on  which  was
printed    the    barely    decipherable
name of the  religious establishment
in  Bat  Yam,  followed  by  his  even
less    decipherable     signature.     He
asked  if  he  should  call  on  my  next-
door  neighbour,  which  was  just  as
well,  since  the  Baptist  minister who
lived  there  would  have  needed  an
interpreter   before   business   could
have   been   done.   Finally,   he   im-

planted a fulsome kiss on the mczc/-
z#fe, pressed on it with two banana -
sized   fingers   and   stalked   off  with
'z,''z,i flying.

Our  friend,  Harold,  to  whom  I
mentioned  the  collector's  visit,  told
me  the  man  was  a  well-known  and
successful   .?cfr;7orrcr   and   that   our

part   of   north   London   was   in   his
patch.  He belonged to a fantastical-
ly fundamentalist group.  One could
look  upon  them  as  a  splinter group
of   a   splinter   group   of   a   splinter
group    of    the    L[(bav!.fcfocr`7    who
were,  by comparison,  mere  novices
in  the  matter  of  observance.  Once
when  he  had  called  on  their  home,
Harold had apologised that he hap-
pened   to   have   no   cash   on   him,
whereupon  the  scrfe#orrcr  had  said,
that was no problem -he was happy
to take a cheque. Harold added that
the  man  must  have  been  very  dis-
appointed,   that   I,   a   doctor,   had
only given  him  two  pounds.

Some  six  months  later  he  called
again.   I  was  out  and  my  husband
opened   the   door   this   time.   The
collector   asked   who   my   husband
was    and   on    being   told    he    was
speaking to Dr. Turk -my husband
was   also   medical   and   I   practised
under  my  married  name  -  he  de-
clared  he  knew  Dr.  Turk  to  be  a
woman.    It   took   a   lot   of   John's
rudimentary   Yiddish   to   convince
him he was neither my partner, also
female  and  whose  Celtic  name  he
delightfully  Hebraicised,  nor a  pat-
ient   or   domestic.   However,   they
soon   warmed   t.o   each   other   and
John,   remembering   Harold's   ad-
vice,    handed    over    five    pounds.
While    the    fLqcff/c   was    being   pre-

pared, he said magnanimously,  that
he heard Dr.  Turk was a very good
doctor  but  John  should  remember
that there was a better doctor oyvc#
(up    above)    and    piouLsly    pointed
heavenwards   with   an   intimidating
forefinger.
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The next time he came. my youn-
ger  son  came  with  me  to  see  who
had  knocked  so  imperiously  €`t  the
front    door.    `A/7    `t'/?#y/7c/.   y/./7g`    (a
nice little boy),  he murmured. tuck-
ing away my contribution  and deliv-
ering  a  short  sermon  on  the  duties
of a  Jewish  boy.  Turning  to  go.  he
took Jeremy's hand and shook it, or
rather,  nearly  shook  it  off.  Instinc-
tively,   I   held   out   my   hand   to   be
shaken  too.  `Ivey;7,   ;7ay;71,  he  stdm-
meTed`` do.ss ken  ich nish[ [een. ` (nci .
no,  I  can't  do  that).  He  backed  off
at  speed,  his  caftan  flapping  in  his
determination to get off the premis-
es.  Jeremy  was  six  years  old  and  I
ignored  his  request  to  be  told  why
the   gentleman   hfld   not   wished   to
shake  hands with  his  mother.  I  just
didn't   feel   like   explaining   th€`t   he
had  always  to  be  on  guard.  in  case
he  made  contact  with  a  menstruat-
ing  woman.

Yes,  but  what  about  our  finger-
to-finger  relationship  with  the  five
pound   note   and   the   f.Tc///c?   I   re-
membered  an   event,  not  long  be-
fore,   when   a   psychiatrist   friend,
Jewish  and  Orthodox,  was  treating
a  dentist,  Jewish   and   very  Ortho-
dox,  for depression.  The  symptoms
related  to  the  dentist's  passion  for
his  dental   nurse,   not  Jewish.   One
night,  while  her  husband  was  out,
the psychiatrist's wife, who was also
a    psychiatrist,    opened    her   front
door to the weeping dentist.  He was
distraught.  He  had  kissed  and  what
was  more,  had  enjoyed  kissing  the
nurse.   He  was  led   into  the   house
and   the   wife   said,   `Come,   come,
settle  down,1'11  make  you  a  cup  of
tea'.     `Oh    not,    he    exclaimed`    `1
couldn't   do   that,   I   couldn't   drink
milk  in  your house -it  wouldn't  be
truly    koLsfecr    enough!'    The    wife
thought    grimly   of   the    un-ko.7/?c;'
condition  of the dental  nurse.  Well.
we  all  make  our  own  goal-posts  in
life,  which  is  very  convenient,  be-
cause that makes it so easy for us to
alter them.

We    never   got    another   call.    I
learned  the  L7c/]#orrcr  had  gone  to
his rest with  his forefathers.  I  had  a
sense  of personal  loss.  None  of the
other collectors - now  they  tend  to
telephone and are called Uri or Avi
-have ever meant the same to me.

Dr. Theresa Turk has hc'en ill gener(i[ I)I.(ic.[icc'

f ()r  (]ve'r  lwen[y-f i\Ie'  ye'(II..s.   Miil-I.icil.  \`.i[li  lw(j
sons    an(I    one    gI-{in(I(I(iilgh[el..    .she    lil.c'`s   tili
Miinn(I  Woo{l   Fal.in  ill  `S[lfftJlk.
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FERha
Friday 8 -Sunday  10 November'  1991
`STRATEGIES FOR SuRVIVAL'

Jews and Christians will  look at
St.  Mark's  Go`spel
in  the  light of the

circumstances  of its composition
Leader`s:

Gordian Marshall OP
Rabbi Howard Co®per
Rabbi Rachel Mohtagu

Sister AssLlhta Kirwan OP

Ft>i-  fi.il-[bel-  cletziil`s  'cippl}'  tt>:

Mr.a  E``ther  R()bins()n
The Ammerdowh Centre

Raclstt>ck,  Bfith  BA3  5`SW

(Tel.  076133709)
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BERNIIVA E]
SE:WING   MACHINES

BOGOD GROUP
CARDIFF  -  LONDON

1%Ssftp®
KNITTING   MACIIINE:S

KEDEM
CENTRE  FOF}  JEWISH  STUDIES

t=|.R.

--:-:-i:-i::ii:--`--:i::-:::-:==------::ii--=

TO`

Sn€ng"EN  itwa )co6H  Reeng-

8-10pm  WEDNESDAY  EVENINGS
South-West Essex Reform Synagogue

Oaks Lane, Newbury Park
Sukkot Term:  16 October-18 December

Enrolment Evening  & Book Fair: 2 October
For further details and brochure, phone

081 -590 5237
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Ii[N[ATH  TII[  fili[AT  nlvln[

Norman  Berdichevsky

A:h:°;e]TaAc':mtE:nNd::r]Jt:°::
and  destiny.  But  the  reality  of Jew-
ish  society  in  the  State  of  Israel  is
mflrked      by      four      polarizations:
observant  vs.  secular.  the  haves  vs.
the   have-nots,   veteran   settlers   vs.
`new   tJ//.;7i`.    and    `Ashkenazim    vs.

Sephardim`.  The  last dimension  has
often   been   the   source   of   `ethnic
humour.   -   gc//.//e'    fish    vs.    shish-
kebab`  but  is  in  fact  a  serious  kz(//-
!i;.kf/;77p/  of  zi   European   vs.   Afro-
Asian  image  of the  country.

Today    there    is    a    tendency    in
certain   quarters   to   issue   damning
indictments of the  Ashkenazi  estab-
lishment.  One  of the  most  sophisti-
cdted  of  these   is  the  book   D/..``c-()/.c/
/./i     Z/.f);7     by    J.     Giladi.     originally

published     in     Arzibic     in     Egypt,
whci-e   its   title   translates   as   /.``;./7c/,

T()wards  ln[erniil   Exi)I()si()a.
Giladi`s  central  thesis  is  not  only

that  the  Sephardim  have  been  dis-
c`riminflted   against.   which   is   true.
but   that  this  has  been  a  conscious
z`c`t  to  perpetufite  Ashkenazi  domi-
nfiiice and  that the Sephdrdim share
zi common  cultural  identity  and  fate
with  the  Palestinian  Arabs.  This is a
big  lie.   Here  the  sum  of  the  pfirts,
many   cases   of   cliscrimination   and
cultur£\l  €`rrogdnce.  does  not  add  up

to  the  whole - an  Ashkenazi  racist-
exclusivist   minority   on   a   par  with
White South Africa oppressing both
Arabs    and    Sephardi    Jews.    The
book   would   have   achieved   much
more by  leaving the  reader to  draw
the   proper   conclusions,   since   the
documented   fzicts   dre   sufficient   to
mfike    anyone    angry.    They    have
been   much   more   effectively   por-
trayed    in    i`   lighter   vein    by   such
bookslhlms   z\s   Sal(ih   Shabbati   by
Ephrz`im  Kishon.

Gikidi defeats his own purpose by
ti-ying  to  bakince  what  he  claims  to
be  an  Ashkenazi  racist plot -.Israel
reduced  hundreds  of  thousands  of
Sephzirdim  from  neighbouring  coun-
tries  to  utter  destitution   in   terrible
c€`mp  conditions`  -with  his  conclu-
sion  that  .Arz`b  and  Islamic  Jews  or
Sephfirdim   .    .    .   are   fi   community
which  .  .  .  form  fin  integral  part  of
the   Ari`b   nation   in   its  culture  and
language.    ethics,    Iiterfiry    models,
traditions.  homeland  and  history..

A  brief discussi()n with any Jew in
lsrfiel  of  Sephardic  origin.  no  mut-
ter  how  mz`ny  grievances  £`nd  legiti-
mate  complaints  he  has  z`gainst  the
•Ashkenazi   Establishment`.  will   re-

veal   that   the   second   conclusion   is
utter  nonsense.  Many,  but  far  from
iill  Sephardim  dicl  fit  one  time  sh£`re
a   common    language   ancl   cultural

heritage with the Arabs but became
totally  estranged  from  their  Arab-
Muslim    `brothers.    by   the    latter's
extreme    nationalism,    xenophobia
zlnd     latent     religious     intolerzince.
Giladi      himself     does     not      hide.
though  he  tries  to  minimize  them,
the  anti-Jewish  disturbances  which
swept  the  Arab  world.  especially  in
Iraq.  Syria.  Libya  and  Egypt.  both
during   World   War   11   and   in   the
wzike  of the  conflict  in  Palestine.

One major flaw in the book is the
confusion       between       the      terms
`Sephai.dim.    zind    Jews    of    `Afro-

Asian'   or   `Islamic-Arab`   geocultu-
rz`l   origin.   The  general   public  and
Giladi   often   use   these   terms  as  if
they   were   synonymous.    But    any
serious   student   of   Jewish   history
and   tradition   knows   that   the   only
€iuthentic   Sephardim    are    the   de-
scendants  of  those  Jews  who  were
expelled  from  Spain  and  Portugal.

They   settled   both   in   northwest-
ern    Europe   where.    indeed,    they
even   renewed   the   existence   of   a
Jewish   community   in   England,   or
founded    new    communities    its    in
Holland.  Denmark,  coloni:il  Amer-
ica.   Brazil   and   northwestern   Gcr-
mdny  and  in  the  Ottomfin  Empire,
which stretched from the Balkans to
North  Africa and zicross the  Levant.
Many Sephardi Jews have therefore
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alwz`ys  lived  in  Europe  and  in  most

parts of Europe Sephardi and Ashke-
nazi  Jews  lived  together  and  inter-
married.   The  same  is  also  true  of
the  modern  Jewish  communities  of
Egypt  and Syrizi where  later Ashke-
nazi   immigrants   arrived   and   were
welcomed by veteran Sephardi  resi-
dents.

There are also many Jews who are
neither  Ashkenflzim  nor  Sephardim.
The Jews of Ethiopia, Yemen,  India
and    the    Cauca``us    Mountains    -
Georgia,     Azerbaijan,     Tajikstan.
Uzbekistfm  and  Armenia -are  rec-
ognized    as    being   of   `Afro-Asian
origin'  but  have  nothing  to  do  with
the  original  Sephardim.  For  Giladi,
however,   this   is   irrelevant   and   in
order to create  his  mythic2ll  massive
`Sephardi  majority'  in  Israel  which

he  puts  at 7()°/{j ,  all  Israeli  Jews who
are      not      descended      from      the
Yiddish-speaking  Russian  and  East
European       Jews,       are       lumped
together.  The  authentic  Sephardim
continued   to   speak    15th   century
Spanish,    known    as    /£fdcz/77()    or
Loc7/.;7()     as    their    home     language
even  where  they  also  learned  Ara-
bic  or  Turkish.  It  is  true  that  many
Sephardim  came  to  `share  the  same
cultural  tastes  in  food`  music,  cost-

ume,  folklore  as  their  Arab  neigh-
bours   and   sometimes   lived   under
tolerant  regimes  but  this  is  hardly  a
discovery  of  modern  social  science
and  journalism.

There  is  indeed  a  serious  social-
ethnic  cleavage  in   Israel,  precisely
because all of the four polarizatiom
have  overlapped  to  a  considerable
degree.    Most   of   the   Jews   from
Afro-Asia   arrived   in   Israel   after
1948  and  being  relative  newcomers
-as opposed to the veteran Sephar-
di   community   dating   back   to   the
beginnings    of    Ottoman     rule    in
Palestine -had to adjust to difficult
conditions   and   start   from   scratch.
They  also  arrived  destitute  and  re-
ceived no reparations.  They tend to
have   much   larger  families  and   be
much    more    religiously   observant
than   the   Ashkenazim   who   estab-
lished  the  norms  and  institutions  of
the  Zionist  movement  and  lziter  of
the  State  of Israel.  It  is only  human
nature   that   the   great   majority   of
Afro-Asian immigrants who arrived
in   the    195()'s   resent   the   fact   that
today`s  overwhelmingly   Ashkenazi
immigrants  from  the  Soviet  Union
are  receiving generous  benefits that
were   not   available   when   they   ar-
rived.

The       Afro-Asian       immigrants
could not draw upon  any residue of
good-will   or   personal   connections
with  veteran  Ashkenazi  settlers,  as
did    arrivals    from    Europe    after
World  War 11  who  could communi-
cate  in  Yiddish  and  shared  similar
family  and  cultural  backgrounds.  It
is also a sad fact that to get ahead in
Israel    one    needs    sharp    elbows.
Those    communities    such    as    the
Yemenites    and    Ethiopians    who
have been brought up to be modest,
introverted    and    polite,    are    at    a
definite   disadvantage  in   a  country
where  only  the  squeaky  wheel  gets
greased.    In    fact,    many    `Anglo-
Saxons',   the   writer   of   this   article
included,  often  complain  that  they
too feel  unable to compete with  the
pushy,   loud,   aggressive   behaviour
which  is  the  established  way  to  get
things  done  in  Israel.

Giladi's   book   is   polemical   and
vindictive.    But    it    also    presents
many    well-documented    cases    of
discrimination,  racism  and cultural
arrogancel

Dr. Norman Berdichevsky iJ c/ 6'/.//(/I/w/(' /J///I('
Uni\Iel.si[y  ()f wisconsin.  An  e(lllol..  [r(lmlal()I.

Ilnll  fl.ee'lillice   wri[el.`   he   (i\'e's   in   I.sl-ile>l   \`'hel.e

he  .s|)e(ik`s  iiol   only   Hel)re\``   anil   I.Iigli.sh   bil[
h(I.s   m[l.s[el-e(I   .six  o[hel-liinglliiges.

CALDWHLL AND BRAHAM
Chartered Accounta[nts

238 Temple Chambers,
Temple Avenue,

London  EC4Y 0ER
Telephone:  071 -353 4802

Auditing, Accountancy and Management services,
personal taxation and general financial advice

Contact Brian Humphreys for further information

Offices also at Puislip and Dart ford
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FUTILE
Sir,

I HAVE READ RABBI LIONEL
Blue's  co.ntribution  in  your  last
edition    of   A4cz#7zcz   -   Summer

1991   -  with   interest  and  astonish-
ment.

If  I   understand   the   essence   of
Rabbi Blue's thoughts correctly, we
should   start   a   dialogue   with   the
messianic group, the Jews for Jesus,
to  compensate for the lack of `inner-
ness,   spirituality,   serious  consider-
ation of religious experience',  all of
which  seem  to  be  missing  from  our
religion   and  which   is  provided  by
`non-Jewish  groups'.

Surely  this  is  the  very  argument
advanced   by   the   `Messianics'   and
any   discussion   with   them   would
indicate  our  acceptance  of this  line
Of thought.

The     whole     rationale     of    the
CMJ  and all  these various groups is
the   conversion   of  Jews.   Is   it   not
sufficient   that   we   are   the   whole
reason   for   their   continuing   exist-
ence?

Once a Jew accepts the divinity of
Jesus.  .surely   he/she  stops  being  a
Jew? I find it therefore hard even to
accept  the  paradox  of  their  name
•Jews   for   Jesus'.    If   this   were   a

marketable    product,    they    would
contravene  the  Trades  Description
Actl
Walter Kammerling
Bournemouth

HUMAN RIGHTS
Sir,

IN THE SPRING 1991 ISSUE of
A4¢"##.  an  editorial  assertion  is
rna.de (The Reality that Remains)

that     a     solution     to     the     Israeli/
Palestinian conflict `may involve the
universal  recognition  of  Jordan  as
the  Palestinian  state'.  Such  `univer-
sal'  recognition  is  extremely  unlikely
for  a  number of important  reasons.
Firstly,  the  population  of Jordan  is
largely  non-Palestinian  in  its  comp-
osition.    Secondly,   the   Hashemite
monarchy    has    historically    shown
itself to  be  inimical  to  the  Palestin-
ian people and to their interests I it

30

was    King   Hussein's   army   which
slaughtered  thousands  of  Palestin-
ians   in   the   `Black   September'   of
1970.    Since   the   outbreak   of   the
/#fj.fczdcz,     the     King     has    publicly
washed his hands of the West Bank
and  Palestinian  affairs  -  turning  it
over to the PLO to proceed directly
in  negotiations.

Most  significantly,  the  resolution
of    the    Israel-Palestinian    conflict
rests  upon  the  need  fully  to  uphold
the  rights - both  human  and politi-
cal -of both  peoples.  Chief among
these rights is that of self-determin-
ation,   as  is  currently  exercised  by
the  citizens  of Israel.  The  Palestin-
ian  people  has  no  less  right  to  self-
determination  -  it  is  their  will  that
they  express  this  through  an  inde-
pendent sovereign state in the West
Bank  and  Gaza.  This is  the  historic
compromise  accepted  by  the  PLO,
by  the  European  Community  (the
Venice   Declaration),   by  over   100
nations  which  have  recognised  the
Palestinian    independence    declar-
ation  and  by  the  UN,  as  expressed
in  innumerable  resolutions.   It  is  a
solution accepted by a good percen-
tage    of   Israelis   -   including    top
military  strategists,   academics  and
five  political  parties  represented  in
the  K#esscf -as  well.

Of  course,  once  the  Palestinians
have  achieved their statehood,  they
are  free  to  choose,  democratically,
to confederate with Jordan. But it is
their  decision  entirely.  Suggestions
which    circumvent   this   process   -
declaring Jordan  as the  `Palestinian
State'   -   are   neither   helpful    nor
attainable   and   ignore   the   funda-
mental   rights   and  principles   upon
which  a just  solution  to  the  conflict
must be based.
(Rabbi)  Michael  Feinberg
Finchley,  London

CONDITIONS

s|;:b!:::aEyoA:::;:eTsd:a5Rt.:#.?:

I   read,   the   more   disturbed   I   be-
come.  Rabbi Rayner puts the whole
onus  of the  Arab/Israeli  conflict  on
Israel.    Not    a   word   about    Arab
refusal to recognise the existence of
Israel,  let  alone  acceptance  of  the
invitation    of   every    Israeli    prime
minister -including Mr. Shamir -to
talk  face-to-face.  Not  a  word  about

Arab/PLO    preconditions    to    any
`peace'  talks.  Not  a  word  about  the

violence of the  lntifada.
I  hold  no  brief  for  Mr.  Shamir's

bombastic  pronouncements.   But  if
Rabbi   Rayner  can   write   that   the
PLO's  alliance  with   Saddam   Hus-
sein  `.  .  .  is  readily  understandable'
why  can   he   not   extend   the   same
charitable     understanding    to     the
political    considerations   which    in-
spire  Mr.  Shamir's  less than  helpful
rhetoric?

I   put   these   questions   to   Rabbi
Rayner,   all   based   on   Arab/PLO
preconditions  to  any  talks  with  or
recognition  of Israel:
I   Is Rabbi Rayner prepared to div-

ide   Jerusalem   and   give   up   the
Old   City   with   its   rebuilt   syna-
gogues  and  the  Western  Wall?

2  Is Rabbi Rayner prepared to give
up the  Golan  Heights and  return
to   Syria   the   gun   emplacements
from  which  Israeli  farmers  were
bombarded  for  19  years?

3  Is    Rabbi    Rayner   prepared    to
accept   the   principle   that   there
should  be  areas  which  are /.£!cJc#-
rci./?  (Jew-clean)?
I  am  often  struck  by  the  thought

that   while   Christians   believe   they
are   born   with    Original    Sin,    too
many of our fellow-Jews seem to be
born   with   Original   Guilt.   Believe
me,   John,   not   everything   is   our
fault!|
Mervin  EIIiott
Finch[ey

SPEAK UP
SCJ::T:GeRkfey:npT:T::ed:r:t?lTswohY

Israel cannot be expected to heed
criticism   from   her   enemies.    Past
experience  shows  that  she  will  not
heed  criticism  from  her  friends  but
that is no reason for those who care
not  to  raise  their  voices  of  concern
at  her policiesl
P.M.  Miller
London,  E2

MIRACLEsA
WORD     CONCERNING
the  A4cz"#c7  31   (Spring  '91)
Editorial.  I think our prob-

len   is   in   reality   not   Security   but
Ideology.   Dan   Shomron,   our  for-
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mer   Chief  of  Staff,   said   as   much
recently,  creating  quite  a  stir.  Sha-
mir will not be `the one to give away
even  an  inch  of  Ere/z  yz.Lsrcrc/'.  Yet
only when we are really prepared to
give  territories,  not  `the'  but  `some'
for  peace  will  there  be  a  possibility
of a  breakthrough.

We  have  seen  many  miracles  in
our   times.   We   are   now   due   for
another one,  hopefully bc'/()re there
is warl
Dubi  Margalit
Finchley

CANNON FODDERsR
ABBI HIRSCH IN MAIVIVA
31    goes   too   far   in    adding
theology  to  ideology  regard-

illg  Israel.
We  all  support  the  survival  and

well-beii-ig  of  the  people  and  state
of  Israel   but   not   necessarily   their
theological  status.   Israel's  immedi-
z`te  flbolition  of  the  death  penalty,.
for instance, placed it morally in the
vanguard of just nations,  as did and
does its ingathering of the exiles but
theologically the fruits of the Jewish
state   have   been   relatively   negligi-
ble.      Certainly,      for     Progressive
Judaism.   no   laws  have  gone  forth
from  Zion.

Hopefully  this  will  change  as  our
movement  builds  up  its  strength  in
lsr£`el   and   can   gradually   influence
national  thought  and  policies  there
but.  sadly,  most  Orthodox yes/?I.vo/
seem   to  be   breeding  a  harsh   and
fundamentalist    outlook,    with    its
corollary  that  non-Jews  and  especi-
£illy    Arabs    are    second-class    indi-
viduals.

This   is   no   criticism   of   I`srael   as
such. which as a secular state inspired
by    Jewish    law    and    tradition    has
proved   itself   the   most   democratic
zmcl   best   governed   in   the   Middle
East.

What  I  find  unacceptable  is  Rab-
bi Hirsch's semi-political call for the
West  to  act  as  a  future  immigration
reservoir to balance Arab reproduc-
tive  growth  and  the  secular  Jewish
€`bortion   rate,   so   as  to   maintain   a
Jewish   majority  in   the   state  when
Russi£`  has  been  drained.  This  ass-
umes  that  the  population  can  con-
tinue    to    expand    almost    without
limit   in   a   small   country   and   also
implies  the  permanent  retention  in
the  sti`te  of the  1967 territories with
their  large  Arab  population.  If that
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is   what   my   children   are   required
for,  I would rather risk their assimi-
lation  in  this  country.

Of course  those who  make cz/!.};a/7
should   be  admired   and  supported
but not, please, as religious cannon-
fodder or to defend  an  Israel where
many  of  the  so-called  religious  re-
fuse   to   fight   for   their   state   but
shame  religion  by  using  their  votes
its   blackmail   to   divert   ever   more
state   funds   to   their  };cs/?z.t/o/  while

preventing   official    recognition    or
support  for our  movement.

I echo Rabbi Gryn's appeal in the
same    issue   for   us   to   save    East
European    Jewry   for    religion    by
expanding   our   offer   to   them   of
Progressive  Judaism  both  at  home,
in   Israel   and   in   the   West,   as   an
zilternative  to  secularism  or  an  un-
nppealing Orthodoxy.  We can work
for this by supporting the Friends of
Progres`sive   Judaism   in   Israel   and
Europe    through    our    own    syna-
goguesl
Alan Tyler
Surbit()n,  Surrey

BENIGN?

Sir.

C OLIN  SHINDLER'S  excel-
lent   article,   `Rabbi   Schach,
9(),   Rules   -   Is   That   OK?'

called to  mind two things which  are
perhaps   more   apparent   from   this
side  of the  Atlantic than  from  Lon-
don.    First,    an   irritating   triviality.
Shindler's   gratuitous   ageist   refer-
ence   was   out   of  place   and   in   an
otherwise excellent piece of work, it
grates.  Slurs ba.sed on  race, gender,
or  zige  are   less  popular  than   once
they  were.  (The  headline  was  M¢/?-
/?¢'LT   not    Shindlers.    We    stand   re-

proved.  ECJ.)
More  important,  historians  over

here   often   ask   why   Communism,
together   with    many   other   -isms,
never    made     much     headway    in
America.   One   reason   is   that   the
political  system  tends  to  subvert  or
co-opt  its  opposition.   If  an  Amer-
ican   proletarian   labourer   in   193()-
1945  becomes  aware  of the  `rule  of
the  bosses',  the  American  response
is   less   to   orgzinize   the   underclass
than   to   become  a  boss.   Similarly,
the  response  of our political  parties
to   the   threats   of   labour   power,
bk`ck   power,   the   women's   move-
ment, has been to incorporate them
into the politiczil parties themselves.
Our  conservative  Republicans,  for

example,   are   now   staunch   defen-
ders  of  the  social   welfare  system,
although   given   to   mild   apoplectic
attacks  whenever  it  is  pointed  out
that  what  they  now  advocate  is  the
same  socialism   they  railed   against
some  time  ago.  They  still  hate  the
word    socialism,     but     they    have
Accepted  the  idea.

The   threat   to   Israel   polity   that
some   of  us   feared   was   Balkaniz-
ation  in  Israel,  what  we  see  now  in
Slovenia  but  based  on  religion.  In-
stead,  Shindler  writes  of increasing
involvement  of  the   Orthodox   and
ultra-Orthodox,  almost one and all,
in  the  political  debate.  This  is  not
because  they  wish  to  be  involved,
heaven   forbid,   but   because   they
must,  else  they  become  irrelevant.

The   threat,   in   American   eyes,
was   that   substantial   parts   of   the
Israel   community   would,   in   fact,
choose to become irrelevant. To us,
what  is  happening  now  is  positively
benign  in  comparisonl
Rabbi Dr.  Allen Howard Podet
Bllffa[o,  New York

HELP
Sir'

I AM  A  SECOND  YEAR  his-
tory  student  at  Bristol  Univer-
sity.  I  am  currently researching

an   undergraduate   dissertation   on
the   image   of   the   Jews   in   Great
Britain   in   the   immediate  post-war
period    (1945-1950).    When    I    was
researching  my  A-level  project  on
the  British  Union  of Fascists  in  the
inter-war    period,    I    gained    very
valuable information from the read-
ers  of  several  Jewish  periodicals.   I
i`m   now   very   keen   to   hear   from
anyone  who  has  personal  recollec-
tions of being a Jew in  GB  between
1945-195(),   particularly   with   refer-
ence  to  the  behaviour  of  non-Jews
towards  them,  both  favourable  and
unfavourable.

My aim  is to analyse  the attitudes
of  the  British  towards  British  Jews
in    light   of   the   revelation    of   the
extent   of   Nazi   activities   and   the
events  in  Palestine,  where  Zionists
were fighting the British.  Any infor-
mation    would    be   very   gratefully
accepted  and  may  be  used   2ls  evi-
dence in  my dissertation.  I  may also
wish    to    follow    up    some    of   the
information,    so   please    enclose    a
contact  address  or  telephone  num-
berl
Jonathan Kanter
36  Linden  Road
Muswell  Hill,  Load()a  NIO  3DH
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REACHING our TO STUDE:NTs
Satmah holds vacation seminars  and Friday
night programmes for university and college
students  as  well  as  offering  a  Jewish  Book
Club and a professional counselling service.
A  full  time   Student  Activities  Co-ordinator
works  closely  with  Progressive  Jewish  Stu-
dents,  visits  campuses and co-ordinates the
work of the Progressive Chaplaincy service

If you want  to  know more  about  Satmah or
would  like  to  be  added  to  the  mailing  list,

please write to:
Jane Osbome

Satmah
FRE:I:POST

London N3 2BR
or telephone her on 081-346 2288

Loblite Ltd
Established  1939

Manufacturer of
Travel Adaptors
Shaver Adaptors
Outdoor Lighting

Electrical Accessories

Third Avenue . Team Valley
Gateshead.on-Tyne. NE110QQ

Phone (091) 487 8103 . Fax (091) 482 0270
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Gordon  Smith

and his  Partners

u}ish  MANNA  continued  success

REzzl
CITROEN WELLS

Chartered Accountants

Devonshire House
1  Devonshire Street
London WIN 2DR

Tel:  071-637 2841
Fax:  (G3)  071-6371206     Telex:  25495

A Rabbi's Bible
Jonathon Magonet
`This is a tremendous book: alive, refreshing, liberating

and full of God. SCM are to be congratulated on
publishing a thoroughly Jewish book accessible to a
general religious audience, Magonet is to be
congratulated for sharing some of the highlights of
his teaching to date! ' (Chi/rch 77mes) .

se.50          paper

The Parlings of the Ways
Between Chr.Istianity and Judaism and
their Significance for the Character of
Christianity

James D.G, Dunn
Explores with characteristic clarity and sound
judgment the important questions of the emergence
of Christian distinctiveness.

£17.50        paper         November

SCM  PRESS LTD
26-30 Tottenham Road
London N14BZ

MANNA AUTUMN  1991
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William Wolff

THE ONE GROUP OF SINS
for which  no  one  in  Anglo -
or   world   Jewry   sought   to

iitone  during  the  festivals  now  past
fire  the  heinous  ones  committed  in
the  cause  of solidarity.

That   is   the   name   of   the   new
idolatry of Jewish  life.

And the non-stop stream of sins it
provokes    are    committed    against
truth,   justice,   integrity   and   even
against  self-interest  it`self.

It  seeks  to  make  us  blind  where
God gave  us  sight.

It seeks to render us dumb where
God gave us speech.

And it would force us to condone
everything from  stupidities through
misjudgements to major crimes.

Tt  was  behind  the  `siege  which  a
mob - I am  afraid that is how they
behaved - of ultra-Orthodox  black
hats laid to the Stamford Hill home
of  a  family  whose  child  had  been
sexually  abused.

The  victims  were  hounded  from
their  home  because  they  dared  to
seek  the  protection  of  the  law  in-
stead  of  leaving  it  all  to  the   local
hush-hush  rabbis.

Solidarity   in   the   ghetto,   come
who or what may, was necessary for
`surviv&l.

•Two    hundred    years    on,    with
wealth and freedom beyond dreams
zmd  an  independent  state  of Israel,
the   age-old   values   of   truth   and
justice  de`serve  a  renewed  primacy
over senseless  solidarity.

it.

THE  NEW  CHIEF  RABBI,
Dr.  Jonathan  Sacks,  had  his
answer pat whether the ques-

tion   was  fired  by  Sue   Lawley   on
Desert  Island  Discs  or  by  `aL wrier
from  the  Cfewrffe  7l.me``'  in  his  own
home:

Lwi||  you  allow  women  to  `sit  in

the   body   of   the   synagogue   with
men.`.7'  No`  he  would  not.  And  why
not?

`For  the  `sinple  reason'  he  told

Sue Lawley, `that there is a point at
which  men  and  women  mixing cre-
ates  a  certain  kind of social  atmos-
phere  which  simply  distracts  from
the unmitigated intensity of prayer'.

No doubt Rabbi Sacks was speak-
ing with the ripe experience of one
who js used to sitting with his wife,
son   and   daughters   at   synagogue
services  and  at  the  church  services
all of us who live in the wider world
occasionally  attend.

And   his   answer   will   be   totally
convincing  to  everyone  who  regu-
larly   goes   to   LTfefz.cbe/Ls   and   united
synagogues.    There,    conversation
during   services,   be   it   about   the
latest price of furs, houses, the state
of   the   `gfemcz;fc    trade    and    other
religious  topics,  let  alone  news  of
who is just engaged, divorced, born
or dead, has  never been  heard.

What   his   answer   doe;   for   his
credibility  among the  cardinals  and
archbishops who are now in his peer
group,   among  millions  of  church-
goers  and  never  mind  the  tens  of
thousands   who   go   to   Progressive
synagogues,  is a more delicate mat-
ter.

And  it  is  about his standing with
the   Christians   that   Rabbi   Sacks
ought to worry most.  For I suspect
that  it  is  among them  that  he,  like
Lord Jakobovits before him, will in
the long run find his most apprecia-
tive  audience.

*
MY   MOTHER  WENT  TO

the    Berlin    equivalent    of
Henrietta   Barnett   School,

one  of the  two  top  girls'  schools  in
north-west  London.

From  those  days  she  retained  a
life-long   friendship   with   a   Jewish
girl    who    married    a    non-Jewish
Dutchman.

Among   other   offspring   of  that
marriage,   a   daughter   and   grand-
dziughter live  in  this  country.

Through no fault of theirs,  neith-
er  knows  anything  about  Jews  or
Judaism.

Both  would  be  amazed  to  hear
that  they  are Jewish.

And  if  the  grand-daughter  came
to  tell  me  she  had  met  a  brilliant
Jewish   boy   and   wished   to   marry
him   in   synagogue,   neither   I   nor
even  Dayan  Ehrentreu  could  deny
her that right, not if we both follow
halakhah.

Such   is   the   messy   divorce   be-

tween  law  an.d  life.
•rfu

o#F:Fd,s:::tTte::BPEhr:?e,,:g
Would  I  agree  to  its  being  twin-

ned with  a Soviet  one?
I was sufficiently awake to refuse.

And  forty-eight  hours  and  `several
phone   calls   later   I   still   had   not
i,greed.

At  the  worst  of  times  the  twin-
ning of B;?c!. A4!.fzvc7fe was marred by
a  large  element of the phoney..

Because  even  at  those  worst  of
times   B#cr.  A4r.fzvc7fe   regularly  took.

place  in  Soviet Jewish  homes.
Often  the  Soviet  child  knew  no-

thing  of  the  ceremony  of  which  it
wzis   zl   brooding   but   absent   part.
thousands  of miles  away.

On such occasions when twinning.
was  wished  on  me  in  the  past,  the
British  child  knew  next  to  nothing
•of the  Soviet  child.  And  the  Soviet
Jewry  office  in   London   at  whose
prodding  the   twinning  took   place
knew  no  more.

Certainly  twinning  made  a  point
-but  always  hamfistedly.

*
SUDDENLY THE SPEAKER

at  the  memorial  service  in  St.
Margaret's,  Westminster  made

me  sit  up.
First he was stating for a fact that

Karl  Marx  was  the  last  of  the  Old
Testament  prophets.  Until  that  mo-
ment  I  had  foolishly  imagined  that
distinction  belonged  to  another Jew
called  Micah.

Then   he  recalled  the  story  of  a
CAcrL?.s`z.cJ/.c rabbi which  he  had  read  in
n book by Martin  Buber.

`When   he   got   to   the   gates   of

heaven',   said   the   slim   man   in   the
pulpit.   `he   was   not   asked   `.Rabbi
Cohen,    why    were    you    not    like
Elijah   or   why   were   you   not   like
Elisha".

`Instead    he    was    asked:    "Why

were    you    not    more    like    Rabbi
Cohen"`.

A   lovely   tale,   except   that   the
Cfrcr,t..Tz.cJf.c     rabbi's     name     was     not
Cohen but Zusya of Hanipol.

And  he  said  that  .in  the  coming
world   they  will   not   a```k   me   .`Why
were. you   not   Moses?"   but   "Why
were you  not Zusyfl?".

Apart    from    those    trifles.    the
Right Honourable Tony Benn  got  it
iibsolutely rightl
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual  events  of a  high  level  within  easy reach  of a  large
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism,  the largest Jewish  centre  in  Europe. These facilities  include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria,  extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership  also  brings advance  information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  A4anna,
Membership can  be on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:

Single  membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£18.50
£29.50
£15.00
£21,00

Existing subscribers to A4anna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from  Pain Lewis at the Sternberg  Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

14th October -loth November 1991
Ernest  Neuschul  (1895-1968)

"THE  IDEAL WITHIN  THE  F3EAL"  ~ A  RETROSPECTIVE  EXHIBITION

Tuesday 29th October 1991  -8.00pm
``A SEAF?CH  FOF]  MEANING  UNDEF]  THF?EAT OF  CHAOS"

an  illustrated  lecture  by  Khalil  Norland,  Ernest  NeusQhul's son

Sunday loth November 1991 -8.00pm
F]ECIPES  FOR  BODY AND SOUL WITH  LIONEL  BLUE

Tuesday 26th November 1991 -8.00pm
"MY  LIFE AS A WRITEF{"

- Bernice Flubens

Sunday 15th December 1991  -8.00pm
YOUNG  MUSICIANS  GAIA  RECITAL

with  F3uth  Goldstein,  'cello;  Daniel  Hope,  violin;
Antony lngham  and Andrew Zolinsky,  piano

Works by:  Beethoven,  Bach, Faur6,  F]achmaninov and  Franck

ART COURSES
New ten-week courses from  lst October-3rd  December 1991

Tuesdays  1 0.00am-12.30pm
and

Tuesdays 2.00pm-4.30pm

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS -Thursdays  1.15-2.00pm
Autumn  Series: 3rd,17th  and 31st October,  28th  November and

12th  December  1991

Printed  by  FFIEEDMAN  BROS.  (PF}INTEF`S)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB     081-458  3220
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